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A BSTRACT

evice life-time and performance is directly linked to its operating temperature, which
necessitates accurate temperature measurements. However, reliable temperature measurement at the device level is challenging due to small device dimensions which are on
the order of micrometres. Considering that the trend is toward the miniaturisation of electronic
devices, from the micro-scale to the nano-scale, temperature measurements become even more
challenging. The available techniques have limitations in terms of either resolution, calibration, acquisition time or equipment cost. This thesis provides an alternative solution to address
these challenges by developing a new thermography technique called hyperspectral quantum
rod thermal imaging (HQTI), which exploits temperature dependent photoluminescence (PL)
emission of quantum rods to obtain the surface temperature map of a biased electronic device,
with a straight-forward calibration. This method uses relatively simple, low cost equipment,
while achieving sub-micron spatial resolution. This technique is demonstrated by measuring the
thermal map of a direct current (DC) operated Gallium Nitride (GaN) high electron mobility transistor (HEMT), achieving an average temperature precision of 4 o C, and a 680±20 nm measured
lateral optical resolution. The technique was benchmarked against the standard infrared (IR)
thermography and it was shown that IR underestimated device thermal resistance by 3 times
for the device under test. HQTI is a versatile method for both measurement in sub-micron scale
regions of interest and of larger areas in the hundreds of micrometres range. The technique is
further extended to time resolved measurements, (T-HQTI), to be able to characterise thermal
dynamics of a pulsed operated device. An average time resolution of 20 µs was achieved with the
box-car averaging approach. T-HQTI measurements were also verified with sub-micron resolution
transient thermoreflectance thermometry (TTR) and a good agreement was found for the 100s of
MHz operating regime, which is the typical switching rate for power devices.
Multi-finger enhancement mode GaN-on-Si power devices, which are of concern for the costcompetitive power semiconductors industry, were also thermally assessed at the wafer level, using
a combination of thermal measurements and finite element thermal simulations. Identifying
thermal bottlenecks of the GaN power devices is critical in order to provide the most cost-effective
cooling solution as these devices operate at high powers and any development is limited by the
cost constraints. We identified the substrate as the main thermal bottleneck while buffer layer
(along with the strain relief layer) possesses a negligible thermal resistance for these large area
power devices. It was suggested that thinning the substrate by 7 times could reduce the junction
temperature by down to 70% at DC operation, supported by calibrated finite element simulations.
The developments carried out and the findings of this work are expected to help achieving the
maximum benefits of GaN technology. The impact of the new thermography technique is even
expected to be wider as it can be adopted to, for example, biomedical applications or composite
materials, where thermal dynamics at the sub-micron scale are of interest.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

M

any electronic inventions that we take for granted today are in fact a result of
the dedicated investments of the defense industry, which are then commercialized
and turn into the products that we use in our daily lives, such as the internet,

drones and surveillance cameras to name a few. Transistors are also one of those inventions, the
research efforts on which started during World War II in order to replace bulky, energetically
inefficient and short lifetime vacuum tubes used for signal amplification. Since the demonstration
of the first transistor, made of germanium, in December 1947, by Shockley and his co-workers
Bardeen and Brattain in Bell Laboratories [1, 2], there has been ever growing interest in
improving its performance and reliability, for example in terms of reduced leakage currents,
higher operating temperature and higher operating frequency with a long-lasting durability,
all of which to be accomplished preferably at a low cost. These motivations paved the way for
silicon transistors, which were first fabricated by Tanenbaum in 1955 [3] and were able to
withstand higher temperatures and have lower leakage currents compared to its germanium
counterparts due to its higher band gap (Ge band gap: 0.7 eV ; Si band gap: 1.1 eV). Since
then, silicon based transistors have been dominating the ≈ $400 billion-revenue-semiconductor
industry as of 2020 [4]. These devices are used not only for signal amplification but also for
power conversion and switching applications. Silicon-based metal oxide field effect transistors
1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(MOSFETs), insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and thyristors dominate today’s power
conversion applications.
Despite the dominance of Si devices in the industry, simultaneous efforts have been ongoing to
explore compound semiconductors, such as III-V group semiconductors, e.g. GaAs and GaN, which
could potentially allow higher operating frequencies. The first GaAs metal semiconductor field
effect transistor (MESFET) was realised in 1966 [5], exploiting the superior material properties
of GaAs, such as 5x higher electron mobility than that of Si [6]. This was followed by the first
demonstration of GaAs high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) in 1980, which gave 5.5x
higher mobility and 3x larger transconductance compared to GaAs MESFET [7]. The shift from
Si, Ge and GaAs based devices to the devices based on wide band gap (WBG) semiconductors,
which have a band gap of 2-4 eV, started with the high quality single crystal growth of GaN
(3.4 eV) and achieving p-type doping with Mg in the late 1980s and early 1990s [8, 9]. This
achievement enabled the fabrication of the first blue GaN, p-n junction, light emitting diodes
(LEDs) and brought the Nobel Prize to Akasaki, Amano and Nakamura in 2014. Having available
techniques for the growth of epitaxial GaN, the first GaN HEMT was demonstrated in 1993
[10]. 10x larger breakdown strength and 1.5x higher electron mobility of GaN than those of
Si (Si electron mobility: 1350 cmV−1 s−1 ; GaN electron mobility: 2000 cm V−1 s−1 (within the 2
dimensional electron gas (2DEG)) [11]) translate into more compact devices operating at higher
frequencies for the same application range.
GaN-based devices have been commercialised as radio frequency (RF) amplifiers in the first
decade of 2000s; yet, commercial GaN power devices are relatively new for power conversion
applications and there have been increasing research efforts to optimise GaN HEMTs for power
applications [12]. This research direction is motivated by the increasing demand for electric
generation worldwide, which is projected to increase more than 50% in the next 25 years [13].
Power electronics comes into play to distribute and convert this energy for the end-user. It
is projected that by 2030, 80% of the electricity generated will be processed through power
electronics [14]. It is estimated that GaN devices can increase the power conversion efficiency
by 3% (for DC-AC conversion) to 10% (for DC-DC conversion) [15]. These high efficiencies due
to lower power losses also mean reduced cooling needs and more compact power modules. The
2

GaN power industry has focused on GaN grown on Si substrates due to their low cost, taking
advantage of the already established Si processing line technology. However, integrating such
dissimilar materials has been a challenge due to their different lattice constant and coefficient of
thermal expansion [16]. The integration has been successfully achieved by incorporating various
interlayers, also known as strain relief layers, resulting in acceptable levels of defect densities at
the interface and 650 V devices have already been demonstrated [16]. Yet, the industry aims to
reach 1200 V and beyond [16]. Optimisation of the GaN-on-Si integration and strain relief layers
is an important aspect to reach this target as these layers affect thermo-electrical performance
by introducing interface resistance and traps.
As the intrinsic properties of GaN enable the miniaturisation of devices, along with advances
in the fabrication technologies, there is an increasing demand in operating these devices at
high powers. Reduced device dimensions and high power operations result in increased power
densities, due to Joule heating (self-heating), reaching up to tens of W/mm, and increase device
temperature up to 175 o C [17, 18] and temperature gradients of 10’s o C/µm [17]. This requires
incorporating thermal considerations into device design. Increased channel temperatures due
to high power densities limit device performance as, for example, threshold voltage and device
ON resistance are temperature dependent. Device lifetime is also impacted by the peak channel
temperature. In the semiconductor industry, the standard to predict device lifetime is conducting
accelerated life tests. These tests are performed by varying only one parameter, either voltage
or temperature at a time; often temperature. Lifetime of the device is estimated at each set of
temperature and extrapolated to the temperature of interest [19]. The failure of the device is
defined as, for example, 20% change in the drain current [19]. Mean time to failure (MTTF),
which is the average time that it takes for a device to fail, is given by Arrhenius relation:

(1.1)

MTTF = A

−E a
kB T

where A is a constant of proportionality, Ea is the activation energy of the lowest energy failure
mechanism which can be thermally induced, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the peak
channel temperature [20]. For example, if the targeted operation temperature is 175 o C, the
accelerated tests are performed at various temperatures between 270 o C and 310 o C and extrap3
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F IGURE 1.1. A sample Arrhenius plot where the data points (red triangles) represent
the high temperature tests performed at various temperatures between 270 o C and
310 o C. Junction temperature represents the peak temperature of the device. The
goodness of fit value of R2 =0.9918 indicates the accuracy of the fitting. A life time
of 3x107 hours was estimated at 175 o C by extrapolating from the high temperature
measurements, with an associated activation energy of 1.82 eV [21]. Figure from
[21]1 .

olated to the actual operating temperature of 175 o C from Equation 1.1. A sample Arrhenius
plot is shown in Figure 1.1 1 , showing an estimated life time of 3x107 hours at 175 o C, which is
extrapolated from the life time .
It is critical to estimate peak channel temperature accurately for reliable lifetime estimations.
It is possible to estimate temperature theoretically, by thermal simulations; however, any inaccuracies in the material parameters can result in unreliable predictions. Some of the material data
might not be also available, in particular when the new materials concepts are being considered.
Therefore, the more accurate approach is to measure channel temperature experimentally. There
are numerous temperature measurement techniques employed for semiconductor devices. These
can be categorised as electrical, optical and contact techniques:
Electrical techniques exploit temperature dependent device properties, such as ON resistance,
1 Reprinted from Microelectronics Reliability, 52(9-10), Lambert, B. et al., Reliability data’s of 0.5 µm AlGaN/GaN
on SiC technology qualification, 2200-2204, Copyright (2012), with permission from Elsevier.
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gate resistance, leakage current or transconductance [22–24]. Once the temperature dependent
relation of the device parameter is extracted from calibration, the device temperature can be
estimated. These techniques are non-invasive, fast and practical. They do not require additional
characterisation equipment. However, they do not provide any spatial resolution. Measured
temperature is averaged through the active area (or along the gate dimensions for gate resistance
thermometry), requiring additional device simulations to extract the peak temperature. Since
measured temperature is the average over a large area within the device, associated errors are
also large when extracting peak temperatures from simulations. Another disadvantage is that
each device structure requires calibration.
Optical techniques are advantageous compared to electrical techniques regarding providing
spatial resolution. The popular optical temperature measurement techniques are infrared(IR)
thermography, Raman thermometry and transient thermoreflectance imaging 2 . Infrared (IR)
thermography, based on measuring temperature dependent IR emission, has been the most
commonly used thermal imaging tool over the last 50 years and is a very useful qualitative failure
analysis technique [25]. However, the spatial resolution of all far field optical measurement
techniques is diffraction limited to a maximum of ≈ λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of the light
being analyzed. This is a major restriction for IR thermography which is sensitive in the 3-5 µm
wavelength range. Besides, transparency of the substrate results in an underestimation of the
actual peak temperature [17], making reliable quantitative temperature assessment difficult
[17, 25–28].
Micro-Raman thermography, based on probing temperature dependency of phonon frequencies,
was developed as a higher spatial resolution alternative and an 0.5 µm resolution and ±1-10
o

C temperature precision has been demonstrated, depending on the illumination wavelength

and material under test, respectively [29]. Although this is an established technique in research
laboratories, it is a serial point-by-point measurement, requiring long acquisition times to obtain
a temperature map. The acquisition times for a single point measurement can vary from seconds
2 The overview for the optical and contact thermography techniques presented here were reproduced, from our recent
publication, in part with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2, 1, 93–102, Oner, B. et al., Submicrometer
Resolution Hyperspectral Quantum Rod Thermal Imaging of Microelectronic Devices, Copyright (2020), American
Chemical Society. For this publication, the author designed and conducted the feasibility study, carried out the
experiments and the simulations, developed the thermal image reconstruction algorithm, analyzed the data, generated
the figures and wrote the manuscript with the assistance from the co-authors.
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to several minutes, depending on the material under test. Microparticle assisted Raman and
photoluminescence thermometry along with the scanning thermography have been established to
probe surface temperature of microelectronic devices [30, 31], while mapping is time consuming
due to single point scanning.
Recently, transient thermoreflectance imaging has emerged for wide field temperature measurements [32–34]. Although the technique can provide submicron spatial resolution (0.3-0.5
µm) thermal images with better than a 1 o C precision, calibrating the thermo-optic coefficient

is a challenge for full field imaging of complex multilayer structures. Besides, a pixel by pixel
calibration of each particular test structure is required, which is time consuming.
Contact techniques include atomic force microscopy (AFM) based scanning thermal microscopy
(SThM) and micro or nano-particle assisted fluorescence based methods, where the surface of
the device and the measurement probe are in physical contact. SThM is among the emerging
submicron thermal imaging techniques with its high resolution (≈100s of nm) below the optical
diffraction limit [35]. Whilst it offers high spatial resolution, this is an AFM based technique
requiring expertise and expensive equipment. The variable tip-to-surface thermal contact resistance depends on the surface topology and poses a challenge for the quantitative thermal mapping
of typical electronic device structures which have trenches and step edges. It also requires special
thermal designs of cantilever tips to overcome contact resistance related artefacts [36]. Quantification of the effect of topology on SThM is an active area of research [35, 37, 38]. Temperature
measurement techniques based on fluorescence imaging have also been established [39–42] and
recently the fluorescence intensity ratio of a coating material has been used to measure the
thermal image of a PCB [41]. Although the technique can be applied to larger structure, the thick
fluorescent paint coating obscures accurate temperature measurement at the device level.
These temperature measurement challenges are a concern not only for the reliability of
GaN-based devices, but also for all other microelectronic devices, including future device concepts,
channel dimensions of which could go down to nm range. The challenges associated with the
existing device thermography techniques call for alternative solutions; the possible solutions
would be beneficial for the whole semiconductor industry.
This work focuses on a thermal metrology development for device-level temperature measure6

ments and thermal aspects of GaN-based power devices. The main motivation is to address
above mentioned challenges by developing a novel thermal metrology tool: a wide field, low cost
thermal imaging technique measuring effective surface temperature with sub-micron resolution.
A technique based on a combination of high quantum efficiency quantum rods and hyperspectral
imaging has been developed for both steady state and time resolved temperature measurements
and demonstrated on a GaN HEMT. In addition to this, thermal bottlenecks of a GaN-on-Si
multi-finger power device are identified in an effort to provide a cost-effective solution in terms of
thermal management.
Chapter 2 of the thesis discusses theoretical background. operating principle of GaN based
devices, the unique properties of quantum rods used as temperature sensors in this work and
heat transfer theory are explained. Chapter 3 gives the background information and the details of
the experimental techniques used in this work, in order to verify the new metrology and identify
thermal bottlenecks of power devices. In Chapter 4, the new steady-state device thermography
technique developed in this work, hyperspectral quantum rod thermal imaging, is explained in
detail and demonstrated on a GaN HEMT. Chapter 5 demonstrates the extension of hyperspectral quantum rod thermal imaging (HQTI) for pulse operated devices, enabling time resolved
temperature measurements. Thermal bottlenecks of GaN-on-Si multifinger power devices are
identified in Chapter 6.
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he purpose of this chapter is to give the relevant theoretical background on the materials
and the operation of the devices used in this work along with the heat transfer in solids.
First, the crystal properties of GaN, a typical AlGaN/GaN device and its operation

principle are introduced. The current growth and fabrication technology adopted for commercial
GaN based devices along with thermal challenges are briefly discussed. Following this, the unique
opto-electronic properties of quantum rods, in particular CdSe/CdS core-shell structures, which
makes them suitable for the technique developed in this thesis, are explained. Finally, the heat
transport in solids and its application on device self-heating is discussed to provide the necessary
background for the device-level thermal analysis.

2.1
2.1.1

GaN based materials and devices
Crystal properties of wurtzite GaN

GaN is a III-V group semiconductor. It can crystallise in both zincblende (also named as cubic or
β-GaN) and wurtzite (also named as hexagonal or α-GaN) structure, the latter being thermody-

namically more stable due to its lower crystal energy [43] and exhibits larger polarisation [44],
making that more suitable for device applications. Numerical studies also showed that wurtzite
9
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structure has higher breakdown voltage [45], which is favorable for high power applications. The
wurtzite structure, shown in Figure 2.1, is almost exclusively used for device applications due to
these reasons and is the only phase discussed in this study.
The wurtzite lattice shown in Figure 2.1 is characterised by three lattice parameters: a=
3.189 Å, c= 5.185 Å [46], and u= 0.376 Å [47]. This structure is called non-centrosymmetric in
crystallography, meaning that it lacks symmetry along some or all axes in the lattice. GaN lacks
inversion symmetry along c axis. Non-centrosymmetric materials exhibit certain properties, such
as polarity and piezoelectrity, which are the properties of GaN exploited for device applications.
Wurtzite crystals exhibit a characteristic polarity along c axis as (0001) plane (c plane highlighted
in Figure 2.1) is not geometrically equivalent to (0001̄). (0001) and (0001̄) planes are called Gaface and N-face, respectively. Although numerical studies suggest that N-face devices have the
potential to yield higher output performance due to, for example, better confinement of electrons
in the channel [48], the material quality is lower compared to more stable Ga-face structures
with the current growth technology, which in practice, yields poorer performance [49]. This is
why majority of GaN devices are fabricated on Ga-face, which is the focus in this work.
As the atoms are spaced periodically in crystals, it is useful to use the Fourier transform to
study the behaviour of electrons and phonons in order to simplify the mathematical treatment of

F IGURE 2.1. The wurtzite crystal structure of GaN.Brown and blue spheres represent
Ga and N atoms, respectively. Brown highlighted c plane is the common plane of
the choice for device fabrication. The crystal is asymmetric along c axis. Figure
adopted from [27].
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periodic functions, such as periodic potentials seen by electrons. The Fourier transform of the
real space of the lattice can be used to construct a new lattice called the reciprocal lattice. The
Wigner-Seitz primitive unit cell in the reciprocal space is called as Brillouin zone, which is a
hexagonal prism for wurtzite crystals, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). At the centre of the Brillouin
zone, Γ point, the reciprocal lattice vector is equal to zero, k=0. The energy band structure of
semiconductors are of critical importance for opto-electronic applications. The band structure, i.e.
the energy-momentum relation, E(k), is calculated by solving Schr ödinger equation:
−}2 2
∇ Ψ(r, k) + V (r)Ψ(r, k) = E(k)Ψ(r, k)
2m∗

(2.1)

where } is the reduced Planck‘s constant, m∗ is the effective mass,Ψ(r, k) is the wave function,
V(r) represents the periodic potential of the crystal. Local density approximation (LDA) [51],
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) [52] and pseudopotential methods [50] are some
of the methods to calculate energy band structure. The theoretical band structure of wurtzite
GaN, calculated using pseudopotential method [50], is shown in Figure 2.2(b) 1 . Figure 2.2(b)
shows that GaN has a direct wide band gap of 3.4 eV at Γ point, where the conduction band
1 Reprinted from Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, 32(9), Bloom, S., Band structures of GaN and AIN,

2027-2032, Copyright (1971), with permission from Elsevier.

a

b

F IGURE 2.2. The first Brillouin zone of the wurtzite GaN and its band structure. (a)
First Brillouin zone of a wurtzite crystal, Γ being the centre of the Brioullin zone.
Figure adopted from [27]. (b) Theoretical band structure of wurtzite GaN calculated
by the pseudopotential method. Figure adopted from [50].
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minimum and valance band maximum are observed. The direct wide band gap of GaN makes that
a favorable candidate for LED and high power device applications because electron transport from
the valance to the conduction band does not require phonon assistance, which is required for the
indirect band gap materials, such as Si, to conserve the energy and the momentum simultaneously.
This means a higher luminous efficiency for LEDs and lower operating temperatures for high
power device applications, translating into energy efficiency and high performance .
GaN can be alloyed to modulate its band gap for device applications. Unlike conventional
devices where the channel is in the doped region of a bulk semiconductor, i.e. homojunction,
heterojunctions can be formed by combining two materials with different compositions, with a
narrower and a wider band gap, in order to increase the device performance by, for example,
decreasing impurity scattering. Lattice match of the two materials forming the heterojunction is
crucial in order to avoid dislocations which can result in surface states [53]. Modulating the band
gap of the material with an acceptable lattice mismatch is possible by creating its ternary alloys.
Figure 2.3 shows how the band gap changes with the lattice constant and composition for Group
III-nitrides, along with some conventional semiconductor materials. The lattice mismatch of the
materials forming the heterojunction, despite being reduced by forming its ternary alloys, results

F IGURE 2.3. Band gap and lattice constant of nitrides with various alloying and comparison to common semiconductors. Figure adopted from [27].
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in compressive or tensile stress, depending on the composition, when growing the ternary alloy
epilayer on top of the base material, for example when growing Al x Ga(1− x) N on top of GaN. These
stress effects have important implications on the device performance when the device channel is
formed this way, which will be detailed in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.2

Phonons in wurtzite GaN

Vibrational energy states of the atoms described by quantized lattice vibrations, i.e. the quasiparticles called phonons, are also important to describe optical processes, such as Raman scattering, which was used in this work and will be detailed in Chapter 3, and various scattering
mechanisms, for example, electron-phonon scattering, as well as heat transport in the crystal.
Lattice vibration in a crystal can be modelled by considering the atoms as if connected to each
other with springs, a treatment based on classical mechanics. Phonon frequency-wavevector (ω-k)
relation, a.k.a. dispersion relations, can be obtained from the harmonic oscillator model based on
this treatment. For diatomic lattices, as in the case of GaN, phonons are characterised based on
their dispersion relation as optical and acoustic phonons. The calculated phonon dispersion curve
for GaN is shown in Figure 2.4 2 , where two branches and a gap in between are observed. The
lower branch is the only branch present in monoatomic lattices. In diatomic lattices, the upper
branch adds up due to the additional vibrational degrees of freedom contributed by the second
atom [55]. Acoustic phonons are the phonons which have the lowest frequency at Γ point in the
Brillouin zone. Optical phonons are named so as they can interact more efficiently with light
because of their ability to create dipoles within the lattice with their high energies, allowing them
to be observed by optical means, as in Raman scattering experiments to be explained in Chapter
3. Group theory predicts eight phonon modes at Γ point : 2A1 +2E1 +2B1 +2E2 , in a wurtzite crystal
[56]. Six of them, i.e. (A1 +E1 +2B1 +2E2 ), are optical whereas two of them, i.e. (A1 +E1 ) are acoustic
phonon modes (denoted with green labels in Figure 2.4) [56, 57]. When the atomic vibrations
are in the same direction with the translation of the atoms, then those phonon modes are called
longitudinal phonons. When the vibrations are perpendicular to the translation, then those
phonon modes are named as transverse phonons. Longitudinal and transverse acoustic/optical
2 Reprinted figure with permission from C. Bungaro, K. Rapcewicz, and J. Bernholc, Phys. Rev. B, 61(10), 6720-6725,
2000, doi:10.1103/PhysRevB.61.6720. Copyright (2000) by the American Physical Society.
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F IGURE 2.4. Phonon dispersion curve of the wurtzite GaN. Figure adopted from [20, 54].
Optical phonon modes are represented by red points on the figure. Acoustic phonon
modes are denoted with green arrows and labels.

phonon modes are abbreviated as LA/LO and TA/TO, respectively. The categorisation of phonon
modes is useful to predict the outcome of the light scattering experiments, which will be detailed
in Chapter 3.

2.1.3

GaN based High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT)

A high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) is made of a heterojunction where a quantum well
can be created at the interface of a wide band gap and a narrow band gap material forming
the junction. GaAs was the first material which was explored to fabricate HEMTs, in the late
1970s [58], by forming the channel with an n-doped AlGaAs, which supplies electrons into the
potential well created at the AlGaAs/GaAs interface. The inherent built-in polarisation of GaN,
its high electron mobility and high breakdown field paved the way for GaN based high electron
mobility transistor, which was first demonstrated in 1993 [10]. These properties and relatively
high thermal conductivity of GaN compared to the available Si and GaAs technologies back then
attracted attention for high power applications.
The developments in the Si processing technology have allowed Si material to approach
its theoretical limits, in terms of voltage blocking capability (30 V/µm[14]) and heat transfer
14
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Table 2.1: Bulk material properties at room temperature for selected semiconductors used for
power devices.
Band gap
(eV)
Si
4H-SiC
GaAs
GaN
Diamond (C)

1.1
3.26
1.42
3.4
5.4

Relative
Electron Saturation Breakdown Thermal Substrate
permittivity mobility
velocity
field
conductivity diameter
−1 −1
7
−1
−1
(cmV s ) (x10 cm s ) (MV cm ) (Wm−1 K−1 ) (inch)
11.8
10
13.1
9.0
5.5

1350
700
8500
1200∗∗
1900

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.5
2.7

0.3
3.0
0.6
3.3
5.6

150
330-450∗
43
130
2000

8-17.7
8
6
8
<1

out of plane-in-plane values, respectively; ∗∗ 2DEG value: 2000 cmV−1 s−1 . Values are based on
references [11], [61], [62].
∗

efficiency (a thermal conductivity of 150 W/mK [11, 59]) [14], which are the critical parameters
for power electronics applications [14, 59]. Yet, there is an ever growing interest in exploration
of other new materials to operate the power conversion systems beyond the limits of Si based
devices [14, 59, 60].
Properties of some common semiconductors for device applications are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 hints that diamond is the best material for high power applications with its largest band
gap ("ultra wide band gap" in the device terminology) as well as its highest mobility, saturation
velocity, breakdown field and thermal conductivity, all of which make this material an attractive
candidate for high voltage, high temperature and high frequency operations. However, diamond
devices have not yet reached their potential due to fabrication challenges, which is presently the
reason of the unacceptable levels of leakage currents [61]. It is also costly compared to competing
GaN and SiC power device technologies at the moment [61]. This technology is still under early
development phase as evident from the available substrate size (<1 inch) shown in Table 2.1. GaN
and SiC technologies are relatively more mature for power applications compared to diamond
technology. In fact, currently GaN and SiC are the competing wide band gap technologies [63]
and they are now commercially available. The advantage of GaN over SiC is that it can form
heterojunctions due to its inherent polarisation, which eliminates the need for doping.
Although several decades of GaN research have allowed this technology to be out of research
labs and be in the market now, its thermal performance has not reached its full potential yet
15
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for power applications [16] and thermal optimisation studies are still ongoing. In this work, the
newly developed thermography techniques are, therefore, demonstrated on this technologically
important material system. Possible thermal bottlenecks of GaN devices for power applications
are also investigated in Chapter 6. A brief overview of the GaN HEMT technology, which was
used as a platform and thermally investigated in this work, is given in the following sections of
this sub-chapter.

2.1.3.1

A typical GaN power HEMT: Polarisation and 2DEG formation

The basis of high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) is the confinement of electrons in a
thin channel at the interface of two dissimilar materials forming the heterojunction due to the
potential well formed there. These electrons are free to move parallel to the interface; yet, the
motion perpendicular to the interface is restricted. The electrons confined there are named
after this restricted motion: two dimensional electron gas, shortly 2DEG. As the charge carriers
are confined in a thin region at the interface, they are free from electron scattering due to the
impurities in the bulk material, increasing the mobility of charge carriers; hence the name "high
electron mobility" transistor.
Lateral HEMT structures allow exploitation of inherent polarisation fields of GaN. A typical
lateral HEMT structure is shown in Figure 2.5(a). The substrate is usually Si or SiC due to the
high cost of bulk GaN substrates [64], which are also available only in small wafer diameters (8
inch) [61]. Most commercial power devices are on Si substrate for its low cost, taking advantage
of the already established Si complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. As
there is a large lattice mismatch (17% [20]) between Si and GaN, a strain relief layer is grown on
a nucleation layer before growing the GaN buffer, which is several microns thick depending on
the application. SiC is usually preferred for applications operating at higher power densities, due
to its higher thermal conductivity, where the cost is not the primary concern, such as defense
applications. The lattice mismatch between SiC and GaN is smaller (3.6% [20]); therefore, a
nucleation layer in between them is sufficient for an acceptable interface quality. There is also
a growing interest in diamond substrates for better thermal management; yet, it is still an
active area of research due to the technological challenges of diamond growth and its integration
16
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as a substrate [65]. The growth of the single crystalline diamond is difficult, which poses a
limitation in terms of exploiting its high thermal conductivity because the grain boundaries in the
polycrystalline diamond reduce its thermal conductivity [66]. The large lattice mismatch of 11%
between GaN and diamond [67] also makes the integration of two materials, without interface
defects, challenging [65]. Typically a tens of nanometre thick (≈ 20 nm) [68] AlGaN barrier is
grown on top of a several microns thick GaN buffer to form the 2DEG channel. The device is
usually passivated with a layer, Si x N y or SiO2 , in order to control surface leakage and protect
the device from moisture [69]. Ohmic source and drain contacts are formed to allow electrical
connection to 2DEG channel, where the electrons flow from the source to the drain. The source is
the reference electrode and grounded while a positive voltage is applied to the drain electrode
with respect to source (Vds ) to enhance the conduction in the channel. A Schottky contact is
formed between the gate and the AlGaN barrier, in order to control the current in the channel
by modulating the band bending below the gate, which requires a negative gate voltage with
respect to source (V gs ) to deplete the channel for a normally-ON (depletion mode: d-mode) device.
The minimum gate voltage required to deplete the channel and turn a d-mode device OFF is
called as threshold voltage, V th . Source and/or drain contacts can be extended over the channel
by the metal plates known as field plates, as shown in Figure 2.5(a). The purpose is to shape the

a

b
Field Plate

Source

Gate

Drain

F IGURE 2.5. (a) A typical normally-ON (depletion mode) lateral (GaN) HEMT structure.
(b) Band diagram and polarisation fields at the heterojunctions, showing the
formation of 2DEG in the GaN and AlGaN interface. Figure adopted from [27].
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electric field near the gate, where the peak electric field is observed without the field plates. This
structure is useful to increase the breakdown voltage of the device. It also shapes the heating
profile by distributing the electric field more uniformly, resulting in a more uniform temperature
profile across the channel rather than a concentrated heating near the gate as in the case of its
absence. On the other hand, its drawback is the additional capacitance it creates between the
gate and the drain and/or gate and the source. This can be a limit for high frequency operations,
as in RF. Hence, RF devices are usually designed without them. Field plates are mostly useful for
power electronics applications where the breakdown voltage is a more critical parameter than
the switching performance. In fact, its use can be considered as a standard for power devices with
the current technology. The devices on the same wafer are isolated from each other either by ion
implantation such that resistivity of the GaN layer is increased or by mesa etching where the
built-in 2DEG is destroyed by etching AlGaN barrier [70].
Group III-nitrides are a special group of compound semiconductors due to their large intrinsic
polarisation [68], which is due to the strong ionic bonds causing the displacement of anions
and cations. The crystal structure of wurtzite AlN is also very similar to wurtzite GaN, with
a larger band gap (6.1 eV), exhibiting even higher intrinsic, a.k.a. spontaneous, polarisation
than that of GaN [71] in the [0001], i.e. towards the substrate. The spontaneous polarisation can
build up an electric field of up to 3 MV/cm in III-nitrides [68]. When a tens of nanometre thin
AlGaN layer is grown on a few microns thick GaN buffer, the lattice mismatch between these
two materials (depending on Al concentration as shown in Figure 2.3) causes tensile stress in
the thin AlGaN layer. In this case, GaN is in compression; yet, this compressive stress is usually
considered effectively as zero because the thick GaN buffer can relax [72]. The mechanical
stress in the AlGaN layer induces an extra polarisation charge in this material, known as
piezoelectric polarisation. This additional piezoelectric charge can build up an electric field of
up to 2 MV/cm [68] in the AlGaN barrier. The magnitude of the polarisation field, and thus the
polarisation charge, depends on the lattice mismatch between the AlGaN and GaN layer, which
is determined by the Al concentration as shown in Figure 2.3. The directions of both spontaneous
and piezoelectric polarisation induced in a Ga-face AlGaN/GaN material system is shown in
Figure 2.5(b), along with the band structure. The total polarisation (P), which is the sum of both
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spontaneous (P SP ) and piezoelectric polarisation (P PE ), changes abruptly at the interface as
shown in Figure 2.5(b). This sudden polarisation change induces charge accumulation at the
surface of the material, which is given for the AlGaN barrier as:

(2.2)

σ = P top − P bottom

= (P SP (Al x Ga 1− x N) + P PE (Al x Ga 1− x N)) − P SP (GaN)

where σ is the magnitude of the polarisation induced sheet charge density within AlGaN. The
sign is +σ at the GaN side; -σ at the free surface of AlGaN. As pointed out before, piezoelectric
polarisation in the GaN buffer is neglected due to strain relaxation there.
The charge components in an (undoped) AlGaN/GaN material system include the polarisation
charge (±σ) within the AlGaN layer, 2DEG charge density (σ2DEG ), charge due to ionised surface
states (σsur f ) at the AlGaN surface and buffer charge (σbu f f er ) [73]. Ibbetson et al. [73] proposed
that charge neutrality in this material system (for an undoped barrier layer) requires that:
(2.3)

+ σ − σ − σ2DEG + σsur f + σbu f f er = 0

Assuming σbu f f er =0, which is reasonable for a well-designed HEMT, Equation 2.3 reduces to:
(2.4)

+ σsur f − σ2DEG = 0

meaning that the ionised surface donors are the source of electrons in the 2DEG. This means that
polarisation charge at the interface indirectly, rather than directly, supplies electrons into the
channel by attracting electrons from the surface donors into the channel. These surface states
are attributed to be due to oxygen impurities in AlGaN layer [74]. This mechanism is depicted in
Figure 2.5(b). The energy levels of the surface states needs to reach Fermi level (EF ) to transfer
electrons into the channel; if the donor energy is below (EF ), then they do not contribute to the
2DEG charge density. Donor energy can reach EF if the barrier is thick enough, which enables
transfer of electrons of from the surface states leaving behind a positive charge. The minimum
barrier thickness for this mechanism is experimentally found to be 3.5 nm (for Al0.35 Ga0.65 N)
[73]. It is also possible that there is no surface states due to surface treatment during growth
but still 2DEG is present. This can be observed when the AlGaN barrier is thick enough such
that the occupied states in the valence band of AlGaN reaches Fermi level and supplies electrons
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from AlGaN to GaN [73]. 2DEG depth within the GaN layer is estimated to be 1.6 nm for a
vertical electric field of 1 MV/cm in the GaN layer [64], considering the electrons are confined in
a triangular potential well at the AlGaN/GaN interface.

2.1.3.2

Enhancement mode (normally-OFF) devices

So far, we have considered a typical normally-ON HEMT which conducts when V gs =0 due to its
built-in polarisation and hence the presence of 2DEG channel. Normally-ON HEMTs require a
negative gate voltage to lift the conduction band minimum of AlGaN to deplete the channel so
that the device is pinched OFF. A failure in the gate drivers accompanied by possible unwanted
voltage swings on the drain might result in unexpected current flow and eventually circuit failure
because, the channel is conductive even when there is no gate voltage in normally-ON devices.
In order to minimise such risks, for a fail-safe operation, it is desirable to have normally-OFF
(enhancement mode: e-mode) devices for power electronics applications, where the transistor
is used as a switch, such that there is no conduction when the gate voltage is zero and starts
conducting with a positive gate bias. Circuit designers also prefer applying the same sign of
electrode voltages for the simplicity of the circuit [75]. These motivations have driven the research
efforts for the development and commercialisation of normally-OFF GaN HEMTs since 2000s.
Several approaches have been proposed so far to fabricate normally-OFF GaN devices, such
as (i) thinning AlGaN barrier under the gate so that the polarisation charge there is reduced, (ii)
fluorine ion implementation below the gate so that negative ions supplied by fluorine depletes
the channel (iii) cascode configuration implementation such that the gate of a normally-ON
GaN HEMT is driven by the drain voltage of a low voltage normally-OFF Si MOSFET, which
is connected in series (iv) p-GaN gate grown on the AlGaN barrier to lift the conduction band
minimum [75–77]. Among those the fourth approach, p-GaN gate, is the most promising one due
to its ease of fabrication and stability. For example, the precise control of the AlGaN thickness
is technologically challenging and thinning AlGaN barrier limits applicable positive voltage
[78], and flourine ion implementation was observed to cause unstable threshold voltages [75].
p-GaN HEMTs are now commercially available by suppliers such as Infineon Technologies and
Transphorm.
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F IGURE 2.6. (a) Channel formation in a typical normally-ON (depletion mode: d-mode)
lateral GaN HEMT structure. (b) Channel formation of a normally-OFF (enhancement mode: e-mode) p-GaN HEMT. (c) Operation of a normally-OFF p-GaN HEMT
under forward gate bias. (d) Band structure of e-mode vs. d-mode HEMT (Adopted
from [76].)

The schematics of a p-GaN gate device and a sample band structure is shown in Figure 2.6
along with a normally-ON HEMT. p-GaN layer lifts the conduction band minimum of AlGaN layer
above the Fermi energy so that the channel beneath it is depleted even when no bias is applied
on the gate. The depletion of the channel is determined by an interplay with the AlGaN barrier
layer thickness and Al concentration as well as the doping concentration of p-GaN. Usually Mg is
used for p-typed dopant for GaN [75]. The gate metal of a p-GaN gate can be either Schottky or
ohmic, the former being preferred in current devices due to its low gate leakage and threshold
voltage because of the higher barrier [76].
The working principle of a p-GaN type normally-OFF device is depicted in Figure 2.6(b)-2.6(c).
When the gate bias is below the threshold voltage, the channel below the gate is depleted as
shown in Figure 2.6(b). As the gate voltage is increased up to the threshold voltage, the channel
starts conducting as the bands bend and the conduction band minimum of the barrier is lowered.
We note that p-GaN forms a diode-like structure with the AlGaN barrier beneath it. Therefore,
we can consider a forward voltage, which would initiate the injection of holes from p-GaN to the
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channel. If the gate voltage is even further increased above the threshold voltage such that it
reaches the forward voltage of this diode-like structure, the holes are injected from p-GaN to the
channel as shown in Figure 2.6(c). As the charge neutrality needs to be satisfied, electrons are
injected from the source. These electrons move to the drain under high drain bias. The holes stay
around the gate as hole mobility is lower than the electron mobility. This mechanism enhances the
output of the device. Normally-OFF operation based on this mechanism was first demonstrated in
2007 by Uemoto et al. [78]. They used p-AlGaN gate and named their structure as "gate injection
transistor (GIT)" due to hole injection from the gate. The industry then adopted p-GaN approach
described here due to better depletion [75], reducing power consumption and switching more
efficiently. In this work, mainly p-GaN power HEMTs supplied by Infineon Technologies were
used as the test structures.

2.1.3.3

Substrates and strain relief layer

We have briefly discussed in Section 2.1.3.1 that the lack of cost effective bulk GaN substrates led
the device community to seek for alternative substrates, such as Si, SiC and recently diamond,
which is, as discussed, not commercially available and early in the R&D phase. An ideal substrate
should (i) be available in large wafer diameters so that the fabrication cost is reduced, (ii) have
a small lattice and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch with the GaN buffer to
reduce the dislocations at the interface due to strain, which might, otherwise, severely affect the
electrical performance (such as causing leakage currents by punch-through effects and buffer
trapping [79]), (iii) have high dielectric strength to prevent vertical breakdown, (iv) have high
thermal conductivity for a better thermal management.
Application of the end-user is critical for the choice of the "ideal" substrate as there is
no substrate which simultaneously satisfies all four criteria listed above; therefore, the tradeoffs need to be considered depending on the application. The application range can be broadly
categorised as RF vs. power electronics. RF devices are used for signal amplification for which
a weak RF input signal applied to the gate, v gs (t), is amplified at the drain terminal which
gives the output, vds (t). RF operating range is usually in the GHz regime. On the other hand,
HEMTs are used as a switch for power electronics applications. The switch is turned ON and
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OFF by modulating the gate bias (OFF when V gs < V th , ON otherwise). Power devices usually
operate in the MHz regime. This implies that RF and power devices differ in their design due to
different frequency response requirements. For example, RF devices have shorter channel length
(≈ 1-2 µm) for high frequency response, meaning that they have a smaller footprint than power
devices which have larger channel widths of ≈ 10s of µm and lengths up to ≈ mm such that it
can withstand high powers. This means that GaN based RF devices operate at higher power
densities (typically ≈ 5-10 W/mm) whereas those for power applications operate at high powers
(less than 1 W/mm), which differentiates the thermal management requirements and thus the
choice of the substrate for these two applications. The targetted end use for RF devices is defense
or aerospace whereas GaN power HEMTs are projected to replace Si transistors in the customer
market. Therefore, cost restrictions on the design are more stringent for power HEMTs and is
the most critical factor for the substrate choice for power devices while the high performance
is the determining factor for RF HEMTs. These considerations for RF and power applications
determine the substrate choice.
During the early development phase of GaN HEMTs in the late 1990s and early 2000s, mostly
sapphire substrates were used as it was inexpensive. Yet, there is a large lattice mismatch of 16%
between sapphire and GaN [80], similar to that of Si (17%). It has a comparable dielectric strength
with that of Si [80]; however, has a very low room temperature thermal conductivity of ≈30 W/mK
[80], which is almost one third of Si thermal conductivity. This low thermal conductivity has
limited its use as a substrate. Sapphire is now mostly used for early development phase in
academic research labs. It does not have any use in the GaN market, neither for RF or power
HEMTs.
Current devices in the market are grown on either SiC or Si substrates, diamond substrate
being an active research topic currently far from commercialisation as discussed. As discussed
in Section 2.1.3.1, SiC has excellent thermal conductivity and breakdown field (See Table 2.1),
outperforming Si. It has also a better lattice match with GaN than that of Si. Yet, as pointed out
previously, its high cost is a limitation, especially for power devices where the devices have large
footprints and the market is cost competitive. It is mostly preferred for RF applications, where
the power densities are high and the device sizes are small.
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Si is the most attractive candidate for substrate material for customer market applications,
despite its lower thermal conductivity and larger lattice mismatch with GaN. Si CMOS fabs are
already well established and its integration with GaN-based technologies would be cost effective.
Si wafers are also available in larger diameters (See Table 2.1), making the technology scalable.
Yet, the challenge is its large lattice and CTE mismatch with GaN, making stress management
between these two layers difficult. As in SiC substrates, typically an AlN layer is grown on
the Si substrate for growth initiation [16] and to prevent the chemical reaction between Ga
and Si, known as melt-back [81]. A strain relief layer (SRL) is grown on the AlN nucleation
layer, which relaxes the tensile stress stress in GaN, which has a larger CTE than Si (CTE of
GaN=5.5x10− 6 K− 1 ; CTE of Si=2.6 x10− 6 K− 1 [82]). Two common successful solutions for SRL are
the step-graded AlGaN layer, where the Al concentration is decreased towards the GaN channel,
and an AlN/GaN superlattice, which consists of alternating thin layers (on the order of several
nm) of AlN and GaN layers. The detailed structure of SRLs designed and grown by commercial
manufacturers is usually confidential.
From thermal performance point of view, it is important to understand the effect of the SRL
on the heat transport in the device. When the heat is transferred between dissimilar materials,
the boundary in between them sets a barrier to heat transfer due to reflection of phonons at the
interface, which originates from different densities and sound speeds at the different sides of
the interface, known as acoustic impedance mismatch [83]. This phenomenon causes a thermal
boundary resistance (TBR) at the interface and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.3.
TBR between GaN and substrate has been shown to be significant for RF devices [84]. Yet, this
might or might not be applicable to power devices, where the device geometry is different. It is
equally important to understand whether or when TBR of SRL is a significant factor for the heat
transport in power devices. In Chapter 6, the effect of epitaxial layers on the thermal performance
of large area power devices, including TBR, is investigated.

2.1.3.4

Device characteristics and operation

The output characteristics, Ids -Vds relation, of a normally-ON GaN HEMT are shown in Figure
2.7(a). When a positive drain voltage with respect to source is applied on the drain electrode, the
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F IGURE 2.7. (a) Output characteristics of a normally-ON HEMT. Maroon lines show a
typical operation of a power HEMT (dashed lines indicating the switching path);
light gray shaded region shows RF operation point. Conversely, for a normally-OFF
device, when V gs =0, no current flows between the drain and source electrodes and
a positive gate voltage with respect to the source electrode (V gs >0) is applied to
turn the device ON. (b) Transfer characteristics of a normally-ON HEMT.

current starts flowing from the source to the drain. There is a linear relationship between the
drain bias, Vds , and the current flowing from source to drain, Ids , up to a certain drain voltage as
depicted in Figure 2.7(a). The region where this relation holds is called ohmic or linear region,
where Vds <Vknee . In the ohmic region, the electron velocity, v, is linearly proportional to the
electric field, E, between the drain and the source:
(2.5)

v = µE

where µ is the mobility of the electrons in the 2DEG and constant in the ohmic region. If the drain
voltage is increased further, mobility starts decreasing due to self-heating, i.e. phonon population
increases and the electron-phonon scattering becomes a significant factor. In the knee region,
at Vknee , the linear relationship given in Equation 2.5 is no longer valid due to the decreased
2DEG mobility. If the drain bias is increased beyond Vknee , the current between the source and
the drain stops increasing and reaches a plateau, which is called the saturation region.
The operating regimes for power and RF applications are shown in Figure 2.7(a). HEMTs
for power switching applications are operated between the pinched-OFF point (negative V gs for
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d-mode (normally-ON) devices, V gs =0 (or positive below V th ) for e-mode (normally-OFF) devices)
and the ohmic region, as shown with the maroon line in Figure 2.7(a). The device can be turned
ON in two ways: (i) through the high electric field and high current region, which is called
hard switching or (ii) through the zero point, Vds =0, which is known as soft switching. For RF
applications, since the goal is to amplify the signal through the gate voltage, the device can be
operated somewhere along the marroon line in Figure 2.7(a), which is called the load line. The
region where the device operates along the load line defines the class of the operation. The shaded
gray region in Figure 2.7(a), for example, shows the class A operation [27], which is in the middle
of the load line and where the device always conducts. It can be operated at the pinched-OFF
state shown in Figure 2.7(a) either, which is called the class B operation, where the DC bias on
the gate is zero. Class B operation is more energy efficient due to negligible heating; however, the
transistor conducts only during the half-wave of the sinusoidal signal imposed on it due to the
absence of DC voltage.
Figure 2.7(b) shows the transfer, Ids -V gs , characteristics of a normally-ON GaN HEMT. The
threshold voltage at which the channel starts conducting is also labeled on Figure 2.7(b). The
derivative of this curve gives the transconductance:
gm =

(2.6)

dI ds
dVgs

which determines the effectiveness of the gate for depleting the channel. Transconductance is an
important performance parameter for RF applications, the higher being the better.

2.1.4

Growth methods

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) are
the two common methods to grow high quality GaN epitaxially. In MBE, elemental sources are
evaporated and directed onto a heated (up to ≈ 700 o C [64]) substrate on which it can react with
other sources. MBE takes place in a ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment where the pressure
in the chamber is reduced down to ≈ 10−9 Torr so that the evaporated beam in the chamber
has long enough mean free paths and can form pure layers on the substrate. For GaN growth,
elemental Ga source evaporated in a Knudsen cell is directed onto the substrate (after growing
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AlN nucleation layer and SRL, considering Si substrate as discussed in Section 2.1.2.3) where it
can react with a nitrogen source [20].
MOCVD makes use of metal-organic sources, instead of elemental ones [85]. Multiple organic
sources are directed onto a heated substrate, temperature of which can reach up to 1000 o C, where
they can react. MOCVD takes place in a moderate pressure environment, typically at 15 to 750
Torr [85]. These moderate pressure levels are to ensure the unintentional doping of GaN is as
low as possible, for example due to the oxygen impurities. For the growth of GaN buffer, or GaN
channel, tri-methyl-gallium (Ga(CH3 )3 ) and ammonia (NH3 ) sources are directed on the SRL (on
Si) and forms GaN as a result of the reaction:
Ga(CH3 )3 + N H3 → GaN + 3CH4

(2.7)

The byproduct methane, CH4 , is volatile and evaporates quickly [20].
The choice of the ideal growth technique depends on the production volume, material to be
grown and overhead costs. The decision making criteria involve many parameters, from cost
concerns to risk mitigation which is determined by the production volume [85]. Nevertheless, the
industry seems to prefer MOCVD due to its higher growth rate and scalability.

2.2

Temperature dependent photoluminescence of quantum
rods (QRs)

2.2.1

Size effects in low dimensional systems

Since the advances in monolayer fabrication techniques, such as MBE, in the late 1980s, the
interest in low dimensional systems has increased [86]. Low dimensional systems refer to
materials/material systems where the particle motion is restricted in one or more directions.
For example, the quantum well at the AlGaN/GaN interface, which we discussed in Section 2.1,
is also a low dimensional system as it restricts electron motion in the vertical direction and
creates a 2DEG. Other low dimensional systems such as quantum wires restrict the motion in 2
dimensions and create a 1 dimensional (1-D) confinement; quantum dots restrict the motion in
3-D and create a 0-D system where the particles (electrons and holes in this context) are localized.
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The dimensions of these structures are on the order of several nm. On this length scale, especially
in the 3-D confinement regime, the optical properties of the materials diverge from their bulk
values. This is due to the quantum confinement effect. Quantum confinement effects become
dominant once the additional kinetic energy of the particle due to confinement is comparable or
greater than its kinetic energy due to thermal motion [87]. If we consider a particle confined in a
region along x axis with length ∆x, the uncertainty in its momentum, ∆p x , given by Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, is equal to:

∆ px =

(2.8)

}
∆x

For a particle with mass m, the confinement in this direction adds that an additional energy of:
(2.9)

E con f inement =

(∆ p x )2
}
∼
2m
2m(∆ x)2

Confinement energy being greater than the thermal energy of the electron requires that:
(2.10)

E con f inement ∼

}
2m(∆ x)2

>

1
kB T
2

where kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature of the crystal, respectively. This
means that the size effects are important if:
s

∆x ∼

(2.11)

}2
mk B T

.

In other words, ∆x, the confinement dimension, needs to be on the same order with the de Broglie
wavelength of λdeB =p x /h. For example, for GaN with an effective electron mass of m∗ =0.20m o ,
the quantum size effects are observed if ∆x ∼< 3.5 nm at room temperature.
Quantum dots, forming 0-D systems, are spherical nanoparticles with 2-10 nm diameters.
Their elongated versions, quantum rods (QRs), are typically 1-100 nm in length and 1-10 nm in
diameter. The energy states are quantized in 3D in these small structures. These energy states
can be approximated by a potential well model which is confined in all three directions with
infinite barriers, analogous to the standard "particle in a box" problem in quantum mechanics.
The energy states can be obtained by solving the Schr ödinger equation (Equation 2.1) in Cartesian
coordinates. The boundary conditions for this potential well are then given as:
(2.12)

V = 0,
V = ∞,

− d/2 < (x, y, z) < d/2

elsewhere
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considering (x, y, z)=(0,0,0) at the centre of the well, and d is the thickness of the rectangular
quantum well. Solving Equation 2.1 subjected to the boundary conditions given by Equation 2.12
, the energy states that correspond to n th level can be obtained as [87]:
(2.13)

E(n x , n y , n z ) =

Ã
π2 }2 n2x

2m∗ d 2x

+

n2y
d 2y

+

n2y

!

d 2y

where n x , n y , n z represent the quantized levels in x, y, z directions, respectively. Similarly,
quantum dot (or rod) dimensions in three dimension are given by d x , d y and d z . Equation 2.13
indicates that the energy spectrum of quantum dots (or rods) is discrete, similar to that of atoms.
This is why quantum dots (or rods) are also referred as artificial atoms. This equation also shows
that the energy spectrum of these 0-D structures can be tuned by changing the particle size,
unlike atoms. The tunability of the energy states makes these structures highly versatile for
optical sensing and opto-electronic applications.

2.2.2

Fabrication techniques and morphology of quantum rods

Quantum rods (or dots) can be fabricated by lithographic techniques or grown by MBE or MOCVD
[88, 89]. Their colloidal synthesis is also possible and was first demonstrated in 1993 by Murray
et al. [90, 91]. Colloidal synthesis is more practical and scalable compared to complicated and
expensive growth and lithographic techniques, and is capable of providing a size dispersion of
down to 5% [90]. Colloidal quantum rods are also commercially available with various nanoparticle dimensions. Quantum rods/dots can be made of a single semiconductor or a combination of
semiconductor materials, one encircling the other. The former is known as core-type quantum
dot; the latter is named as core-and-shell-type quantum dot. The purpose of the core and shell
structure is to improve the optical properties, for which these nanoparticles are attractive. The
wider band gap shell surrounding the narrower band gap core improves the emission efficiency, by
passivating the surface states [92, 93]. The shell can also be protective against the photooxidation
of the core [94]. A schematic cross-section of a core-and shell-type quantum dot (top) and side view
of a quantum rod (bottom) is shown in Figure 2.8, along with a schematic of the band structure
showing quantized energy levels. Figure 2.8(a) shows ligands, which are organic compounds,
attached to the outer surface of the quantum dots. Ligands determine the inter-particle distance
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a
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F IGURE 2.8. (a) Schematic of cross-section of a core (CdSe)-and-shell (CdS) quantum
dot (top) and a side of a quantum rod. (b) Schematic of a quantized energy levels in
a quantum dot/rod heterostructure.

in the colloidal solutions, which is an important aspect for its optical properties [95], for example
in terms of determining ensemble sizes. In this work, commercial colloidal CdSe/CdS core-andshell-type quantum rods in hexane solution was used as temperature sensors, due to their high
quantum efficiency (QE), namely luminescent efficiency for low dimensional systems, of 60%.

2.2.3

Photoluminescence

Light absorption by a pure and defect-free semiconductor solid is only possible if the energy
of the light with frequency ω i is greater than the band gap energy of the material, E g , that is

}ω i > E g . Upon absorption, an electron in the valence band of the semiconductor is excited to the
conduction band, leaving behind a hole, meaning that an electron-hole pair is created. Electron
promoted to the excited state can relax back to the ground state either by (i) emitting a photon, i.e.
radiatively, or (ii) transferring its energy to a phonon, thereby generating heat, or to impurities or
defects called traps, i.e.non-radiatively. Re-emission of light after photon absorption, i.e. radiative
relaxation, is called photoluminescence. Radiative transition rate from the excited state to the
ground state depends on the electron population in the upper level, N at time t and is determined
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by the Einstein coefficient A [87]:
µ

(2.14)

dN
dt

¶

= − AN.
radiative

Solution of this differential equation for N gives:

(2.15)

N(t) = N(0)exp(− At)
= N(0)exp(− t/τR )

where τR =A−1 is the radiative lifetime of the electron-hole recombination. The materials with
higher absorption coefficients have higher emission probabilities, and thus shorter radiation
lifetimes. Electrons excited to the higher states of the conduction band first relax, by phonon
emission, to the lowest levels of the conduction band where they form a thermal distribution
such that their energy is within ∼ kB T of the bottom of the conduction band [87]. The holes
follow the similar process in the valence band. The light is emitted when these electron-hole
pairs recombine radiatively; hence, the emitted light spectrum is dispersed by a narrow energy.
This process is depicted in Figure 2.9, where the broadening of the emission spectrum around
the peak emission energy, }ωR , is labeled by Γ. We note that this broadening is not only due to
thermal distribution of the carriers, but can be also instrument related, i.e. due to the spectral
resolution of the measurement equipment. We also note that energy conservation requires that
the energy of the emitted photon (}ωR ) in the form of photoluminescence is smaller than the
incoming photon energy (}ω i ) due to the energy transfer to the lattice.
Non-radiative recombination process, with a relaxation rate of τ NR , is also depicted in Figure
2.9. The luminescent efficiency of the relaxation process, η R , can be calculated as [87]:
µ
¶
µ
¶
dN
1
1
(2.16)
= −A
+
dt total
τR τ NR
As η R is given by the ration of the radiative recombination rate to the total relaxation rate, i.e.
ratio of the right hand side in Equation 2.14 to that of in in Equation 2.16, we can obtain:
(2.17)

ηR =

1
1 + τR τ NR

, which indicates that high luminescent efficiency is obtained with shorter radiative lifetimes.
Radiative lifetimes need to be considered for time resolved photoluminescence measurements
(Chapter 5).
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The basic mechanism of photoluminescence in low dimensional systems, i.e. quantum rods
which are of interest in this work, is the same as in bulk solids which is discussed above. However,
the selection rules for low dimensional systems require that the electron and hole be in the same
energy levels [87], within their respective bands, for the transition to occur:

∆n = 0

(2.18)

, which is depicted in the left hand side of Figure 2.9. For QRs, the minimum photon energy
required to create an electron-hole pair is equal to:

}ω i,min = E g + E h1 + E e1

(2.19)

where E g is the band gap energy of the bulk material that the QR is made of, Eh1 and E e1 are
minimums of the quantized energy levels in the valence and conduction bands, respectively, as
shown in Figure 2.9. This result also indicates that the optical absorption edge of the quantum
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F IGURE 2.9. Schematics showing possible relaxation mechanisms of an electron-hole
pair in quantum rods: Non-radiative (energy transferred to a phonon) vs. radiative
(energy released as a photon: photoluminescence (PL)). Schematic of a sample
PL spectrum shows the dispersion around the peak photon energy, } ωR due to
thermal and instrumental broadening.
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F IGURE 2.10. Red shift in the photoluminescence emission peak with the increase in
quantum dot size. Figure from [96].

rods shifts to a higher value compared to its bulk value. By tuning the size of the quantum well,
one can modify the optical absorption edge, and thus the peak energy of the photoluminescence
spectrum. This is illustrated in Figure 2.10 3 , which shows a red shift in the emission wavelength
(corresponding to lower photon energy and smaller band gap) with the increasing quantum
dot size. Another advantage of quantum rods, other than tuneable optical properties, is the
increased luminescent efficiencies, a.k.a quantum efficiency in this context, compared to its bulk
values. This is because of the increased Coulomb attractions between electron-hole pairs, due to
small dimensions of the QRs. Increased Coulomb attractions increase the emission probability
and shorten radiative lifetimes. As the energy levels of the quantum rods are atom-like, i.e.
discrete, the thermal broadening of the spectrum is also reduced. This translates into sharper
emission lines and colour purity, which are desirable properties for optical sensing and lighting
applications.

2.2.4

Quantum rods as temperature sensors

In this work, quantum rods are used as a thermal sensors, exploiting their useful optical properties such as high quantum efficiency and small sizes which allow probing the surface temperature
3 Reprinted from Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 636, Vasudevan, D. et al., Core–shell quantum dots: Properties
and applications, 395-404, Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.
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of the device on which they are deposited. Quantum rods, or dots, are available commercially
with a 450-620 nm maximum emission wavelength. We probed their temperature dependent
photoluminescence response to measure the temperature on the surface that they are deposited.
Photoluminescence thermography measures the band gap change with temperature. An emprical
equation relating the band gap and temperature was given by Varshni in 1967 [97]:

E g (T) = E 0 +

(2.20)

αT 2

(T + β)

where E0 is the band gap at 0 K, α and β are material dependent constants, which are determined experimentally. Although this equation is known to give inaccurate results at cyrogenic
temperatures, it is still valid for temperature ranges above room temperature.

2.3

Heat conduction in solids

Heat conduction in solids is critical in the design and performance analysis of microelectronic
devices. The primary heat carriers are phonons in semiconductors and insulators; electrons in
metals. Fourier heat diffusion law describes the heat transfer in solids when:
• the time scales of interest are longer than the relaxation time (τ), which is the average time

interval between successive collisions of the heat carriers and is on the order of 10−12 -10−10 s in
many materials [98], and
• the characteristics length of the material is larger than the mean free path of the heat

carriers (Λ), which is the average distance traveled between successive collisions of the heat
carriers, on the order of ∼ 10 nm [32].
The time scales, in the MHz operating regime, and characteristic dimensions of power devices,
on the order of µm, considered in this work fall within the diffusion regime where Fourier law is
valid. The general form of Fourier law is given by:

(2.21)

ρC p

∂T
∂t

− ∇ · (k∇T) = q·v
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where ρ is the density, C p is the specific heat at constant pressure, k is the thermal conductivity
of the solid and q·v is the volumetric heat generation within the medium. Under steady state, the
first term in Equation 2.21 drops and the temperature field of the medium is given by:
(2.22)

− ∇ · (k∇T) = q·v

The thermal conductivity term, k, in Equations 2.21-2.22 denotes how easy the phonon
transport is within the solid when subjected to a temperature gradient. If phonons are thought to
be moving randomly in space as a phonon gas, then the ideas from kinetic theory of gases can be
applied to describe their motion [98, 99]. Adopting kinetic theory for phonon transport, thermal
conductivity of a solid can be estimated as [98, 99]:
(2.23)

1
k = C v vΛ
3

where Cv and v are the specific heat per unit volume and average random velocity of heat carriers,
which are primarily phonons for semiconductors, i.e. speed of sound, respectively. The scattering
of phonons in the material determines the magnitude of mean free path, Λ, in Equation 2.23,
which is material and temperature dependent. The phonon scattering mechanisms can include
defect or impurity scattering, boundary (or interface) scattering and intrinsic scattering.
Defects or impurities cause phonon scattering by changing the local phonon velocity. The
extend to which they affect the heat transport is proportional to their concentration and temperature. For example, impurity scattering, which can be considered for dopants in the GaN buffer in
a HEMT structure, can be an important mechanism at high temperatures and reduce thermal
conductivity [99].
Interface scattering mechanism represents itself as thermal boundary resistance (TBR) in the
heat transport, as briefly introduced by the end of Section 2.1.3.3 and equals heat flux divided by
the temperature difference across the interface. TBR is observed as a result of phonon reflection
at the interface between two materials, which reduces the number of transmitted heat carriers.
There are two models to predict phonon reflection and transmission at the interface: acoustic
mismatch model (AMM) and diffuse mismatch model (DMM) [100, 101]. The former assumes
no scattering, i.e. the incoming phonon is either specularly reflected or transmitted. The latter
is considered when the surface roughness is comparable to (or larger than) phonon wavelength
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and the incoming phonon is diffusely scattered. These two models set the upper and lower limits
of the thermal boundary resistance values in real systems; yet, neither exactly fits with the
experimental observations [83]. In practical systems, such as GaN-on-Si devices including a thin
strain relief layer in between GaN and the substrate, TBR and the contribution of interlayer to
the thermal resistance are lumped into a single parameter, known as effective thermal boundary
resistance, TBR e f f [101], which simplifies the analysis of the heteroepitaxial systems.
The intrinsic scattering mechanism is observed even in a perfect crystal. This mechanism is
also known as phonon-phonon scattering, which is due to the anharmonic interatomic potential
between the atoms. This mechanism is known to be dominant at high temperatures [99]. This is
because phonon densities are high at high temperatures, which increases the scattering rates.
Phonon-phonon scattering occurs by, what is called as, three-phonon scattering process [98]. In
three-phonon scattering mechanism either two phonons merge into a third phonon or a single
phonon splits into two phonons. Considering the mechanism where two phonons merge into
a single phonon, the total energy is conserved during this process; however, the momentum,
which can be considered in terms of phonon wavevectors, may or may not be conserved. The
process in which both phonon energy and momentum are conserved is known as normal process
(N-process) whereas the one when momentum is not conserved is named as umklapp process
(U-process). N-process does not directly contribute to thermal conductivity of the crystal as the
total phonon flow is seemingly unchanged. U-process is observed if the sum of wavevectors of the
two incoming phonons falls outside the first Brillouin zone and the merged phonon is pushed back
to the Brillouin zone, resulting in a momentum change. The direction change in phonon transport
creates a resistance in the heat flow. This process is the main mechanism which decreases thermal
conductivity at high temperatures as more phonons are excited near the Brillouin zone at high
temperatures. Although N-process does not directly contribute to thermal conductivity, it can
enhance U-process by creating a more strongly scattered phonon. Since phonon-phonon scattering
is the dominant mechanism at high temperatures, thermal conductivity is inversely proportional
to temperature:

(2.24)

k∝

1
Tn
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where often n=1-1.5 [98].
We note that, in this work, nanostructures, namely quantum rods, forming a thin coating layer
on the test sample are used as surface temperature sensors. For such cases, the validity of Fourier
law might be questioned as the size of mean free path of phonons can be comparable or larger
than the characteristic dimension of the nanoparticles and a local temperature gradient might
not be established. However, as long as the domain of interest is larger than the characteristic
length of the nanoparticles, Fourier law can still give a good approximation for heat transport
when size dependent thermal conductivity values are implemented [102].
Thermal-only device modelling, based only on Fourier heat diffusion equation, requires the
assumption of the shape of the heat generation region in the system. The heat generation in
the device is due to the Joule heating in the device channel and an assumption is made for the
shape of this Joule heating profile at the start of the analysis in the thermal-only modelling.
Heat generation profile can be predicted in electro-thermal device modelling by solving driftdiffusion equations. However, electro-thermal models come with a computational cost. Therefore,
a thermal-only model is usually more practical and sufficient when the heat generation region
assumption can be validated by the experiments. Once the assumption of the heat generation
profile is validated with the experiments, then the thermal-only model can be extrapolated for
other scenarios of interest and further analysis of the device, for example to extract the peak
channel temperature, which is of interest for the life time estimations as discussed in Chapter 1
and yet is not directly measurable with the available techniques. Therefore, it is critical that heat
profile is estimated from the experiments to predict the temperature field of the device accurately
when using thermal-only models for device simulations.
The boundary conditions imposed can be constant temperature (Dirichlet), constant heat flux
(Neumann), mixed type (Robin, including convection terms) or periodic if the system is symmetric.
The partial different equations given by Equation 2.21-2.22 are challenging to solve analytically
for 3-D complex transistor structures. Therefore, the standard practice is to use commercial
finite element based simulations to extract channel temperature from the simulations. The finite
element method (FEM) is a numerical technique which can solve partial differential equations
by discretising the space of interest by meshes which are connected to each other by nodes. The
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partial differential equation reduces to algebraic equations, which are easier to solve, at each of
these finite elements, which are bounded by the nodes of the meshes. The nodes of the adjacent
meshes need to satisfy the same boundary condition for continuity.
The meshing is critical when using FEM because the unknown quantity estimated at the
nodes are interpolated at the elements. If the nodes are closely spaced, then the accuracy of
the solution is higher (less interpolation) at the cost of computational time, as the total number
of equations to be solved increases. If the nodes are sparsely placed, then the accuracy might
be sacrified. Therefore, it is crucial to perform mesh independency study when using FEM, by
checking whether the solution changes with the mesh size. A sample meshing of the field plated
transistor simulated in this work using commercial software ANSYS is shown in Figure 2.11.
The heat generation is model as a sheet at the interface of AlGaN/GaN where the 2DEG is. The
regions where a higher temperature gradient is expected is meshed with a higher mesh density
whereas the mesh density is reduced elsewhere to reduce the computational burden. Figure 2.11
shows half of the device; if the geometry is symmetric along certain axes, then the device size can
be reduced to decrease computational time.

F IGURE 2.11. Sample mesh of a HEMT in ANSYS.
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C OMPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

T

he purpose of this chapter is to introduce the details of the complementary experimental
thermography techniques used in this work. The techniques explained in this chapter
were mainly used to verify the results of the main thermal metrology developed in this

work, HQTI (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), in addition to the analysis of the thermal bottlenecks of
multi-finger power devices (Chapter 6). In this chapter, the underlying theory and experimental
configurations of the standard and nano-particle assisted steady-state and transient Raman
thermography, IR thermography and transient thermoreflectance (TTR) techniques are explained
in detail. Raman thermography was used to estimate the thermal conductivity of the strain
relief layer of the devices used in this work (Chapter 4), along with the simulation, as well
as for the analysis of the thermal bottlenecks of power devices (Chapter 6). Steady state and
transient nano-particle assisted Raman thermography were used for the verification of the new
technique developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. IR thermography was used for screening of
devices (Chapter 4 and Chapter 6). Transient thermoreflectance thermography was used for the
verification of the new transient thermal metrology developed in Chapter 5.
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3.1
3.1.1

Raman thermography
Basics of Raman scattering

Light interacts with matter in different ways and can scatter either elastically or inelastically.
If the light elastically scatters from the atoms or molecules whose diameter is smaller than
the incident wavelength, then this process is called as Rayleigh scattering. Time dependent
inhomogeneities in the material result in inelastic scattering [103], where the frequency of
the incident light changes. This inelastic scattering of the light from matter is called Brillouin
scattering or Raman scattering, depending on the branch (acoustic vs. optical) of the lattice
vibrations (phonons) that the light interacts with. In a diatomic crystal, the two atoms vibrate in
phase with each other in the acoustic branch whereas they vibrate out of phase in the optical
branch. In fact, the scattering of photons from matter can also be due to the interaction of
the incident light with other types of quasi-particles in the material, such as plasmons (free
carrier oscillations). Here we limit the discussion to only the scattering due to photon-phonon
interactions since phonon modes were probed in this work. Brillouin scattering is the result of
the incident light interacting with the acoustic phonons whereas Raman scattering is due to the
interaction of light with the optical phonons. Both types of scattering can be exploited to measure
the temperature of the material, which is the main purpose in this work. Yet, Brillouin scattering
requires a more complicated equipment to observe as the frequency shift is much smaller than
that of Raman scattering [87]. In this work, the frequency shift of the optical phonons is probed
for temperature measurements. Therefore, the following explanations focus on Raman scattering
from optical phonons.
Raman scattering was first predicted theoretically by Smekal in 1923. The first observation
was realised by Raman and Krishnan, by focusing filtered sunlight on sixty different liquids [104].
This work, published in 1928, brought C.V.Raman the Nobel Prize in 1930. The fundamentals of
Raman scattering can be explained under the framework of quantum mechanical and classical
electromagnetic theory. The former provides a more quantitative basis (such as predicting
scattering probabilities) whereas the latter gives a more simplistic and qualitative picture [105].
Both descriptions are explained briefly below with the given order.
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From quantum mechanical point of view, Raman scattering from phonons involves creation or
annihilation of a phonon upon the excitation of an electron to a virtual state by a photon. When
the excited electron relaxes back to its ground state after a short period of time, a phonon is either
created or destroyed. Phonon creation and annihilation processes are specifically named as Stokes
scattering and Anti-Stokes scattering, respectively. The energy conservation principle requires the
frequency change of the scattered photon during this energy transfer process between a photon
and a phonon, which is given by:

ωs = ω i ∓ ω p

(3.1)

where ωs and ω i are the frequencies of the scattered and the incident photon, respectively. ω p is
the frequency of the phonon involved in the scattering process. The frequency of the scattered
light decreases if the energy is gained by a phonon (Stokes process); it increases if a phonon,
which was already present, transfers its energy to a photon (Anti-Stokes process). The schematic
describing the scattering processes is given in Figure 3.1.
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F IGURE 3.1. Schematic of quantum mechanical interpretation of scattering: The horizontal black lines represent electron virtual energy levels, and the green arrows
represent photons with their frequency labelled. The dashed lines represent vibrational energy level which are accessed through electrons interacting with phonons,
represented by the red arrows. Adopted from [65].
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The full quantum mechanical treatment gives the intensity ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes
process as:
(3.2)

−~ω p
I anti−Stokes
)
= exp(
I Stokes
kB T

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
According to Equation 3.2, the intensity of Anti-Stokes scattering, which requires phonons to be
present in the crystal, decreases with decreasing temperature. This is because the probability of a
phonon to be present in the crystal (so that it can participate in anti-Stokes process) decreases as
the temperature decreases. This is formulated by Bose-Einstein statistics which governs phonon
statistics and is given by:
(3.3)

n(~ω p , T) =

1
~ω p

exp( k B T ) − 1

where n is the phonon population at a particular energy (~ω p ) and temperature T. On the
contrary, the Stokes process, which does not require any phonon to be present, can be observed at
any temperature. Generally, Stokes shift is used in Raman scattering experiments [27], as done
in this work, due to its higher probability, and thus higher intensity, which makes its detection
easier and faster.
From a classical electromagnetics point of view, the crystal needs to change its electronic
polarisation state due to the vibration of quasi-particles (phonons in this context) in the lattice
for the occurrence of Raman scattering. This can be mathematically expressed by considering the
polarisation vector (P) of the medium which interacts with the light with the electric field (E),
the real part of which is expressed as [105]:
(3.4)

E = E amp cos(ω i t)

where E amp is the amplitude of the time(t) varying sinusoidal electric field of the light with
frequency ω i . The response of the polarisation of the medium to the incident electric field is
related by the equation:
(3.5)

P = ² o χE amp cos(ω i t)

where ² o is the permittivity of free space, χ is the volumetric electric susceptibility of the material.
Electric susceptibility of the material is a function of crystal geometry, ω i and lattice displacement
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Q, i.e. χ= f(ω i ,Q) for a certain crystal. The function χ(ω i ,Q) can be written as a Taylor expansion
around Q while neglecting higher order terms:
χ = χo + (

(3.6)

∂χ
∂Q

)Q

The first term χ o in Equation 3.6 is the electronic susceptibility of the material under no vibration.
If the atomic displacement vector is modeled as a simple harmonic oscillator:
Q = Q amp cos(ω p t)

(3.7)

where Q amp is the amplitude of the time (t) varying sinusoidal displacement of the lattice,
vibrating with frequency ω p . Substituting Equation 3.7 into Equation 3.6 and combining the
resulting expression with Equation 3.5 gives:
(3.8)

P = ² o χ o E amp cos(ω i t) + ² o E amp cos(ω i t)(

∂χ
∂Q

)Q amp cos(ω p t)

Using the trigonometric identity:
(3.9)

1
cos(ω i t) cos(ω p t) = [cos(t(ω i + ω p )) + cos(t(ω i − ω p ))]
2

and rewriting Equation 3.8 gives:
(3.10)

1
∂χ
P = ² o χ o E amp cos(ω i t) + ² o E amp (
)Q amp [cos(t(ω i + ω p )) + cos(t(ω i − ω p ))]
2
∂Q

The first term in Equation 3.10 is the dipoles oscillating with the same frequency with that of the
incident light, ω i . The second term is the polarisation induced by a phonon. The frequencies (ω i ω p ) and (ω i +ω p ) represent the dipoles oscillating with the Stokes-shifted and anti-Stokes shifted

frequencies, respectively. Oscillating dipoles with certain frequencies cause dipole radiation at
the same frequency with their oscillation, i.e. light scattering, which is named as Rayleigh and
Raman scattering (with Stokes and anti-Stokes shifted frequencies). As evident from Equation
3.10, in order to observe Raman scattering, a polarisation change (∂χ/∂Q) needs to be induced in
the material. The polarisation change multiplied by the the unit vector in the direction of the
b
atomic displacement (Q=Q/
|Q|) is defined as Raman tensor:

(3.11)

R=(

∂χ b
)Q

∂Q
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The Raman tensor of a crystal gives information about the intensity of Raman scattering at
a particular crystal orientation under certain polarisation directions of the incident light. The
intensity of the Raman scattered light and Raman tensor are related by [56]:

(3.12)

I Raman ∝ | e i R e s |

where e i and e s are the polarisation directions of the incident and the scattered light, respectively.
As discussed in Chapter 2.1, group theory can predict phonon modes of a particular crystal
structure and their unique Raman tensors. In this work, phonon modes of wurtzite GaN structure
grown along its c plane and Si phonon modes along (111) direction were probed for the standard
Raman thermography measurements. As a reiteration of the discussion in Chapter 2.1, for the
wurtzite structure, group theory predicts eight sets of phonon modes at the centre of the Brillouin
zone (at the Γ point): 2A1 , 2E1 , 2B1 , 2E2 [56]. One set of A1 and E1 modes are acoustic, the rest
are optical phonons [56]. Optical phonon modes of GaN are shown in Figure 3.2. However, not all
optical phonons are Raman-active, which means that some of them may not appear in the Raman
spectrum even if their frequency changes. For a phonon mode to be Raman-active, the polarisation
direction of the incoming and the scattered light need to be selected such that its Raman tensor
gives a non-zero intensity according to Equation 3.12. In this work, the measurements were
performed at the backscattering configuration, meaning that the incident and the measured
scattered light are along the same direction (antiparallel). The direction of the incident light is
along the c axis of GaN, which can be considered as z direction. In this case, the sample is at x-y
plane, perpendicular to its c axis. If we take the polarisation direction of the linearly polarised
incident light (laser in this work) along x direction, then the geometry of the experiment can
be described by Porto notation [106] : i(jk)l as z(x-) z̄, where i(=z) and l(= z̄) describe the incident
and scattering light directions, respectively (which are antiparallel as noted previously). j(=x)
and k(=-) describe the polarisation direction of the incident and scattered light, respectively.
As the polarisation state of the scattered light is not analysed in this study, it is denoted as
(=-) here. Raman-active modes in wurtzite GaN crystal, A1 (LO), E2 and E1 , and their atomic
displacement directions are indicated with red label in Figure 3.2. LO represents longitudinal
direction, meaning that the atoms vibrate in the direction of the propagation. Raman tensors of
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F IGURE 3.2. Schematic of GaN crystal and its optical phonon modes. Ga and N atoms
are shown as brown and blue spheres, respectively. Raman-active phonon modes
are labelled as red: B1 mode is silent. High frequency mode: lighter atom (N) is
displaced; low frequency mode: heavier atom (Ga) is displaced. Adopted from [27].

the Raman-active modes are given as [107]:
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where a, b, c and d are the non-zero constants, which can be determined either by polarisation
experiments for a known crystal structure [107, 108] once the polarisation directions of the
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incident and scattered light are known, or by ab initio molecular orbit calculations, which solve
for the force constants between the atoms, resulting normal modes of vibrations and the induced
charge polarisation due to those vibrations [108]. It is evident from Equations 3.12-3.13 that only
A1 (LO) and E2 modes give a non-zero Raman scattering intensity in the z(x-) z̄ geometry selected
in this work, meaning that these are the only Raman-active modes in this configuration.
As the devices used in this work are GaN-on-Si, phonon modes of Si from (111) plane were also
probed simultaneously to estimate of strain relief layer thermal conductivity and to obtain extra
information for thermal simulation calibration. Group theory predicts only one optical phonon
mode at the centre of the Brioullin zone, F2 g , which can be observed in this back-scattering
configuration [109]. F denotes that the phonon modes are in x, y, z directions, considering a
cartesian coordinate system [20]. In this experimental configuration, Raman tensors of Si, are
[109]:
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Raman thermography

The frequency of lattice vibrations in the crystal is determined by the atomic masses and the bond
length between the atoms. Any change in the crystal which results in stretching or contraction of
the bond lengths will modulate the phonon frequency. Both temperature and stress can change
the bond length by changing interatomic distance between the atoms, which in turn changes the
phonon frequency. Raman thermography exploits this temperature dependency of the phonon
frequency and was applied to measure the temperature of operating devices in this work. Phonon
frequency and temperature can be related by the purely empirical equation first proposed by Cui
[110], i.e. Cui Equation:
(3.15)

ω(T) = ω o −

A
exp( Bk~BωTo ) − 1

where ω o is the phonon frequency at 0 K, A and B are material and phonon mode dependent
empirical constants obtained from sample specific calibration. In spectroscopy, phonon frequency
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is usually expressed in wavenumber (= λ1 ), in the unit of cm−1 . The calibration is sample specific
because for the samples that are grown on different substrates which have different lattice
constants, a built-in stress is present.
Device thermography is performed by measuring the phonon frequency at a known temperature (room temperature of 25 o C in this work) and when the device is under bias at an unknown
elevated temperature. As the temperature measurements are performed on biased devices, stress
effects induced during device operation are also present, which couple with temperature induced phonon frequency change. The stress components during device operation, specifically
GaN-on-Si devices in this work, are (i) thermo-mechanical stress, which is induced due to different temperature expansion coefficients of device layers, and (ii) inverse piezo-electric stress,
which is induced due to the electric field in GaN buffer [111]. It is important to decouple these
effects from the temperature induced phonon shift for an accurate temperature measurement.
Thermo-mechanical stress effects can be partially decoupled by calibration; however, during
device operation the substrate and the GaN buffer will not be at the same temperature due
to heat transfer from hotter channel to the cooler heat sink, which is the thermal chuck on
which the sample is placed in our measurements. It is possible to decouple thermo-mechanical
hi gh

stress effects from temperature measurements by probing two phonon modes of GaN, i.e. E2

and A1 (LO) simultaneously [29]; although not always practical due to low A1 (LO) intensity. A
practical solution to decouple inverse piezo-electric stress is to take the pinched-off state as a
reference state (no current, no heating but electric field present), rather than the off state (no
current, no heating, no electric field)[17, 29, 111] since the electric field within the buffer can be

~z , z
considered identical between the pinched-off and on state, gate bias causing negligible ∆E
representing the vertical electric field along c axis, between these two states.
hi gh

In this work, only E2

mode is probed due to its high scattering intensity. Although this

mode is more prone to thermo-mechanical stress effects [29], it yields sufficiently accurate
results when thermo-mechanical stress is negligible, which is the case when the devices operate
with a less than ≈25 W/mm power dissipation [29], as in this work. In this work, the calibration
hi gh

coefficients of AE

2

hi gh

=20.57 cm−1 , BE

and ω o,F2 g =523.3 cm

−1

2

hi gh

=1.33 and ω o,E =568.03 cm−1 ; AF2 g =12.59 cm−1 , BF2 g =0.66
2

were used for GaN and Si, respectively, which were obtained from a former
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PhD student in our group, Dr. Hangfeng Ji. For a more detailed discussion of Raman scattering
based device thermograhy, Ref. [111] and Ref. [29], which are very comprehensive review articles,
are suggested.

3.1.2.1

Renishaw inVia Spectrometer

Raman scattering is a very weak process, i.e. only 1 in ≈ 1-10 million photons are inelastically
scattered [109]. Therefore, observation of this weak effect requires a very sensitive equipment,
which includes an intense monochromatic light source, an efficient filtering for the reflected and
Rayleigh scattered light, which has a much higher probability than Raman scattering, and a
sensitive light detector. Since the advent of the laser in 1960s, lasers have being used as the
standard light source for spectrometers [103] as they can emit light with very high intensity and
with very low divergence, which make them easier to focus with low optical losses. In this work,
Renishaw inVia spectrometers were used utilising two separate light sources: 488 nm Argon ion
laser and 532 nm Nd:YAG (YAG: Y3 Al5 O12 ) laser.
The Renishaw inVia spectrometer is integrated with a Leica microscope. The sample (device
under test) is placed on a Prior xyz motorized stage, which has 3 axis of translation with 0.1 µm
precision. Tungsten needle probes mounted on micropositioners were used to bias the device.
The Renishaw system is placed in a box to prevent any ambient light from interfering with
the measurement. The schematic of the Raman spectroscopy set-up is shown in Figure 3.3. An
adjustable neutral density filter is placed after the laser source in order to control laser power.
The laser is directed towards the beam expander with the right-hand mirror shown in Figure
3.3. The computer controlled beam expander, which consists of two lenses with the same focal
point, adjusts the beam diameter such that it fills the back aperture of the microscope. After the
beam expander, the beam remains collimated. The laser is focused on the sample by adjusting the
beam expander. Beam expander adjustment ensures that the laser light to excite the sample and
the white light image of the sample viewed from the camera on top of the microscope are on the
same focal plane. A second adjustable left-hand mirror shown in Figure 3.3 directs the laser light
towards the laser light rejection filters through another mirror located at the top of spectrometer.
Laser light rejection filters, also called as "Rayleigh filters", can be either edge (long-pass) or
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F IGURE 3.3. Schematic of Raman spectroscopy set-up. Adopted from [65].

notch (stop-band) filters. These filters reflect the laser light and transmit Raman scattered light.
As the filters are not perfect reflectors, some of the laser light is transmitted. The transmission is
reduced to ≈ 10−12 -10−9 of the incoming light by using two filters [11]. After passing the filter,
the laser light is sent to the microscope and focused on the sample with the objective lens. The
camera on top of the microscope allows viewing the sample under white light illumination. This
is achieved by switching the mirrors and beam splitters mounted on the microscope. Laser spot
on the sample can also be viewed through this camera by switching the beamsplitters.
Raman scattering light enters the spectrometer through the filters, which block the Rayleigh
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scattering light and transmit Raman scattering light, as explained previously. Raman scattering
light is focused on the slit by a pre-slit lens. Slit width is adjusted depending on the desired
lateral resolution. A narrow slit width blocks the divergent light, which is outside the focal point.
There is a trade-off between the resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Depending on the
sample, optical resolution might be compromised to obtain a measurable SNR. Slit width was
set to 50 µm in our measurements. The magnification, M, between the sample and the slit was
approximately M=10. The slit width can be adjusted between 0-100 µm. The beam is collimated
with a post-slit lens after passing the slit and directed to the grating by a prism. Grating, which
disperse the light, is the key element in terms of spectral resolution. The spectral resolution
and spectral bandwidth are determined by the groove density (or number of lines per mm) of
the grating. A grating with a groove density of 2400 lines/mm was used for the measurements
performed in this work. Light divided into its spectral components is directed to a charged coupled
detector (CCD). The CCD is comprised of 576x284 pixel array. Each pixel is a capacitor, on which
charges are accumulated after photons hit the detector. It is cooled by a Peltier element down
to -70 o C to increase SNR by decreasing thermal noise (free charge due to thermal excitation).
Charge accumulation on the CCD starts when the shutter is opened for a certain time interval
(exposure time). The number of charges that can be accumulated on a capacitor is limited and if
this number is exceeded the CCD is "saturated", meaning that no more charge accumulation is
recorded. In this case, the alternative is to decrease the exposure time and take "accumulated"
measurements to reach a similar level of SNR with that of a single long exposure.
Before the measurements, the spectrometer is calibrated with a reference Si sample, ensuring
that its peak position corresponds to 520 cm−1 . This calibration is done by adjusting the position
of the grating motors. Raman thermography is a non-invasive technique; no special sample
preparation is required. A sample spectrum of the GaN-on-Si device tested in this work at room
temperature is shown in Figure 3.4. The spectrum shows that GaN A1 (LO) which is expected to
be observed at ≈ 734 cm−1 [112] is not observed due to thin GaN layer (0.75 µm). The Raman
spectroscopy system is controlled with Wire 2.0 provided by Renishaw. This software controls the
motors of xyz stage, beam expander and grating and has an analysis interface where peak fitting
can be performed. Minimum resolvable wavenumber shift of this system is ≈ 0.1 cm−1 .
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F IGURE 3.4. Sample Raman spectrum of the GaN-on-Si device at room temperature. Si
hi gh
F2 g mode and GaN E2
mode are observed in the spectrum. GaN A1 (LO) mode is
not observed in the spectrum due to thin GaN layer.

It is important to consider the optical resolution of the system in order to accurately quantify
temperature measurements. There exists several criteria to define the lateral optical resolution,
namely Rayleigh, Sparrow or full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) criterion. Among which, the
most conservative one is Rayleigh criterion, which defines the resolution on Airy disk as the
distance between the centre of the Airy disk (brightest region) and the point where first minimum
occurs (the inner circle of the first darkest ring). This corresponds to a lateral resolution of:
(3.16)

r lateral =

0.61λ
NA

where λ is the laser wavelength, which is 488 nm or 532 nm in this work and NA is the numerical
aperture of the objective lens, which is 0.5 for a Leica 50x objective lens used in this work.
This conservative criterion corresponds to a lateral resolution of ≈ 0.6 µm. The depth (axial)
resolution also needs to considered. When the laser light energy is above the bandgap of the
material, the depth resolution corresponds to the absorption depth. For instance, for temperature
measurements of the Si substrate, the axial resolution equals an absorption depth of ≈ 1µm. For
materials which are transparent to the laser, the axial resolution corresponds to the transmission
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depth of the laser if the sample is thicker than the transmission depth. The axial resolution is
given by [29]:

r axial =

(3.17)

0.88λ
p
n − n2 − N A 2

where n is the refractive index of the focusing medium. As GaN is transparent under 488 nm and
532 nm laser, for n=2.4, the axial resolution corresponds to ≈ 8 µm for 0.5 NA objective lens. In
GaN based devices, GaN layer is usually much thinner than this value (1-2 µm). Therefore, the
depth resolution can be approximated as the thickness of GaN layer, which is 0.75 µm for the
devices used in this work.

3.1.2.2

Nanoparticle assisted Raman thermography

Nanoparticle assisted Raman thermography allows direct surface temperature probing as the
nanoparticles are deposited on the device surface. Their fast thermal equilibrium with the device
surface (in ≈ µs range [30] depending on their size) due to their small heat capacity allows
measurement of the "effective" surface temperature. This method is advantageous when the
sample under test does not have Raman active modes or its Raman modes are too weak to be
measurable. They are also free from stress effects discussed in Section 3.1.2.1. In this work,
this method allowed direct validation of the HQTI technique (Chapter 4) as both measurements
represent surface temperature. We also used this method to probe the field plate metal (Au)
temperature , which is not Raman-active, in pulsed device operation (Chapter 5).
This method has been previously applied using diamond nanoparticles [30], silicon nanowires
[113], hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) nanoparticles [114] and TiO2 nanoparticles (anatase)
[114, 115]. Here we used TiO2 nanoparticles as it was proven to provide a higher SNR compared
to hBN or diamond nanoparticles by more than an order of magnitude with similar temperature
dependency [114]. Temperature dependency of E g mode (≈ 143 cm−1 ) of TiO2 nanoparticles
was used in this work due to its highest intensity [65] and found to be ≈0.02442 cm−1 / o C in a
previous work in our group [116], which is in line with the values in [114]. Si nanowires, which
have similar temperature dependency, were not preferred to be able to probe the temperature
of the Silicon substrate simultaneously. We note that room temperature phonon frequency of
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the nanoparticles can vary due to their varying intrinsic strain; however, their temperature
dependence remains constant.

5 mg/ml of suspension in methanol with 30 nm diameter TiO2 particles was sonicated and
then drop casted onto the surface of the device. It is important to dilute the solution as in this
work in order to prevent the agglomeration of the nanoparticles. Otherwise, this would affect
the heat transfer by forming a thick layer on the device surface rather than leaving isolated
nanoparticles upon evaporation of the solvent. The measurements were performed in the same
configuration in Chapter 3.1.2.1 using 532 nm laser and Leica 0.5NA, 50x objective lens. A sample
spectrum of the nanoparticle deposited device at room temperature was shown in Figure 3.5. We
note that the spatial resolution (both lateral and axial) of this measurement corresponds to size
of the nanoparticles, which is 30 nm.
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F IGURE 3.5. Sample Raman spectrum of the TiO2 deposited GaN-on-Si device at room
temperature.
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3.1.2.3

Time resolved Raman thermography

Time resolution can be achieved by synchronizing the device (electrical) and laser pulses with
an adjustable optical time delay, as shown in Figure 3.6(a) [117]. An observable temperature
transient can be achieved by decreasing the optical pulse width, to, for example, 10% of the
electrical pulse period. Decreasing the optical pulse width diminishes the Raman signal detected.
Since Raman scattering is also a very weak effect as discussed in Chapter 3.1.2.1, measuring a
single pulse is difficult when combined with decreased optical pulse widths. That is why time
averaged signal (a.k.a. boxcar averaging, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5) was
measured after the device reaches quasi-steady state. Temperature transient of the device was
probed by varying the time delay between the electrical and optical pulses as shown in Figure
3.6(b).
The schematic of the test set-up circuit is shown in Figure 3.6(c). Electrical pulses were
generated by an Agilent A81114 pulse generator (slave), which was triggered by a Tabor 8500
pulse generator (master). Optical pulse was created by modulating a CW laser with an acoustooptic modulator (AOM) (Gooch Housego M200-4B/E-LD4), a.k.a. Bragg cell. The master pulse
generator drives AOM driver (200 MHz Landwehr RF-driver (A341)) by providing digital output,
which then generates optical pulses by turning the AOM on and off. The pulse duration can
be adjusted from Tabor 8500 pulse generator. The resulting laser pulse was measured with a
photo-diode which was connected to a Keysight DS09404A oscilloscope. An electrical signal was
also monitored from the oscilloscope simultaneously. The advantage of AOM is that it allows
higher time resolutions in the ns range with a cleaner pulse shape, as the laser is always on
(CW), compared to direct electrical modulation which might undesirably change the shape of
the pulse width due to longer rise/fall times. AOM is made of a piezoelectric acoustic transducer,
an acoustic absorber and an acoustic crystal, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). Piezoelectric acoustic
transducer converts electrical signal into mechanical vibrations, which propagate through the
crystal medium and then reaches the absorber. The refractive index of the crystal changes, due to
the density change caused by mechanical vibrations, such that it creates a periodically varying
refractive index pattern, with a period of l. There is no time dependency of the refractive index
change, allowing optical pulses with constant intensity. The periodic refractive index change
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a

b

c

F IGURE 3.6. Working principle of time resolved Raman thermography [117].(a)
Schematic showing the synchronization between optical and electrical pulses
by adjusting the time delay. (b) Temperature evolution of the DUT with varying
time delay, corresponding to different time windows of the electrical pulse. (c)
Schematics of the circuit of the time resolved Raman thermography set-up.

scatters the incoming laser light such that it is diffracted following Bragg‘s law of diffraction
[117]. This happens when the crystal thickness L is greater than l2 / λ, where λ is the wavelength
of the incident light.
The diffracted light from the AOM is directed to the Renishaw Invia Raman system, which is
identical to the one shown in Figure 3.3, with a beam splitter. The schematic of the optical set-up
is shown in Figure 3.7(b). The time resolution of this system is ≈ 10 ns, which is the rise time of
the AOM [117].
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F IGURE 3.7. Optical configuration of time resolved Raman scattering set-up. (a)
Schematic of the acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (b) Optical path of the laser.
Adopted from [117].
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3.2

Infrared (IR) Thermography

All matter emits thermal radiation, in the range of 700 nm-1000 µm, above 0 K. A material that
is a perfect emitter and an absorber is called as black body. The spectral energy density of a black
body is given by Planck’s law:
u(λ, T) =

(3.18)

8π hc
1
5
hc
λ exp(
)−1
λkB T

where λ is the wavelength of the thermal radiation. However, not every material is a perfect
emitter and absorber; emission can be accompanied by reflection and transmission. This is why
the concept of emissivity (²) is introduced, which is defined as the ratio of a particular material‘s
emission to the black body emission. The total heat flux (q" ) emitted from a material is given by
Stefan-Boltzmann law:
q" = ²σT 4

(3.19)

where ² is the material emissivity (0 <² ≤1), σ (=5.67x10−8 J/(m2 sK4 )) is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. It is this heat flux measured in IR thermography at a certain wavelength range. Typical
IR cameras are usually made of InSb detectors, which operate in the mid-IR range (≈3-10 µm).

3.2.1

Quantum Focus Instruments (QFI) Infrared System

In this work, Quantum Focus Instruments Infrascope system, which was integrated into a Leica
DMLM microscope, as shown in Figure 3.8, was used. IR radiation emitted from the sample
was detected by a 256x256 InSb detector. The detector was cooled with liquid nitrogen (LN2 )
for thermal noise reduction. The total field of view using a 16 mm working distance SiGe 15x
0.5 NA objective lens is ≈ 410 x410 µm with 1.6 µm pixel resolution. The system is operated by
Infrascope software.
Two calibrations were performed before performing device thermography. First, radiosity
calibration was performed by focusing the camera on a black circle made on a metal sample,
acting as a black body. The black body sample was mounted on top of a computer controlled
thermal chuck with a thermal paste in order to ensure sample stability with a thermal contact
resistance as low as possible. The camera response was calibrated by measuring the black body
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F IGURE 3.8. Schematic of QFI IR thermography set-up. Red line represents the IR
radiation emitted from the sample. The schematic of the probe set-up was adopted
from [65].

emission at varying chuck temperature from 30 o C to 120 o C, covering the intended temperature
measurement range. This procedure ensures that any shift due to possible non-idealities in the
system (such as irregularities in the objective lens or slight changes in the laboratory conditions),
which might affect detector response, is corrected. The second calibration is the uniformity
calibration. Every infrared detector has some sort of irregularities [118], which might cause what
is called as "bad pixels". It is important to correct for these irregularities, especially to identify
hot spots accurately. Uniformity calibration was performed with the same black body target at
40 o C and 80 o C chuck temperature, which were the pre-set temperatures by Infrascope software.
The response of the defective pixels, which were out of the expected temperature, were offset to
be in the pre-set temperature range. As IR emission increases with temperature as shown in
Figure 3.9(a), the measurements were performed at an elevated temperature, i.e. 52 o C in this
case, to improve SNR. As the device surface is complex, consisting of metals and passivation
layers with different emissivities, a pixel-by-pixel emissivity map is required. This emissivity
map was obtained at 52 o C for a GaN-on-Si device used in this work, as shown in Figure 3.10(b).
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a

b

c

F IGURE 3.9. Response of the IR system. (a) Planck’s law showing increasing IR emission with the temperature rise [119]. (b) Emissivity map of the GaN-on-Si single
finger device tested in this work. (c) Sample temperature map of the same device
shown in (b).

Figure 3.10(b) shows that emissivity of the metal contacts (gold), ² ≈ 0.2-0.3, is much lower than
the passivated channel ² ≈ 0.9. This low emissivity of metals can lead to inaccurate temperature
measurements due to low SNR, which is one of the drawbacks of IR device thermography. A
sample thermal map of the same device is shown in Figure 3.9(c).

IR thermogprahy is a well-established wide field thermal imaging technique, which is powerful
for qualitative inspection and has been being used since 1960s [25]. However, due to the long
wavelength regime measured, the diffraction limited lateral resolution (rlateral ) is poor compared
to visible range measurements. In this work, 16 mm working distance SiGe 15x 0.5 NA objective
lens was used, which gives a lateral resolution of ≈ 3-6 µm. As GaN, Si substrate and passivation
layer (usually Si x N y ) are all transparent to IR radiation, the temperature measured in the channel
represents a volumetric depth average through the device stack. This low spatial resolution,
which can be even larger than the channel length, positions IR thermography as a qualitative
inspection technique, which is another shortcoming of the technique.
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3.3

Transient Thermoreflectance (TTR) Thermometry

Thermoreflectance thermometry exploits temperature dependent reflectivity change of materials.
This temperature dependent reflectivity change can be explained classically by Drude-Lorentz
model, which assumes that electrons are bound to nuclei by springs so that they behave like a
harmonic oscillator. Although this model does not represent the actual atomic picture, it gives a
good approximation considering the light-matter interaction. This model assumes that electrons
bound to the nuclei vibrate with a natural resonant frequency of ω o . The electrons are also
subjected to collisions due to electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions, which can be
lumped into a damping term in the equation of motion with a damping coefficient, γ. Considering
one dimensional motion along x-direction, when the medium interacts with the light with the
time varying electric field along x-direction (E(t)), the equation of motion for a damped oscillator
takes the form of:
(3.20)

me(

∂2 x
∂ t2

+γ

∂x
∂t

+ ω2o x) = qE(t)

where m e is the electron mass and E(t) can be expressed in terms of its phase and magnitude as:
(3.21)

E(t) = E amp,x cos(ω i t)

where Eamp,x is the amplitude of the electric field along x-direction and ω i is the frequency of the
incident light. Substituting Equation 3.21 into 3.20 and solving the partial differential equation
for the motion along x-direction gives:
(3.22)

x=

qE amp,x cos(ω i t)
m e (ω2o − ω2i + i γω i )

where q is the charge of the electron. Electrons oscillating around the nuclei create a dipole
moment. The density of dipole moment, or electric polarisation, due to this motion is expressed
by:
P = qxN

(3.23)

if there are N contributing electrons per unit volume. Substituting Equation 3.22 into Equation
3.23 gives:
(3.24)

P=

q2 NE amp,x cos(ω i t)
m e (ω2o − ω2i + i γω i )
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Equation 3.24 considers only the electrons vibrating with natural frequency ω o . We note that for
crystals consisting of different atoms, electrons vibrate with different natural frequencies. In this
case, the total polarisation is a sum of all the polarisations induced by the dipoles vibrating with
different frequencies. Yet, we continue our discussion with the simplified analysis considering a
single natural frequency. As explained in Section 3.1, polarisation induced by the electric field of
the incident light can be expressed in terms of the electric susceptibility vector (See Equation
3.5). Combining Equation 3.5 and 3.24 for the one dimensional case, electric susceptibility of the
material can be written as:
(3.25)

χ=

q2 N
m e ² o (ω2o − ω2i + i γω i )

The electric susceptibility of the material is directly linked to its optical properties. The optical
properties of the material are best described by the refractive index, n, which represents how
much the speed of light changes in the medium, and the absorption coefficient. Refractive index
and electric susceptibility of the material are related by:
n2 = 1 + χ

(3.26)

Subsequently, the dispersion relation for the refractive index can be obtained as:
(3.27)

n 2 (ω i ) = 1 +

q2 N
m e ² o (ω2o − ω2i + i γω i )

Equation 3.27 indicates that (i) refractive index is dependent on the wavelength of the incident
light and (ii) it includes a complex term associated with the damping coefficient, which represents
the dissipative effects. For conductors, such as metals, there are also free electrons contributing to
the electric polarisation of the material. As free electrons are not bound to the nuclei, there is no
restoring force, meaning that ω o =0. For the case of metals, when only free electron contributions
to the electric susceptibility is considered and when damping effects are neglected, we can obtain
the relation:
(3.28)

n2 (ω i ) = 1 −

q2 N
m e ² o (ω2i )

Here we can introduce the idea that free electrons and positive ions in a metal can be considered
as plasma vibrating at a natural frequency of ω p , which is termed as plasma frequency and is
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given by:
ω2p =

(3.29)

q2 N
m e ²o

This concept is important in terms of characterising the dissipative properties of the medium.
When the incident light is below the plasma frequency, the complex part of the refractive index
dominates and the energy is dissipated in the medium as heat. This complex part is called as
absorption or extinction coefficient, k. The complex refractive index of the medium can, thus, be
expressed as n+ik. As clearly seen from Equations 3.27-3.28, any change in the volume of the
medium would change the number of the electrons per unit volume, N, which would change
the refractive index. This is why stress and temperature can modulate the refractive index by
changing the lattice spacing. Thermoreflectance is based on this refractive index modulation of
the material due to temperature change. Reflectivity, R, is a directly measurable quantity and is
given in terms of refractive index, by Fresnel equations, for a normal angle of incident when the
medium between light and the material is air (nair =1):
(3.30)

R(T, ω i ) =

(n(T, ω i ) − 1)2 + k2 (T, ω i )
(n(T, ω i ) + 1)2 + k2 (T, ω i )

For a lossless medium, which is transparent to the incident wavelength, k=0.
The temperature dependency of the reflectivity of a medium can be characterised by the
thermoreflectance coefficient, C th (= dR/dT) for a certain frequency of the incident wavelength.
It is important to select the optimum wavelength such that C th is maximum for higher SNR,
resulting in higher accuracy and faster measurements. Reflectivity change with temperature is
related by:
(3.31)

R − R re f
R re f

= C th

T − T re f
T re f

where Rre f corresponds to reflectivity at a reference temperature, T re f . C th for metals is usually
on the order of 10−6 -10−4 K−1 at room temperature [120]. In this work, the thermoreflectance
technique was applied on pulsed devices and the reflectivity change due temperature rise during
the device pulse was monitored simultaneously.
It is crucial to know where the reflection takes place to interpret temperature measurements accurately. In order to achieve high optical resolution with minimal surface heating, the
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visible wavelength range can be preferred for thermoreflectance measurements. However, as
the device layers, such as passivation, AlGaN and GaN, are transparent in the visible range,
sub-surface reflections, a.k.a. interference effects occur. The refractive index of each layer and
their temperature dependency are different. Reflectance is also a highly surface dependent property. Therefore, sample dependent calibration is required. Generic calibration is performed by
heating the sample over a known temperature range and measuring the reflectivity change. As
pointed out in Section 3.1, samples grown on different substrates exhibit built-in stress and are
thermally stressed due to different thermal expansion coefficients. We have already pointed out
that stress can also affect reflectivity of the material. During calibration, the effects of the built-in
stress can be circumvented; yet, thermal stress effects cannot be eliminated because in actual
device operation there is a temperature gradient within device layers unlike the homogeneous
temperature distribution in calibration. Besides, the estimation of the depth of the reflected
signal from the transparent device layers is challenging due to this temperature gradient and
the corresponding temperature dependent refractive index change. This is the biggest limitation
of thermoreflectance based thermography. Recently, a commercial developer reported a solution
based on multi-wavelength incident light to circumvent SNR related challenges due to different
thermoreflectance coefficient with varying wavelength [121]. This approach surely helps for
higher SNR; however, how the interference effects driven by temperature dependent refractive
index change at the visible wavelength are accounted for still remains as an unanswered question,
which makes the interpretation of the temperature measurements challenging, and is, in fact,
the motivation of the development of a new technique in this work.
In this work, we measured source connected field plate (gold) temperature using 532 nm laser,
i.e. below the plasma frequency of gold, such that the laser light is absorbed by the gold near
the surface (≈ 16 nm [122]), eliminating interference effects while ensuring that laser heating
is minimal not to cause a measurable temperature change. 532 nm wavelength incident light
is reasonable for gold as it gives a high C th as shown in Figure 3.10. The calibration of the
thermoreflectance signal is performed by TiO2 assisted Raman measurements, which is described
in detail in Chapter 5, along with other calibration approaches.
The optical set-up integrated into Raman system is shown in Figure 3.11: 532 nm laser is
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F IGURE 3.10. Spectrum of C th measured in the case of bare gold (circles), and calculated
in the case of Si3 N4 coated gold (line). The arrows indicate the FWHM spectral
width of two of the LEDs. Reproduced from [123], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

directed into the microscope through a polarising beam splitter, and the reflected light is directed
to the photo-diode through the same beam splitter. The photo-diode was connected to an Agilent
DSO-x 3034A, 350 MHz oscilloscope, from which the device pulse is monitored simultaneously.

F IGURE 3.11. Schematic of TTR set-up. The schematic of the probe set-up was adopted
from [65].
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H YPERSPECTRAL Q UANTUM R OD T HERMAL I MAGING (HQTI):
D EMONSTRATED ON A G A N HEMT

T

his chapter describes the development and demonstration of a new thermography
technique. The experimental set-up along with the data processing details are explained.
As the current interest in semiconductor device development is on the wide or ultra

wide band gap materials, the experimental technique was demonstrated on a GaN based device.
The new technique was bench marked against the standard thermography techniques. The
advantages and limitations of the new technique are discussed. This section includes a significant
content from our recent publication, Ref. [124], albeit with more details1 .

4.1

The working principle of the technique

Hyperspectral quantum rod thermal imaging (HQTI) relies on measuring the temperature
dependent band gap change of semiconductor nanoparticles, i.e. quantum rods (QRs) discussed in
Chapter 2.2, which are deposited on the surface of a device under test (DUT), by accumulating
the emitted photoluminescence (PL) light spectrum with a hyperspectral camera equipment.
1 A significant portion of the figures in this chapter were reprinted from our recent publication, in part with

permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2, 1, 93–102, Oner, B. et al., Submicrometer Resolution Hyperspectral
Quantum Rod Thermal Imaging of Microelectronic Devices, Copyright (2020), American Chemical Society.
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As the nanoparticles have low heat capacity and negligible radiation loss owing to their small
size,they reach thermal equilibrium with the surface of the DUT quite fast, i.e. for example, on
the order of 10 µs as demonstrated for 1 µm size diamond nanoparticles [30]. Therefore, once
the steady state condition is reached, measured temperature can be considered equivalent to
the surface temperature that the nanoparticles are in contact with, as long as the nanoparticles
are distributed individually or form a thin enough coating layer typically ≈a µm thick. The
temperature dependent peak emission wavelength of the QRs on top of the DUT is measured at
a reference condition (the device OFF or Pinched-OFF), and at the ON state of the device at a
single shot across the whole field of view (FOV) of the imaging set-up. The emission images at
various wavelengths are collected using a hyperspectral camera equipment, which consists of a
liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) and a monochrome camera in our set-up.
Hyperspectral imaging means gathering the intensity information of an image at various
wavelengths with a "single shot" [125, 126]. Here, "single shot" emphasizes that the technique
does not rely on scanning but relies on the direct imaging of the region of interest (ROI). The
spectral images correspond to three dimensional (3-D) data: two dimensions representing the
spatial (x, y) and one dimension showing the spectral (λ) information, namely I(x, y, λ).
Spectral imaging is classified specifically as "multispectral" or "hyperspectral", depending
on the number of spectral bands, i.e. wavelength intervals, collected. The precise distinction is
somewhat blurry in the literature and depends on the application area. Here, we use the word
"hyperspectral" for n=29 bands because this is the preferred terminology in electronic applications
[121, 127]. The advantage of hyperspectral imaging is that it reduces image acquisition times by
not requiring point by point scanning unlike spectroscopy. For the novel technique developed here,
utilising QRs as the sensors further decreases the acquisition times due to their high quantum
efficiency (QE), which is discussed in Chapter 2.2.
The concept of spectral imaging has been explored for various applications, from art conservation [128] to pathology [129] and atmospheric imaging [130] to cathodoluminescence based
defect characterisation in nitride based structures [127]. It is also possible to see commercial
applications exploiting the natural IR emission from the surfaces above 0 K [131, 132]. In fact, the
hyperspectral thermal imaging approach has been demonstrated for temperature measurements
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for climate applications, such as measuring sea temperature, using infrared emission [133]. This
approach can also be adopted for the device applications considered here. However, the benefit
would be minimal due to three reasons: (1) the resolution would still be limited by the wavelength
of the IR emission, making sub-micron resolution unachievable, (2) the weak IR signal would
require expensive detectors and (3) the background radiation from the device layers would still
be present, making the interpretation of the signal difficult. Considering visible wavelength
emissions as done in this work improves the optical resolution. Another recent development
in the field is hyperspectral thermoreflectance imaging [121], which utilizes multi-wavelength
light source as briefly discussed in Chapter 3.3. This approach is more promising compared to
measuring IR emission due the its higher spatial resolution in the visible wavelength range. Yet,
the challenge of exhaustive calibration for each device structure and the interference effects
due to temperature dependent thermoreflectance coefficient, making the interpretation of the
temperature measurements challenging, are still present. Combining hyperspectral imaging
approach with the QR sensors as done in this work eliminates both the optical resolution and
device dependent calibration challenge, as will be explained and demonstrated in the following
sub-chapters.

4.2

Experimental set-up

HQTI relies on probing the red shifted peak emission wavelength of QRs with the increase in
temperature. This is due to the decrease in band gap. The band gap decreases due to the increase
in inter-atomic distance with temperature and the corresponding decrease in the potential seen
by the electrons. In order to excite the QRs, a light source, which is above the band gap of QRs, is
used. One consideration during temperature measurements is that the device/material system
under test needs to be unaffected by this light source due to the photo-current generation or
optical heating due to absorption of the excitation light source. Therefore, the excitation light
used in the set-up was selected to be below the band gap of wide band gap materials tested in
this work, which is 3.4 eV for GaN, corresponding to an absorption wavelength of ∼365 nm.
A Leica DMLM microscope was modified for the HQTI set-up as shown in Figure 4.1. The
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F IGURE 4.1. The schematic of the test set-up: (a) Quantum rods (QRs) are drop-casted
on the device under test (DUT). (b) QRs are excited with the above band gap, 450
nm LED. (c) The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the QRs is obtained by sweeping the tunable filter.(d) The monochrome image at each particular wavelength,
covering the PL spectrum, is collected for both ON and the reference (Pinched-OFF)
state is collected.

original microscope light source was replaced by a multi-LED source, which consists of two high
power LEDs, emitting in the white and the blue spectrum range for viewing the sample and for
the excitation of the quantum rods (QRs), respectively. A white LED (Thorlabs MWWHL4) and
a blue LED (Thorlabs M450LP1, 450±20 nm, 1850 mW) were mounted perpendicular to each
other on the lower arm of the microscope. The light is directed to the optical path in the lower
arm by a long-pass 490 nm cut on dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMLP490R). The optical power
of the blue LED reaching the sample surface, after the optical losses in the microscope, was
measured as 25 mW, with a 1 mm diameter spot size. The emitted photoluminescent (PL) light
was collected by a 16-bit monochrome CMOS camera (Thorlabs CS2100-M USB 3.0) mounted
on the upper arm of the microscope. The field of view is ≈ 130 µm x175 µm with a Leica infinity
corrected, 50x, 0.5NA objective lens, corresponding to a heat flux of 0.032 W/mm2 on the sample.
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Considering the worst-case scenario, assuming that all of the incident power is absorbed by the
QR layer and not reflected or scattered, optical heating of the surface would be less than ≈ 0.013
W/mm2 . This is because for the QE of 60%, 40% of the absorbed light would be released as heat
by the QRs due to non-radiative recombinations while 60% would be emitted as light. In fact, a
large proportion of the incident light is either reflected from the metal or transmitted through
transparent regions, resulting in less than ≈ 0.013 W/mm2 optical heat absorption on the sample.
Including this additional upper limit heat load in the thermal simulations for the worst scenario
resulted in less than ≈ 1 o C temperature rise, which is not measurable, i.e. below the precision of
the test set-up, and therefore negligible for the material system tested in this work, including the
calibration sample. The optical power can always be tuned depending on the sample under test,
to ensure that it has a negligible effect on the temperature measurements.
A 500 nm cut-off short-pass filter (Thorlabs FESH0500) was placed between the LED and
the sample to block the portion of the light which is emitted from the LED in the QR emission
range so that it does not interfere with the QR emission spectrum. A 500 nm high-pass filter
(Thorlabs FELH0500) was placed between the DUT and the liquid crystal tunable filter (Thorlabs
KURIOS-VB1/M 420-730 nm), which is mounted on the upper arm of the microscope, to block the
LED light reflecting off the surface or the sub-surfaces (i.e. interference effects) of the DUT. The
liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF), which enables spectral imaging, consists of liquid crystals
placed in between two polarizers [134]. The liquid crystals, which are long cigar shaped molecules
whose physical properties are in between solids and liquids [135], are birefringent materials,
meaning that their optical properties are anisotropic. This anisotropy manifests itself as varying
refractive indices along its different axes, depending on the orientation of the molecules. Due to
different refractive indices along different axes, the incoming light passing through LCTF travels
at different speeds along different axes, depending on the anisotropy of the crystals, and a phase
shift is introduced between the light components along different axes. As a result, one component
is retarded with respect to the other one. This manifests itself as a change in polarization for the
output light. The birefringence of the liquid crystals, and the corresponding retardance, can be
tuned by manipulating the rotation of the molecules either with the application of electric field or
temperature change. Since the refractive index, and thus the retardance, is wavelength dependent,
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F IGURE 4.2. The schematic of the basic working principle and the image of the liquid
crystal tunable filter used in this work: (a) The schematic of the basic working
principle of a LCTF. Arrows represent the electric field, i.e. the polarization, of
the input/output light. The dashed lines represent the transmission axis of the
polarizers. (b) The image of the LCTF used in this work [134]

the wavelength of the transmitted light through the filter can be tuned with the application of the
voltage. The second polarizer attenuates and rotates the incoming light, resulting in wavelength
dependent intensity variation. A simplified schematic of a LCTF is shown in Figure 4.2 along with
the image of the filter used in the experimental set-up. Depending on the application requirement,
the design of the LCTF may include a series of the repeating configurations shown in Figure
4.2(a). The LCTF used in this work has three adjustable bandwidth settings: wide (≈ 15-50 nm),
medium (≈ 10-25 nm) and narrow (≈ 5-10 nm). Narrow setting is useful for the applications
where finer spectral resolution is required. In this work, wide setting is used due to its highest
transmission ratio, improving the signal to noise ratio. The transmission properties of the band
pass setting used in this work are shown in Figure 4.3. During the design of the set-up, it is
important to consider that the intensity of the output light will always diminish as a LCTF
configuration consists of polarization components, which absorb the out-of-axis portion of the
incoming light.
It is critical that the probed signal in the experimental set-up solely originates from the
temperature dependent emission of the QRs for a reliable and accurate measurement. In general,
at the low excitation light intensity levels applied in this work, the optical processes and material
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F IGURE 4.3. The transmission properties of the liquid crystal tunable filter(LCTF)
used in this work (Re-generated from the data sheet). The LCTF consists of three
settings with varying bandwidths: wide,medium,narrow. The inset shows the wide
setting used in this work, due to its higher light throughput, increasing the signal
to noise ratio (SNR).

interactions manifested in the measured signal could include : (1) Linear optical effects, including
transmission, reflection and interference. (2) Absorption. (3) Inelastic scattering processes such
as Raman scattering. (4) Luminescence. The effects of the first two processes on the measured
signal were eliminated by implementing cut-off filters and minimizing the LED power reaching
on the sample, respectively, as discussed previously. As explained in Chapter 3.1, the third
process, Raman scattering, is a weak process and only ≈ 1/106 of the incoming photons scatter
inelastically [109]. Therefore, the implication of Raman effect on the spectrum will be negligible
and manifests itself in the form of the noise in the baseline of the spectrum. The fourth process,
luminescence, can be in the form of photoluminescence (PL) or electroluminescence (EL). As
discussed previously, the band gap of the excitation power was selected to be below the band gap
of the material system (AlGaN/GaN) tested in this work so that the PL signal other than the QR
emission is eliminated. Electroluminescence (EL) is a phenomenon observed when the device is
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F IGURE 4.4. Emission images of the QR deposited test structure where electroluminesence is observed. (a) Optical image of the test structure. OFF state images at
(b) 500 nm, (d) 560 nm,(f) 650 nm, ON state (Vds =40V, Ids =17.8 mA, V gs =-2.3 V)
images at (c) 500 nm, (e) 560 nm,(g) 650 nm.

operated under high voltage and high current, the origin of which on AlGaN/GaN devices was
recently shown to be dominantly due to Bremsstrahlung (breaking radiation) mechanism [136].
The emission images of a QR deposited test structure under the blue excitation light at the ON
(Vds =40V, Ids =17.8 mA, V gs =-2.3 V) and OFF states are shown in Figure 4.4. The images on the
left column show OFF state emission where those on the right column show the images at the
ON state. The PL spectrum of CdSe/CdS quantum rods is expected to follow a Gaussian-like
shape [137]. Figure 4.4. shows that the peak PL intensity is observed at the maximum emission
wavelength of CdSe/CdS quantum rods for the OFF state images, as expected. On the other hand,
there is a dominant emission near gate and drain, where the highest electric field is expected,at
all spectral bandwidths for the ON state images. This indicates that the EL signal is dominant
over the PL emission of QRs at higher bias. This EL signal needs to be decoupled from the QR
photoluminescence to be able to probe temperature at those regions. The dominant EL emission
wavelength needs to be known to decouple its effect from the total signal measured.
The EL emission spectrum at the visible wavelength range, which is of concern in this work,
can simply be estimated for different material systems from the following equation:
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(4.1)

I EL (E hν ) ≈ exp(

− E hν
)
k b (T el − T latt )

once the electron and lattice temperature are known [138]. The lattice temperature can simply
be estimated from thermal simulations by solving Fourier equation for the upper limit of the bias
conditions. Electron temperature, which represents the average energy of the electron, can be
approximated by solving hydrodynamic drift-diffusion equations under simplifying assumptions
such as neglecting impact ionization or other energy decay mechanisms [139]. It is important to
note that Equation 4.1 is not the Bremsstrahlung equation and that for the electron temperature
extraction, the Bremsstrahlung equation would give a more accurate estimation [136]. However,
for our purposes here, Equation 4.1 gives a reasonable estimation of the EL emission at the visible
wavelength range. We also note that EL intensity scales up with the bias [136]. Before the design
of the set-up, Eqn.4.1 can be used to estimate the EL spectrum for different material systems and
appropriate filter can be selected accordingly to block EL emission reaching the detector so that
only the temperature dependent QR signal is probed. However, it is more straightforward and
sensible to measure the contribution of the EL spectrum to the QR emission spectrum on the test
set-up and make the necessary corrections on the spectrum to ensure that the measured HQTI
spectrum is solely due to QR emission. This verification can be done by simply turning the LED
OFF when the device is biased and measuring the EL spectrum with the hyperspectral camera.
As shown before by Brazzini et al. (2016), the dominant EL emission for AlGaN/GaN material
systems is observed in the near infrared region [136]. Therefore, a 650 nm short pass filter
(Thorlabs FES0650) was placed in front of the detector to eliminate the EL signal interfering
with the QR emission in our set-up.
PL emission curves of the QR coated device were obtained by sweeping the liquid crystal
tunable filter from 440 to 720 nm with a 10 nm step. We note that the selection of the wavelength
sampling requires consideration to avoid aliasing. Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, which
forms the foundations of the digital signal processing, states that a signal can be perfectly
reconstructed if the sampling frequency is at least twice as high as the maximum signal frequency
[140]. Therefore, considering ≈ 20-50 nm bandwidth of the wide setting used for the measured
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wavelength interval of 440-720 nm, a step size of 10 nm, which is equal to the half of the minimum
bandwidth size, was selected following Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem to avoid aliasing.
16-bit, 1040x1392 pixel, monochrome images were recorded to detect emission from the field of
view at each measurement wavelength. A Leica, infinity corrected, 50x, 0.5NA objective lens
was used to achieve sub-micron optical resolution and light throughput, which increases the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). SNR is defined here as the ratio of the maximum emission intensity
to the baseline of the spectrum at a particular pixel. In order to improve SNR further and reduce
computational burden for image reconstruction, the images were binned by 2x2 using MATLAB
built-in image resizing function, i.e. imresize, and image size reduced to 520x696 pixels. The
pixel resolution for this configuration is approximately 180 nm, which also satisfies the sampling
theorem requirements considering the diffration limited optical resolution of the test set-up.
The spatial resolution of the proposed technique is determined by the diffraction limit, unless
individual quantum rods can be resolved. The theoretical optical resolution of the test set-up can
be estimated by Sparrow criterion, which defines the resolution as the distance between the two
incoherent point sources where the first and second derivative of their combined point spread
function (PSF) is equal to zero [135, 141]. The Sparrow criterion is given by:

(4.2)

d=

0.47λ
NA

where λ is the peak emission wavelength, which is approximately 600 nm over the measured the
temperature range, and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens (=0.5 here). According
to this criterion, the estimated theoretical resolution of the set-up is ≈ 600 nm. This theoretical
resolution can be verified either by a well-established knife-edge technique or by measuring
the PSF of a point light source, such as a quantum dot. In this work, the former approach was
adopted by measuring line spread function (LSF) of the imaging system [142] due to its relative
simplicity in terms of sample preparation.
A sample, with a sharp discontinuity from a reflective (metal coated) area to a transmissive
(semiconductor) area, was imaged under white light illumination. This sample approximates a
step function very well, with a much smaller transition length compared to the measurement
wavelength, as illustrated in the AFM scan in Figure 4.5(a).
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F IGURE 4.5. Optical resolution measurement: (a) The line step response measurement
of the imaging set-up using knife edge technique. (b) The line spread function of
the imaging set-up.
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The liquid crystal tunable filter was set to the maximum emission wavelength of the quantum
rods (560 nm). The measured response, shown as the red curve in Figure 4.5(a), is the convolution
of the LSF and the actual object, which is mathematically given as [135]:
Z

(4.3)

g(X ) =

∞
−∞

f (x)h(X − x)dx

where g(X ) is the measured image intensity, i.e.the convoluted response, f (x) is the actual object,
i.e. actual line profile, and h(X − x) is the line spread function (LSF). When f (x) is a step function,
the first derivative of the measured intensity distribution, i.e. g(X ), gives the LSF profile as
shown in Figure 4.5(b). The full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian function
fitted to LSF with 0.94 R-square value, is 680 ± 20 nm. The measured optical resolution of the
imaging system is therefore within 12% of the theoretical estimate of 600 nm. We note that the
estimated optical resolution in this work does not correspond to the spatial thermal resolution as
described by thermal imaging standards. ASTM defines a parameter called minimum resolvable
temperature difference (MRTD) to compare the performance of different thermal imaging systems
(mostly for IR thermal imaging systems) [143]. This standard requires a fabrication of a four
bar target on a blackbody background, as shown in Figure 4.6. The temperature of the target is
slowly decreased down to the background (ambient) temperature and the temperature difference
just before the image of the bars disappears is stated as the MRTD. MRTD tests are performed
by varying the spacing between the individual bars and this value is reported along with the
spatial frequency of the bars. The smaller the reported value, the higher the spatial temperature
resolution of the system. As this work is conducted within the academic setting on a proof-of-theconcept set-up, this parameter, which is of concern in the commercial setting, was not reported
here. Yet, it is important to be aware of this standard to compare the technique with the existing
technologies as this work is under consideration for commercialization, despite the fact that this
standard is questionable in terms of the objectivity and reliability of the test as it requires an
observer to assess temperature evolution of the images.
System calibration was performed by drop casting QRs onto a piece of silicon, which was
mounted on a Linkam TMS600 cryostat. StremDots™ Series A Plus CdSe/CdS colloidal quantum
rods suspended in hexane (size: dia.3-5 nm x length 15-20 nm) with the peak emission range
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F IGURE 4.6. MRTD test set-up. Figure originally published in Ref [144].

of 560 ± 8 nm specified in the data sheet were used in this work. The concentration of 5 mg/ml
was diluted to ∼1.5 mg/ml and sonicated for one hour at the room temperature to prevent
agglomeration of particles and achieve a distribution as uniform as possible first in the solution
and eventually on the calibration sample (and the DUT). After cleaning the calibration sample
with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and acetone, the surface of the wafer was treated with Ar plasma
(Diener Electronic Zepto) for 1 minute at 0.4 mbar to ensure the removal of the contaminants
on the surface, if any, prior to QR coating.≈10 µl of solvent was drop cast onto the region of
interest in the wafer placed on a hot plate heated above the boiling point of hexane at 100 o C.
The emission images are shown in Figure 4.7. The QR peak emission wavelength was estimated
by averaging the intensity across the full FOV at each bandwidth, over a range of temperatures
from 25 o C to 155 o C .
Image drift due to thermal expansion and SNR are two important criteria for accurate
sub-micron level optical temperature measurements for all thermography techniques, for two
reasons: First, thermal gradients in the region of interest (ROI) might change significantly
depending on the geometry and bias conditions of the DUT; therefore, the resulting image drift
might lead to erroneous temperature estimations due to the change in reference and biased
positions. In addition to this, the band gap of the nano particles might vary due to the variations
of the size of QR batch deposited on the DUT [137]. Yet, the thermal response of the band gap
shift is identical even when the size of the QRs, and the corresponding band gap, varies [137].
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F IGURE 4.7. The emission images of the calibration sample (QRs drop casted on a Si
piece) from 440-720 nm: (a)-(e) at 25 o C (f)-(j) at 95 o C (k)-(o) at 155 o C.

However, the image drift might result in measurement artefacts mostly resulting from the spatial
variation in intensity measurements. Thermal expansion can cause axial and lateral drift of
the sample. In order to correct for the focal plane change due to the axial drift and the lateral
drift, especially during the calibration process where the thermal expansion of the hot stage
is non-negligible, the sample position was automatically corrected in the x-y and z directions
using a computer controlled xyz stage with 100 nm step precision and an in-house developed
LabVIEW software, which was developed by a former postdoctoral research associate in our
group, Dr. Mirko Bernardoni, and Dr. James W. Pomeroy. The software first corrects for the focal
plane change by moving the sample stage in the z direction until the image intensity is the
highest. Then, the x-y drift is corrected within 1 pixel by moving the stage so that the difference
between the total intensity of a white light illuminated live image and the total intensity of a
reference image previously recorded is minimized. This procedure was run each time after the
hot stage temperature was changed, during the calibration. The sample drift was only found to
be significant during the calibration rather than the actual device measurement, because the
heated volume in the hot stage is much larger than that of the actual measured device during
operation, which is mounted on a thermal vacuum chuck at a fixed temperature.
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An image registration method, which is based on so-called "single-step discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT)" [145], was also implemented after the calibration measurement to ensure the
x-y drift correction and the accuracy of the calibration because the stage correction in the x-y
direction was observed not to be always satisfactory if there are no distinct geometrical features
in the field of view. The image reconstruction was performed by minimizing the metric defined
as normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), E, between the drifted image, g(x, y), and the
reference image, f (x, y). NRMSE is defined by [145]:

2

x,y |α g(x − x0 , y − y0 ) − f (x, y)|
P
2
α,x0 ,y0
x,y | f (x, y)|
max x0 ,y0 | r f g (x0 , y0 )|2
= 1− P
P
2
2
x,y | f (x, y)|
x,y | g(x, y)|

P

2

E = min
(4.4)

where α is an arbitrary constant, x0 and y0 are the global coordinate transformations. The
summations are taken over all image pixels (x,y). r f g is the cross correlation of the drifted and
the reference image, and is given by:

r f g (x0 , y0 ) =

X

f (x, y)g∗ (x − x0 , y − y0 )

x,y

(4.5)
=

h
³ ux ´ ³ v y ´i
0
0
+
F(u, v)G ∗ (u, v)exp i2π
M
N
x,y

X

where N and M are the image dimensions and (*) denotes the complex conjugate pair. Uppercase
letters represent DFT of the corresponding functions with the lowercase letters. DFT of the
function f (x,y) is given by:

(4.6)

F(u, v) =

h
³ ux ´ ³ v y ´i
X f (x, y)
exp − i2π
+
p
M
N
x,y MN

The objective function given by Equation 4.4 is minimized with respect to α. This requires
maximizing the cross correlation r f g (x,y). This is essentially an application of the non-linear
optimization. The "single-step DFT" algorithm estimates the initial guess first by calculating F(u,
v) and G∗ (u, v) by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and then using this initial guess to fine-tune the
pixel shift search. This fine tuning is achieved by looking for the maximum of the cross correlation
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function in a 1.5x1.5 pixel neighborhood around the initial guess by calculating matrix multiplied
DFT of F(u, v) and G∗ (u, v). This fine tuning step using DFT decreases the computational cost
compared to calculating conventional zero-padded FFT by decreasing the matrix size.
The algorithm found that the image drift, at temperatures below 125 o C, was in the range of
1-15 pixels for the raw image (unbinned image), for which 1 pixel corresponds to 90 nm, whereas
at temperatures above 125 o C, the image shift was found to be up to 40-45 pixels. The effect of
the x-y drift correction by image registration (which is within 1 pixel) on the calibration data is
shown in Figure 4.8. It is clear that the x-y drift is significant only at higher temperatures due to
higher thermal expansion and indicates that in-situ stage drift correction is satisfactory enough.
However, image registration needs to be considered if the drift at higher temperatures exceeds 5
µm during the calibration.

The Varshni equation is a widely used empirical formula, which relates band gap change (or
wavelength shift) of QRs to temperature as described in Chapter 2.2. At temperatures above 200
K , a linear relationship can be approximated between the wavelength shift and temperature
according to Varshni equation. Figure 4.9(a) shows that the peak emission wavelength shift of
QRs with respect to the temperature change is non-linear when measured using our test set-up.
The error bars in the data represent standard error of the mean of peak position estimations (n=5
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F IGURE 4.8. Temperature calibration function with and without image correction,
indicating that x-y drift is more significant at higher temperatures due to thermal
expansion.
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successive measurements for the data presented), which are associated with the random errors in
the measurement itself and also with the fitting errors in the peak position fitting (The discussion
of the effect of the calibration-related uncertainties on the temperature measurements is given in
Appendix A.). The non-linear dependence on the temperature is attributed to the QR emission
being convoluted with the spectral response of the optical measurement system considering that
the tunable liquid crystal filter transmission and camera sensitivity are wavelength dependent.
The actual QR emission spectrum could be obtained by deconvoluting the measured spectrum
from the optical response. Yet, for the sake of computational simplicity, a quadratic function,
which includes the system response in the calibration, was fitted to the data here, with an
R-square value of 0.999. The calibrated emission wavelength temperature dependence is ∼1.15
nm shift per 10 o C at ambient temperature, where the fitting is a quadratic function:

(4.7)

∆λ cw = αT + βT 2

where α=0.072±0.0036 nm/ o C, β=3.48x10-4 ±4.21 x 10-5 nm/( o C)2 . Figure 4.9(a) illustrates that
the measured QR emission wavelength temperature dependency is similar to reported values for
small (2.2 nm) and medium sized (3.8x3.6 nm) QR cores up to 100 o C [137]. The slight discrepancy
between the measured and reported wavelength shift at higher temperatures could be due to the
response of the optical measurement system and the slight differences between the morphology
of the quantum rods used in this work and in Ref. [137]. Once the QR band gap shift response
for a particular optical set-up is known, any wide band gap device system can be tested without
further calibration with this approach, only with small modifications in the system parameters
(which could include LED power tuning to prevent heat absorption and implementation of the
suitable EL cut-off filters, if required, depending on the device system tested and particular bias
conditions). Therefore, one can clearly state that our approach requires only one-off calibration,
which is independent of the particular device tested and is only equipment dependent. Once the
calibration function is known, peak positions at the ON and pinched-OFF (reference) states of
the DUT were related to temperature of the quantum rods, which represents "effective" surface
temperature of the DUT.
Figure 4.9(b) shows emission curves for the ON and pinched-OFF state of a GaN HEMT
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F IGURE 4.9. Temperature calibration of the QRs deposited on a Si piece and a sample spectrum when DUT is operated : (a) Centre (peak emission) wavelength vs.
temperature relation. Literature data are overlaid for comparison. (b) Sample measured spectrum of the DUT at the ON and Pinched-OFF state fitted Bi-Gaussian
function to extract the peak position. Arrow indicating the red shift of the QR
response at higher temperatures.
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and the corresponding emission peak centre fitting function. The emission spectrum follows a
Bi-Gaussian shape. In the literature, this inhomogeneous broadening observed in the PL spectra
of the ensemble of the semiconductor nanorods is attributed to the size [146–150] and morphology
[148, 150] variations within the ensemble and, to some extent, the impurities and the surface
charges [146]. In our system, the optical response of the tunable filter, the transmission ratio
of which increases with the increasing wavelength, could also contribute to this spectral shape.
While this inhomogenous broadening might be undesirable for opto-electronic device applications,
where the colour purity is desired, this does not have remarkable implications for the technique
presented here. An example of the Bi-Gaussian function fitted to a pixel spectrum to determine
the peak emission wavelength was shown in Figure 4.9(b). A least squares iterative algorithm
results in fits with an R-squared value >0.95, for the spectra with an adequate SNR. The fitting
routine is based on a built-in LabVIEW function, i.e. Levenberg-Marquardt bounded algorithm
with user-defined initial guesses. As Figure 4.9(b) shows, the spectrum follow the expected trend,
i.e., increasing emission wavelength and decreasing intensity, as the temperature rises [151]. At
this point, the question of whether any non-ideality/non-uniformity in the optical path or the
spatial/size distribution of QRs might require a pixel-by-pixel calibration might arise. In order to
answer this question and verify the validity of the full FOV calibration approach,the calibration

F IGURE 4.10. The verification of the full FOV calibration approach by investigating the
calibration parameters across various ROIs by 50x50 pixel area. The inset shows
the locations of the ROIs in the image.
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function at various ROIs over an area of 50x50 pixels was extracted. The fit shown in Figure 4.10
is for the full FOV. The R-square value calculated for the 2nd order polynomial fits at each ROI is
larger than 0.97, indicating that the emission wavelength shift with temperature is constant,
within the measurement uncertainty, across the FOV. This confirms that the full FOV calibration
is a valid approach and pixel by pixel correction is not required.

4.3

Device details and the effect of QR deposition on device
performance

HQTI was demonstrated on a normally-OFF (enhancement mode) GaN-on-Si device on a six inch
wafer supplied by Infineon Technologies. The devices are passivated with a 800 nm thick Si x N y
and SiO2 layer. A 80 nm thick AlGaN barrier was grown on a 750 nm GaN layer which is on top
of a 3700 nm thick strain relief layer (SRL) and 700 µm thick Si substrate. The DUT is a single
finger, field plated 200 µm wide device with 1.8 µm source-gate and 12 µm gate-drain distance.
The gate foot to the field plate edge distance is 3 µm. The schematic of the device and its optical
image is given in Figure 4.11.
StremDots™ Series A Plus CdSe/CdS colloidal quantum rods suspended in hexane (size:

F IGURE 4.11. DUT details: (a) Schematic of the device cross-section (Not to scale.). (b)
Optical image of the DUT.
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dia.3-5 nm x length 15-20 nm) with the peak emission range of 560 ± 8 nm were used in this
work. The concentration of 5 mg/ml was diluted to ∼1. 5 mg/ml and sonicated for one hour at the
room temperature to prevent agglomeration of particles and achieve a uniform distribution first
in the solution and eventually on the DUT. After cleaning the wafer with isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
and acetone, the surface of the wafer was treated with Ar plasma (Diener Electronic Zepto) for 1
minute at 0.4 mbar to ensure the removal of the contaminants on the surface, if any, prior to QR
coating. ∼10 µl of solvent was drop cast onto the region of interest in the wafer placed on a hot
plate heated above the boiling point of hexane at 100 o C.
Figure 4.12 shows the SEM images of the QR distribution, which were taken with the help of
Dr. Adel El-Turke. Unfortunately, the resolution was not high enough to observe single QRs. All
that can be understood from SEM images is that the distribution is layer-like and there is no

F IGURE 4.12. Sample SEM image of the QR deposited DUT. (a)Image showing the
layer-like distribution on the device surface. (b) Magnified image showing that the
clustering of the QRs is not observed in the channel with this resolution.
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observable clustering with the available resolution.
The emission images obtained from the HQTI set-up shown in Figure 4.13 gives more insight
in terms of QR distribution compared to SEM images. It is clear from the emission intensity
maps that the distribution is non-uniform to some degree. This non-uniformity could have two
implications on the temperature measurements: (1) The regions with the lower density of QRs
give lower SNR, which might cause a difficulty for the signal reconstruction. (2) If it is too
thick, it can affect the heat transfer, and therefore the "effective" value of the measured surface
temperature. In terms of the thermal image reconstruction, this non-uniformity would not be
detrimental if the signal to noise ratio remains above a threshold. The analysis shows that
temperature values can be reconstructed at the all pixels in the ROI having a peak emission
intensity higher than 350 counts per pixel.
It was shown that individual CdS nanowires have a low thermal conductivity, which is on the

F IGURE 4.13. Sample emission intensity of QRs through the emission spectrum, at the
region of interest (ROI) of the DUT. The images were recorded at the ON state with
V ds =10 V, I ds =83.2 mA, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm, T back plate =25 o C. (a) Optical image of
the QR deposited DUT. The black dotted rectangle shows the ROI. The emission
intensity of the monochrome images is shown at: (b) 440 nm (c) 540 nm (d) 570 nm
(∼ peak emission) (e) 600 nm (f) 720 nm. The integration time per image is 1200
ms.
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order of < 10 W/mK [152], meaning that a too thick coating layer can decrease the heat flow from
the channel. Besides, the increased heat capacity due to the coating thickness might increase
the thermal time constant of the device. For these reasons, it is crucial to quantify the average
thickness of the coating layer. In order to estimate the thickness of the QR layer on the heat
transfer, AFM measurements were performed. The thickness of ∼ 500 nm was measured at the
edge of the deposition area, which is also called in the literature as "coffee ring edge" [153, 154],
using an AFM as shown in Figure 4.14. This is the thickest region of the deposition where there
is a visible accumulation of QRs and is the upper limit as the typical layer on the ROI is thinner.
The effect of this on the heat transport for the steady state measurements was explored via
thermal simulations and found to be negligible, i.e. below the precision of our measurements. The
details are given in Chapter 4.5.
One obvious question is whether the deposition of QRs would alter the device characteristics. It
is expected that properly passivated devices would be unaffected by the coating as the passivation
layer isolates the channel from any outside charge flow. However, it is essential to ensure
that the passivation layer is of good quality so that the device functions as designed. The
output and transfer characteristics of the five sister devices, which were passivated, were tested
before and after the deposition to verify that deposition of QRs is non-detrimental to the device
characteristics, as shown in Figure 4.15. The linear region seems unaffected; however, ∼ 0-7

F IGURE 4.14. Thickness measurements with the AFM at the edge of the QR deposition.(a) Optical image of the ROI where the thickness of the deposition measured.
(b) AFM thickness measurement of the ROI shown in (a),showing the maximum
thickness of ∼ 500 nm.
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% variation in the output power in the saturation region at some gate biasing conditions were
observed. This is less than the 10 % repeatability of the measurement. This confirms that the
device characteristics was seemingly unaffected by the QR deposition.

F IGURE 4.15. Transfer and output characteristics after quantum rod deposition. (a)
Device output characteristics before/after measurements measured for the sister
devices (single finger, field plated and passivated) on the same wafer supplied by
Infineon Technologies, at V gs =5 V. (b) Device transfer characteristics before/after
deposition for the same devices in (a).

4.4

Image processing

The images were collected by automated LabVIEW software. The image processing algorithm
flowchart is shown in Figure 4.16. The image processing software developed defines an intensity
threshold of 500 counts and processes the pixels with the spectrum having the peak emission
value larger than this threshold to ensure elimination of the noisy pixels and processing only
the actual QR signal. This value was defined considering ∼ 350 counts for the longest camera
exposure time of 7765 ms at room temperature. The emission intensity distribution shown in
Figure 4.13 illustrates that for the DUT, the signal is well above this threshold value. Hot pixels
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F IGURE 4.16. Image processing flowchart for temperature map reconstruction from
emission images.

which could be observed due to cosmic rays or the imperfections of the detector such as leakage
current were eliminated from each particular spectrum by defining a 95 % maximum intensity
threshold, i.e. 0.95 of 216 for the 16 bit camera used in this work. The resulting spectrum was
fitted with a built-in nonlinear curve fitting function in LabVIEW with BiGaussian function. The
tolerance of the fit was decreased until the temperature map converges numerically. This value
is 10−2 here. The accuracy of the fitting was further confirmed with the Chi-squared test for
each spectrum, giving R-square value of greater than 0.95. An additional condition was added to
ensure the elimination of the inaccurate fittings by rejecting the peak position estimations falling
outside the spectrum range swept, between 440-720 nm. This procedure was applied to each
particular measurement at ON and the reference(pinched-OFF) state. Here it is applied for n=7
measurements. In order to increase the confidence on the estimated results and eliminate the
random error in the measurements, the outliers in the successive measurements were removed
by applying the mean absolute deviation (MAD) criterion [155], which is defined as:

(4.8)

M AD = bM i (|λ i − M j (λ j )|)
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where λ j represents n original wavelength estimations and M j is the median of the wavelength
estimations. The constant b is equal to 1.4826 for a Gaussian distribution assumption. The centre
wavelength estimations outside the M ±3MAD interval were eliminated from the data set. The
MAD criterion is more effective than the mean±3σ criterion as the latter is also affected by
outliers, which could be problematic for small sample sets.
The pixels identified as an outlier were assigned a zero value. Temperature is calculated at
the pixels where the peak position was estimated as non-zero for both ON and the reference state
using the calibration function. Otherwise, the temperature was assigned NaN there. Temperature
precision was quantified by the standard error of the mean of successive measurements, which is
highly dependent on the fitting accuracy. The system was tested by measuring a device held at
25 o C, without heating. The histogram of the estimated temperature map over the whole FOV
for n=3 measurements is shown in Figure 4.17. Kernel distribution fitted to the histogram gives
20±8 o C population mean temperature, covering the fixed temperature of 25 o C and indicating the
reliability of the system developed. More details on the error analysis are given in Appendix A.

F IGURE 4.17. Kernel fit to the reconstructed temperature map on a DUT held at 25 o C.
The density on the y axis represents the ratio of the number of the pixels showing a
particular temperature with respect to the total number in a single 520x696 pixel
image.
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4.5

Results and Discussion

The enhancement mode single finger GaN HEMT measured on a wafer was fixed on a thermoelectric vacuum chuck and tested at three different bias conditions to demonstrate the feasibility
of the HQTI technique. The chuck temperature was set to 25 o C and the total power dissipation
was varied from 0 to 0.83 W, by changing drain bias at a constant gate bias of V gs =5 V while
I gs =0.01 A.The pinch-OFF condition was used as a reference measurement, by applying V gs =0
V at the same drain bias with the ON state, so that no drain current flows and the device is at
the ambient chuck temperature. Figure 4.18(b)-(d) shows HQTI temperature maps at varying
power dissipation levels. The results, which represent the mean of n=7 measurements (Please see
Appendix A for sample images obtained by a single acquisition.), are as expected qualitatively:
The channel region, where Joule heating is generated, is hotter than the surrounding contacts,
where the heat diffuses. HQTI temperature measurements also increase with power dissipation
in the expected way. The measurements show no hot spots and no steep temperature gradients,
giving a fairly uniform temperature distribution in the channel. The measurements also suggest
that the source contact has slightly higher resistance than that of the drain contact, which
manifests itself as a higher temperature rise.
IR measurements were performed on the same device and at the same power dissipation levels
as those of HQTI measurements to verify HQTI results. As the thermal radiation increases with
temperature following Planck’s law, the back plate temperature was set to 52 o C to increase SNR.
The drain bias was increased to compensate for the drain current reduction at the higher ambient
temperature, keeping gate bias the same as HQTI measurements. A 15x, 0.5NA lens was used for
IR thermography measurements, giving ≈3-6 µm lateral optical resolution according to Sparrow
criterion. IR thermography measurements shown in Figure 4.18 (e)-(f) also reveals the uniformity
between the gate and the drain contacts. The source contact temperature is also found to be higher
than that of the drain contact, as in HQTI measurements. IR thermography is a useful technique
for the qualitative assessment of any irregularities in the device such as hot spots. However, it
needs to be interpreted carefully when compared to the HQTI temperature map. IR thermography
underestimates temperature rise in the active region of the device by up to ∼50% because of
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F IGURE 4.18. Temperature rise vs Pdiss maps in the ROI. (a) Optical image of the DUT.
Black rectangle shows the ROI. Temperature maps of the ROI with HQTI at 25 o C
back plate temperature: at (b)Vds =5 V, Ids =62.5 mA, Pdiss =1.56 W/mm (c) Vds =8 V,
Ids =78.6 mA, Pdiss =3.145 W/mm (d) Vds =10 V, Ids =83.2 mA, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm;
with a lower spatial resolution IR thermography at 52 o C back plate temperature
(e)Vds =5.7 V, Ids =55.2 mA, Pdiss =1.57 W/mm (f)Vds =8.9 V, Ids =69.5 mA, Pdiss =3.1
W/mm(g) Vds =11.3 V, Ids =73.8 mA, Pdiss =4.17 W/mm.

lateral (due to IR wavelength diffraction limit) and axial (due to semiconductor IR transparency
and reflections from the interfaces) spatial averaging [156, 157]. This underestimation, which is
more than 50%, is also evident in our findings shown in Figure 4.18.
While IR thermography results are useful for a first assesment, a more accurate method is
required to ensure the reliability of the HQTI results. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the
new technique, a finite element method (FEM) device thermal model was built using realistic
material properties. Thermal properties of the device layers to be used in the simulations, such
as GaN, Si and passivation layers are fairly well-established, considering almost two decades
of extensive GaN research. The most processing dependent parameter is the strain relief layer
(SRL), the recipe of which can vary depending on the supplier. Usually, step-graded AlGaN or
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superlattice of AlN/GaN is grown to compensate for the lattice mismatch of Si and GaN layers
[16] and has a thermal conductivity on the order of tens of W/mK [158]. The thermal conductivity
of the SRL was determined by a combination of Raman thermometry and thermal simulations,
adopting a similar approach described in [159]. An ungated structure, i.e. transmission line
method (TLM) structure, with 90 µm channel width and 7 µm channel length on the same wafer
was used for Raman measurements. This structure is ideal as it generates vertical temperature
gradient due to the constant electric field between two electrodes resulting in a constant in-plane
heat profile, i.e. no ∆T in the in-plane direction. A power dissipation of 0.494 W was applied
at 25 o C back-plate temperature to generate a large enough ∆T between GaN and Si layers,
the temperature of which were both probed by Raman thermometry with a 488 nm laser and
50x, 0.5NA objective lens, corresponding to a spot size of ∼0.5µm. E2 phonon mode was used to
probe GaN temperature as the less stress dependent A1 (LO)[160] signal was too low to perform
a temperature analysis due to the thin GaN layer (750 nm thick). The calibration coefficients,
which were previously estimated by a former PhD student in our group, Dr. Hangfeng Ji as
discussed in Chapter 3.1, were used to estimate GaN and Si temperatures. As GaN is transparent
at the measured wavelength, the measured temperature corresponds to the spatial average
across the GaN thickness. For the sake of simplicity, thermally insulating passivation layer,
thin AlGaN layer and metal contacts, which have negligible effect on the heat transfer, were
omitted from the TLM thermal simulations and only half of the structure was considered due to
its mirror symmetry. The simplified device structure includes 750 nm thick GaN, 3.7 µm thick
SRL and 700 µm thick Si layers. Only GaN thermal conductivity, which is fairly well-established,
was set as 160×(300/T)1.4 W/mK. Even though Si thermal conductivity is also well-established,
dopants added might lead to deviations from the pure Si thermal conductivity. Therefore, the
simulation, which was shown in Figure 4.19(a) was used to estimate both Si and SRL thermal
conductivities. The applied power dissipation resulted in a 70 o C of ∆T between GaN and Si as
shown in Figure 4.19(b), which is high enough to estimate SRL thermal conductivity. Si and
SRL thermal conductivities were varied such that the simulated temperature values match
the Raman measurements shown in Figure 4.19(b), which resulted in the estimated thermal
conductivity values of (134±15)×(300/T)1.3 W/mK and 24±4 W/mK for Si and SRL, respectively.
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The estimated values are in line with the reported values in the literature [18, 158, 161]. The
uncertainties in the fitted values of the thermal conductivities were estimated considering the
standard error of the mean of Raman temperature measurements, which was on the order of
±3-15 o C in the channel and up to 100 µm away from the centre of the channel, as shown in

Figure 4.19(b). The uncertainties in the Raman measurements are mainly associated with the
SNR of the phonon modes and the peak position fitting associated with the SNR; higher SNR
aids fitting the peak position more accurately, and hence results in more accurate temperature
estimations. The higher errors in the average GaN temperature, compared to that of Si, shown in
Figure 4.19(b), are due to the more than 10% lower SNR of the GaN:E2 phonon mode compared
to Si:F2 g mode (See Figure 3.5). The error bars in Figure 4.19(b) represent the standard error of
the mean for n=5 successive Raman measurements, taking the errors associated with the peak
fitting and the random errors into account.
The average values of the estimated simulation parameters were fed into the thermal simulation of GaN HEMT, where half of the device was considered as done in the TLM simulation
due to the symmetry of the geometry and the boundary conditions. The device simulation is
constructed considering all the layers present and the metal contacts to be able to represent the
real case scenario as much as possible. The temperature rise occurs due to Joule heating (J·E) in
the 2DEG channel formed on the GaN side of AlGaN and GaN layers. A simplified 3 nm thick
uniform heat source is used in the model to represent Joule heating between the source and drain
opening, approximating the channel as a simple resistor [18]. As the device measurements were
performed on a thermal chuck, a thermal contact resistance is present between the chuck and
the wafer, which would contribute to the device temperature rise. This contact resistance can
be estimated by measuring the temperature far away from the device where the device heating
would negligible effect. The thermal contact resistance between the device and the chuck was
found to be 5x1011 W/m2 K by matching the measured substrate (Si) temperature by Raman thermography 225 µm away from the edge of the device to the simulation. The thermal conductivities
of metal contacts (gold), AlGaN and passivation were set as 310 W/mK, 25 W/mK and 1.1 W/mK
[18, 156]. The back plate temperature was set to 25 o C while the rest of the boundary conditions
were set as adiabatic due to negligible radiation and convection losses. This assumption was
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F IGURE 4.19. Thermal conductivity estimation of the strain relief layer (SRL) using a
combination of Raman thermography and thermal FEM simulations. (a) Thermal
FEM model showing the heat input and mesh details of a TLM (un-gated) structure. (b) Raman thermography measurements overlaid with the fitted simulation
temperature profile, for which kSRL =24 W/mK and kSi =134 ×(300/T)1.3 W/mK.
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confirmed by comparing the simulated temperature with and without radiation and convection
losses. It was found that these losses causes only less than 0.01 o C temperature rise even with
the blackbody assumption (²=1) and h conv =20 W/m2 K. The mesh independency of the solution
was assured by refining the meshing until the convergence was achieved. The simulation for the
maximum measured power dissipation (Pdiss =4.165 W/mm) is shown in Figure 4.20(a) along with
the corresponding meshing in Figure 4.20(b). The surface temperature was extracted for a direct
comparison with HQTI measurements.
One question that might arise is that how much the coated QR layer would affect the heat
transfer and thus the measured temperature values. In order to assess the impact of the thermal
resistance due to QR layer, a thermal conductivity of kmax =6.2 W/mK [152] with the maximum
measured thickness of 0.5 µm deposition thickness for the QR layer was simulated. This resulted
in only ∼ 0.1 o C of ∆T between the passivation surface and the top of the QR layer, as shown in
Figure 4.21, which led to the conclusion that measured HQTI values corresponds to "effective"
surface temperature due to the negligible thermal resistance of the coating layer.
Figure 4.22 shows the comparison of the HQTI measurements with the thermal simulation,
along with the IR measurements, for Pdiss =4.165 W/mm. The thermal simulation reproduces
the peak temperature and main features seen in the HQTI thermal image. The source field
plate is connected to the source metal and thermally insulated from the channel heat source
as can be seen from the device schematics in Figure 4.11. The thermal simulation predicts a

F IGURE 4.20. Thermal FEM simulation of the GaN HEMT, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm.(a)
Simulated temperature profile. (b) Meshing details and heating profile inputted.
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F IGURE 4.21. Simulated effect of the QR thermal resistance on the measured temperature, considering Pdiss =4.165 W/mm.

F IGURE 4.22. Temperature rise (∆T) maps of GaN on Si single finger device: (a)
HQTI image under V ds =10 V, I ds =83.2 mA, V gs =5 V, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm W,
T back plate =25 o C. As the channel width is bigger than FOV, the full image was
acquired in three successive acquisitions and patched into a single image. The
measured temperature is equivalent to top surface temperature of the device, i.e.,
in this case surface of passivation layer and metal contacts. (b) Top view of thermal
FEM of the device simulating Case (a). As half of the device was modelled, vertically
mirrored view was added to the figure to show the full device for comparison. (c) A
lower spatial resolution IR thermography image at the same power dissipation in
(a), with T back plate =52 o C and V ds =11.3 V, I ds =73.8 mA, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm.
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step in temperature at this location, which can be also observed in the HQTI temperature line
profile at the centre of the device, as illustrated in Figure 4.23(a). Fine features such as this are
only resolvable when using a sub-micron optical spatial resolution technique such as HQTI. In
comparison, the temperature profile measured by lower spatial resolution IR thermography in the
same region is remarkably flat, with the maximum temperature rise of ∼27 o C, which is ∼60% less
than the maximum HQTI measured value at Pdiss =0.83 W. The IR temperature measurement
underestimation is due to the limited spatial resolution as discussed previously and is similar to
the finding reported in [156]. The thermal simulation is similar to the measured temperature
profile shown in Figure 4.22(a), with a maximum deviation of ∼8 o C from the measured value.
The simplified thermal model provides a reasonable agreement with the HQTI measurements,
without having any free parameters while the only the assumption is the heating profile. The
channel temperature profile calculated from the thermal model, representing the temperature
rise at the AlGaN/GaN interface from source to drain contact, was also overlaid with the HQTI
measurement, indicating that HQTI measurements can simply be approximated as the maximum
channel temperature, which is the most relevant parameter for the device lifetime predictions.
Estimated precision of the HQTI temperature measurement is ∼4 o C, which is the standard error
of the mean of 7 temperature acquisitions. In the simulation, the temperature variation in the
middle of the gate-drain channel region (∼2 o C, which is within the precision of the technique)
over the central 100 µm portion of the gate width (200 µm width) is negligible. Therefore, reported
HQTI values in Figure 4.23 are the average over this central area to reduce noise (Please see
Appendix A for the line profile drawn using a single pixel without any averaging.).
IR measurements and the thermal simulation with reasonable/reliable thermal properties
increase the confidence on the HQTI results. Nevertheless, a further verification effort was
pursued using nanoparticle assisted Raman thermography technique, which is described in
Chapter 3.1. This technique is more accurate than the standard Raman thermography, which
allows probing the temperature within the depth of GaN layer and, in turn, increases the
uncertainty in the temperature measurements. While this would not be a concern for a thin (750
nm) GaN layer as in our case, the main challenge was to probe A1 (LO) and E1 (high) phonon
modes of GaN simultaneously to decouple stress related effects due to low SNR of A1 (LO) peak
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F IGURE 4.23. Temperature line profile and temperature rise (∆T) vs power dissipation
(a) Temperature rise (∆T) and its gradient across the field plate metal, channel
opening and drain metal. The HQTI data represents a lateral temperature average
over the diffraction limited optical resolution (680±20 nm) (b) Maximum surface
temperature rise vs power dissipation for the thermal resistance estimation of the
device. The temperature measured using TiO2 nanoparticle Raman thermometry
at the same location is shown for comparison.

as GaN layer was thin (750 nm), as mentioned previously. ∼ 30 nm-size-TiO2 nanoparticles in
99.98% purity suspension were sonicated and then drop casted on an identical single finger device
on the same wafer for a direct comparison with HQTI measurements. The nanoparticles did
not form a continuous layer unlike QR deposition, due to highly diluted solution. As there is no
continuous layer, this measurement is also useful to understand the effect of thermal resistance
due to coating as TiO2 nanoparticles would have lower thermal resistance. The temperature
calibration function, which was already determined in a previous work in our group [116] was
used to relate the lowest frequency phonon mode (E g , 143 cm−1 ) shift to temperature change. The
excitation light source is 532 nm laser focused with a 50x0.5NA infinity corrected objective lens.
The measured particle is in the middle of the channel opening and 41 µm along the gate width.
Four measurements were performed at each and every power dissipation with an error of ±5 o C.
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Si temperature which represents 1 µm depth with a 532 nm laser was also probed simultaneously
to double-check the accuracy of the FEM and found to support the FEM results. Figure 4.23(b)
shows the TiO2 assisted Raman thermography measurements along with the HQTI, IR and
simulation results.
Thermal resistance is an important parameter for the thermal reliability benchmarking of
microelectronic devices and is defined as:

R th =

(4.9)

∆T
P diss

Figure 4.23(b) illustrates that estimating thermal resistance based on IR thermography
measurements results in an 0.4× underestimation, which might lead to insufficient thermal
management during the design stage and eventually early failure if the effect of depth and lateral
averaging in the experimental results is not taken into account. This illustrates the advantage of
HQTI over IR thermal imaging in the sense that HQTI provides the feature of both large area
mapping and accurate surface temperature probing with a more straight-forward data analysis
approach than that of IR imaging (requiring surface emissivity calibration). In addition, the
lateral spatial resolution of HQTI is much higher (∼0.6 µm, illustrated here with 50x, 0.5NA)
than the fundamental limit of IR imaging spatial resolution, ∼3-5 µm. Temperatures measured
by Raman nanoparticle thermometry match the HQTI temperature and the thermal simulation
results at the centre of the DUT, within the experimental precision, as shown in Figure 4.23(b).
This correlation confirms that the QR deposition has no measurable effect on the DUT surface
temperature or thermal resistance.

4.6

Additional considerations

While the accuracy of the calibration and the stability of the focal plane are the main concerns for
accurate temperature measurements, other factors due to the intrinsic properties of the sensors,
i.e. QRs in this work, are worth consideration for improved accuracy and/or measurement
efficiency. These factors could be due to (1) absorption properties of the QRs, (2) their photobleaching and (3) electro-optic response of the QRs.
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One obvious but crucial aspect to consider is the optical absorption of the LED power by
the QRs, which would affect the accuracy of the measurements if overlooked. It was already
mentioned that for the illumination power applied in this work, the heating of the sample is
negligible. It is also important to consider the heating of the nanorods themselves to reduce the
potential measurement errors. In order to quantify this effect, QR response was measured by
varying LED power. Figure 4.24(a) shows that the PL intensity increases with the increasing

F IGURE 4.24. QR heating and stability due to optical absorption. (a) PL spectrum of
QRs measured with the HQTI set-up with varying LED power. (b) Temperature
rise of the full FOV of the DUT held at 25 o C with varying LED power. (c) Emission
stability of QRs observed via successive measurements at 23.5 mW optical power.
M] represents the measurement order.Note that one measurement cycle for the
data represented takes ∼20 mins. Peak position is estimated as 577.072±1.18 nm,
error corresponding to ∼10 o C precision.
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optical power, meaning that more electron-hole pairs are generated while the optical heating,
which would result in photoblinking, is negligible.
The optical heating was also verified to be negligible by varying the LED power while the
device was held at 25 o C as shown in Figure 4.24(b). It is evident from Figure 4.24(b) that
temperature rise of QRs themselves due to optical heating, ∆T avg =3±4 o C,is negligible even at
the maximum LED power (∼25 mW). The QRs we use also show good emission stability over
the continuous illumination at the maximum LED power applied in our experiments (at room
temperature, tested on the calibration sample), i.e. 23.5 mW across the full FOV, as shown in
Figure 4.24(c).
A good sensor would ideally yield high SNR, making the measurement more accurate and
decreasing the acquisition time. While QRs are good sensors due to their high quantum efficiency,
they are, at the same time, susceptible to reversible bleaching at high temperatures due to
increasing non-radiative recombination. This results in decreasing SNR at high temperatures
and increases the acquisition times. It is a well known relation from digital signal processing
that SNR is proportional to the image acquisition time (t) following the relation:
(4.10)

SNR ∝

p

t

F IGURE 4.25. SNR change with temperature to estimate acquisition time. The data
shown is from the calibration.
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Figure 4.25 shows that at 155 o C, SNR decreases to its 10% value at the room temperature. In
order to gain the same amount of room temperature signal at 155 o C (while not always necessary
because SNR> ∼7 is usually sufficient for a measurable temperature difference), the integration
time should be 100x. Other practical methods, such as a cooled camera, and modifications in the
optical path could be considered to significantly improve the SNR.
Electro-optic response of the quantum nanoparticles, which is known as quantum confined
Stark effect (QCSE), might also affect the accuracy of the HQTI measurements as the devices are
tested under bias. QCSE phenomenon on quantum dots, to be specific on CdSe quantum dots,
was observed nearly two decades ago [162]. The shift in the wavelength of the emission spectrum
of a quantum nanoparticle (a dot or a rod) under the presence of the external electric field can
be theoretically estimated by quantum mechanical calculations. Once the internal electric field
within the nanoparticle induced by the application of the voltage is estimated by solving the
Poisson equation, electron and hole wave functions and their corresponding energies under this
electrostatic potential can be obtained by solving the Schr ödinger equation. Subsequently, the
Stark shift as a function of the external voltage can be estimated [163, 164]. The magnitude
and the sign of the Stark shift (blue vs red shift) depend on the geometry, composition and the
orientation of the nanoparticle with respect to the external field [163–165]. It has been calculated
and demonstrated that QCSE for the quantum dots exhibit a quadratic dependence on the electric
field and a red shift is observed in the emission spectrum of the quantum dots, as the exciton’s
energy is always reduced [162, 164]. On the other hand, the Stark shift for the quantum rods
changes linearly with the external electric field and can be both blue and red shifted, depending
on the orientation of the particle under the applied field, which is due to the direction of the
induced dipole within these asymmetric particles [163, 164, 166]. For example, the electric field
dependency of the peak emission wavelength of a CdSe/CdS core-and-shell quantum rod (with the
size 29.0±2.1 nm in length and 4.0±0.4 nm in width, similar to the ones used in this work) was
reported to be on the order of ∼1 nm per 100 kV/cm [163]. However, the ensemble of randomly
oriented nanorods was shown not to exhibits a measurable Stark shift, even for the ZnSe/CdS
nanorods, which exhibit a 5x higher Stark shift than those of CdSe/CdS nanowires at similar
external electric fields [166], i.e. a portion of the particles exhibited a red-shifted spectrum
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F IGURE 4.26. The effect of Quantum Confined Stark Effect on the HQTI measurements
for the ON state: Vds =10 V, V gs =5 V, I ds =83.2 mA. The reference condition (at room
T) for this ON state is : (a) Pinched OFF reference: V gs =0 V, I ds =0 A (no heating
but under the presence of the electric field at the reference state). (b) OFF state
reference: V ds =0 V, V gs =0 V, I ds =0 A (no heating, no electric field at the reference
state). (c) Line profile across the middle of the image shown in (a) and (b). The
images represent ∼ 1/3 of the device which is within the FOV.

while the spectra blue-shifted for the rest, resulting in a non-detectable change in the emission
spectrum of the ensemble. This is mainly attributed to the the dependence of the shifts on the
orientation between the electric field and the nanorods [166]. Consequently, the spectrum is
broadened but no measurable shift is observed. We expect to observe a similar effect on our
device measurements as the quantum rods are randomly distributed on the device surface. In
order to test whether the Stark shift of the ensemble of the nanorods has a negligible effect on
our temperature measurements, HQTI measurements were performed on the above-mentioned
DUT at two different reference conditions: (a) Pinched-OFF reference state at V ds =10 V, V gs =0
V, I ds =0 A (no heating but under the presence of an electric field of ∼10 kV/cm at this reference
state) and (b) OFF reference state at V ds =0 V, V gs =0 V, I ds =0 A (no heating, no electric field at
this reference state). The ON state is the same for both tests, i.e. V ds =10 V, V gs =5 V, I ds =83.2 mA.
Figure 4.26(a) and Figure 4.26(b) show similar thermal images for the pinched-OFF and OFF
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state reference cases, respectively. It can be seen from the line profile shown in Figure 4.26(c)
that Stark shift of the ensemble of the nanorods on the DUT has no measurable effect for the
results presented here. Yet, it is important to be aware of this phenomenon if the nanoparticles
are aligned in the same direction of the DUT or quantum dots (rather than rods) are deposited
as the sensor, especially for high voltage tests where the Stark shift can be detectable. In that
case, the Stark effect shift can be circumvented by selecting proper reference conditions for HQTI
measurements.

In addition to the considerations in terms of accuracy, the question of whether the QR layer
is removable might arise, such that the DUT is truly unaffected for any further processing. We
sonicated the QR deposited DUT with a pure hexane solution and partially removed the QR layer.
The QR layer emission intensity decreased by up to 90%, as shown in Figure 4.27. QR layer might
be completely removed if sonicated with different solvents or alternatively with higher sonication
powers which were not available for a benchtop sonicator we used.

Before sonication

After sonication

20 mm

20 mm

F IGURE 4.27. QR layer removal by sonication: (a) The emission intensity of a QR
deposited device at 570 nm (Before sonication). (b) The emission intensity of the
same device at 570 nm after sonicated with hexane.
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4.7

Conclusion

A new wide field, sub-micron resolution thermography technique was developed and demonstrated
on a GaN based HEMT. The technique was benchmarked against the standard IR thermography.
IR thermography was found to underestimate the device temperature by ≈60% compared to
HQTI measurements, due to lateral and depth averaging. HQTI measurements were verified by
finite element thermal modelling and nano-particle assisted Raman thermometry measurements,
increasing the confidence on the accuracy of the technique developed. The DC characteristics of
the device was shown to be unaffected by the coating layer. It was also found that the coating
layer does not have a measurable impact on the thermal performance of the DUT. The additional
considerations due to intrinsic properties of the QRs which might affect the accuracy of the HQTI
measurements were highlighted in case the devices are tested at different ambient and bias
conditions than those presented here. The advantage of the technique is that it is generic and
requires only one-off calibration unlike other thermal imaging techniques.
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T

he steady state temperature measurements are useful for benchmarking different
device designs whereas the transient thermal dynamics need to be understood to
predict the device performance in actual operating conditions where the gate is under

pulsed operation. Transient thermal characterisation is crucial from the reliability stand point
because the evidence shows that temperature transients in space and time are far more important
than the steady state temperature [167]. For example, in a recent study, the channel temperature
of a GaN based device was predicted to be 9% higher in RF operation at high (drain) voltages (>
100 V), which may correspond to ≈ 10 years of reduction in the device life time [18]. Thermal
dynamics during device operation is also known to drive fatigue related mechanical failure modes
due to the mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficients in the electronic packages [168]. Apart
from thermomechanical failure mechanisms, dynamic thermal effects were also reported to be
an important parameter affecting linearity of GaN based power amplifiers by causing long term
memory effects, which are observed as amplitude variations over time [169]. Therefore, a reliable
transient thermal characterisation serves for an electro-thermo-mechanically reliable device (and
system) operation.
This chapter describes the development of the time resolved hyperspectral quantum rod
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thermal imaging (T-HQTI) technique, as an extension of the work presented in Chapter 4. The
technique was demonstrated on a similar structure tested in Chapter 4 with 20 µs time resolution.
The results were verified with transient thermoreflectance measurements which were calibrated
with the transient TiO2 assisted Raman thermograpy measurements. This chapter includes a
significant content from our recent publication, Ref. [170] with permission from ©2020 IEEE,
albeit with more details.

5.1

Experimental set-up and device details

The experimental set-up for the steady state measurements described in Chapter 4 was modified
for the time resolved HQTI measurements by synchronising the excitation light source (LED) and
the device (gate) pulse timing. Figure 5.1 shows the operating principle of T-HQTI. The device
pulses and the LED pulses were generated by Tabor 8500, 50 MHz and Agilent 8114 A, 15 MHz
pulse generators, respectively, while the camera operates in CW mode as illustrated in Figure

F IGURE 5.1. The schematic of the operating principle of the time resolved HQTI set-up.
The gate pulse was synchronised with the LED pulse to achieve time resolution
while the camera operates in the CW mode.©2020 IEEE.
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5.1.
The time delay between the LED pulse and the device pulse was adjusted such that the LED
is turned ON at a desired time interval, which determines the time window probed and the
duration of the measurement, i.e. the time resolution is determined by the LED pulse length. For
the measurements performed in this work, the device was pulsed with 50% duty cycle while the
LED duty cycle was set to 10% to achieve sufficient time resolution to capture the temperature
transient.
As the signal to noise ratio (SNR) would diminish with the duty cycle of the LED pulse
compared to that of DC measurements, time resolved measurements were performed by using
the boxcar integrator (a.k.a. boxcar averaging or gated integration) method in order to achieve
sufficiently high SNR, similar to the time resolved Raman thermography measurements discussed
in Chapter 3.1. The boxcar integrator technique was first experimentally demonstrated in 1955
to improve SNR in nuclear magnetic resonance measurements [171] and has been successfully
applied for light measurements since then [172, 173]. The boxcar integration relies on integration
of the periodic signal in a specific time window that is gated. In other words, in order to apply
boxcar integration, the signal must be repetitive and the sampling signal should be selected for a
selected time interval during the signal train. SNR for a digital camera is given as :
SNR ≈

(5.1)

S
σe f f

where S is the signal and σ e f f is the effective noise, which are given in Equation 5.2 and 5.3,
respectively as :
S = (QE)N t

(5.2)

where QE is the quantum efficiency of the camera, N is the number of photons hitting the camera
sensor per second and t is the light exposure time, i.e. the duration during which the LED is ON
for our application.
(5.3)

σe f f ≈

q
q
p
σ2D + σ2R + σ2S ≈ I D t total + σ2R + ( (QE)N t )2

where σD is the dark noise due to thermal excitation of electrons from valence band to conduction
band, which is independent of the signal level, σR is the read noise due to analog to digital
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conversion (ADC), which only depends on the design of the sensor (independent of the signal level
p
or temperature of the camera), and σS (= (QE)N t ) is the photon shot noise due to the statistical
p
nature of photon counting [174]. σD is equal to I D t total , where I D is the dark current and
t total is the total exposure time of the camera when it operates in the CW mode. Total exposure
time of the camera, t total , in CW operation increased by 106 (for a camera exposure time of 7-8 s
for the measurements in this work) when the boxcar technique was implemented compared to
single pulse operation. Considering Equations 5.1-5.3, this would increase the SNR by more than
1000 times compared to an identical set-up and operating conditions with single pulse operation.
The experimental set-up shown in Figure 5.2. was realised such that it works based on the
boxcar averaging principle. We emphasize that the resulting temperature measurements would
be the "pseudo-step" response to the periodic device pulses, rather than the "step" response as the
measurements include the heat accumulation from the previous pulses due to the implementation
of boxcar integration technique. This pseudo-step response is a result of the successive ≈ 106
power dissipation pulses.

F IGURE 5.2. Experimental set-up for the T-HQTI measurements. The gate is pulsed
with 50% duty cycle with T=200 µs while the drain is under DC bias.The LED
pulse width is 20 µs with a 10% duty cycle. The figure was adopted from [117].
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The same type of devices described in Chapter 4, i.e. single finger field plated GaN on Si
HEMTs, were tested for the demonstration of T-HQTI. The gate electrode was continuously
pulsed with a period of T=200 µs with 50% duty cycle, between the ON and the OFF state, with
the OFF state at V gs = 5 V and the ON state at V gs = 0 V, while V ds was kept constant at 11 V
I ds =84 mA; Joule heating of 4.62 W/mm). The optical heating due to the incident LED light can
be again neglected (<10 mW/mm2 ) and is below the GaN band gap so as not to generate photo
current in the DUT. Temperature measurements were performed on a six inch wafer mounted
on a thermoelectric vacuum chuck set at 25 o C, as in the case in Chapter 4. All temperature
measurements were taken with the device in quasi-equilibrium, i.e., waiting for a sufficiently
long time until the device warms up. The total data acquisition time for a single monochrome
image at a particular wavelength is 7-8 s for this optical configuration, which can vary depending
on the signal to noise ratio. The temperature was related to the centre wavelength of the PL
emission as described in Chapter 4.2.

5.2

Results and Discussion

The resulting maps of the temperature transients at the above mentioned conditions are shown
in Figure 5.3. The thermal images, which represent the "effective" surface temperature, show the
expected trend qualitatively: a rising temperature transient when the device is ON and a falling
transient when the device is pinched-OFF, the channel being the hottest region due to its highest
resistance. The temperature line profile along the dashed line A-A’ shown in the optical image
shows this trend more clearly. Transient measurements also suggest that the source contact has
slightly higher resistance than that of the drain contact, although it is less significant than that
of the DC measurements shown in Chapter 4 due to the cooling cycle in the OFF state of the
pulse train.
Whenever a new technique is introduced, it is imperative to verify the accuracy of the
technique with a well-established technique. Transient Raman thermography and transient
thermoreflectance measurements (TTR) are the two alternative techniques to verify T-HQTI
measurements. As discussed in Chapter 4, the phonon modes of GaN gave a very low signal for
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F IGURE 5.3. Temperature transients using T-HQTI: (a) Temperature transients (absolute) of the DUT during the device pulse period, measured with time resolved
HQTI.©2020 IEEE. (b) The temperature line profiles, which represent the average
of n=5 successive measurements, are along the dashed line A-A’ shown in the
optical image. In order to reduce the noise, the temperature data represent the
average temperature over 70 pixels, corresponding to ∼12.6 µm, along the gate
width, where the temperature rise is expected to be equivalent.
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the test sample even for the steady state Raman measurements due to its small thickness of 750
nm. Therefore, probing the phonon modes of GaN in transient operation would be prone to high
errors and impractical. An alternative approach could be adopting nanoparticle assisted (TiO2 )
transient Raman measurements. This would also be time consuming as it requires sweeping
the whole time window as described in Chapter 3, considering that SNR also diminishes, which
necessitates longer integration times on the order of 10s of minutes. On the other hand, TTR
measurements can be performed in a relatively short time which is on the order of several seconds.
The downside of TTR measurements is the complications in terms of the interpretation of the
signal coming from semiconductor layers due to interference effects, as discussed in Chapter 3.3.
This problem can be circumvented if the measurements are performed on the metal contacts,
which are opaque under 532 nm and where the penetration depth of visible light is on the order
of 10s of nanometers. Yet, the calibration of TTR measurement is still challenging due to thermal
expansion effects during the calibration performed on a hot plate, as present in all other optical
thermography techniques, which manifests itself as large error bars in the thermoreflectance
coefficient, C th . One way to perform a reliable TTR calibration is implementing a piezoelectric
stage correction to account for the drift due to thermal expansion [175], similar to the approach
adopted in Chapter 4.
In order to overcome the errors due to thermal expansion effects in a standard calibration,
alternative approaches such as combining transient Raman thermography and thermal modelling
to extract C th at the gate foot on top of the AlGaN barrier were also suggested [176]. In the
approach proposed in [176], a short time interval, on the order of 100-250 ns, in the OFF state of
the pulse operation at which the average GaN and gate metal foot temperatures are equivalent
was identified from thermal simulations for a GaN on SiC device. TTR measurements at 532 nm
were performed at the backside of the device, unlike the standard practice, as SiC is transparent
under this wavelength. Backside TTR approach minimizes the previously mentioned interference
effects as the dominant reflection occurs at the gate foot metal due to the negligible refractive
index difference between the device layers, which would result in negligible reflection from there
according to Fresnel reflection equations. Backside TTR measurements at the pre-determined
time interval were correlated to the average GaN temperature measured by transient Raman
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thermography to extract C th . As this approach requires a transparent substrate and a measurable
GaN Raman signal, it is not applicable to our case where we tested a GaN on Si device with a very
thin GaN layer which does not give a high enough Raman scattering signal. Besides, this approach
would require extraction of the effective surface temperature, which we aimed to measure with
T-HQTI, from the thermal simulations. Here we use an alternative but a similar approach for
the thermoreflectance calibration: nanoparticle assisted transient Raman thermometry, using
30-nm-size TiO2 nanoparticles, as in Chapter 4, to measure the surface temperature at precisely
the same location as the TTR measurement. This approach is more time saving than that of sole
transient Raman thermography as less time windows are required as the full transient profile is
captured by the faster TTR measurements. All measurements, including T-HQTI, were performed
with a 50x, 0.5 NA objective lens, as in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.4 shows the location on the DUT where these measurements were performed, along
with the schematics which represent the corresponding depth resolutions. It is important to note
that even though lateral spatial resolutions of two measurements are different, i.e. 30 nm vs
≈0.5 µm (for the 532 nm wavelength laser used here), the measured signals represent similar

quantities because the temperature gradient on the field plate metal is expected to be negligible
considering the measurement precision (±5-10 o C). The same idea applies to axial resolution. The
axial resolution of the TTR measurement corresponds to the penetration depth of the 532 nm
laser into the metal. This penetration depth can be approximated for the normal incidence of
radiation using the relation:

(5.4)

t=

λ

4π k

where the wavelength of the incident light λ=532 nm and the extinction coefficient (damping
factor) k≈ 2.5 for the gold films of a thickness of 25-175 nm [122], giving a penetration depth of
t≈ 16 nm, which can be simply approximated as the surface temperature. Hence, it is a fairly
valid approximation to consider that TiO2 assisted transient Raman and TTR measurements
performed at the same location on the field plate metal represent identical quantities, as long as
TiO2 nanoparticles reach thermal quasi-equilibrium with the surface of the DUT at the given
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F IGURE 5.4. The schematics of the location of the temperature measurements and
their corresponding depth resolution on the DUT. (a) Location and depth resolution
of the T-HQTI measurements. (b) Location and depth resolution of the TTR and
TiO2 assisted transient Raman measurements. ©2020 IEEE. (c) Optical image
of the DUT showing the location of the TTR and TiO2 assisted transient Raman
measurement on the DUT.

pulse conditions with negligible thermal contact resistance. The quasi-equilibrium condition with
a negligible contact resistance is assured by measuring the TTR traces at the same location on a
"clean" device, which is identical to the device on which T-HQTI was performed (a sister device
on the same wafer) but where there is no nanoparticle deposition, and on a sister device on which
the TiO2 nanoparticle is deposited (on the same wafer with that of the device on which T-HQTI
was demonstrated). Figure 5.5 shows that the heating and cooling traces, hence the thermal
time constants, are similar for both the clean and TiO2 deposited sister devices (which are both
identical to the device on which T-HQTI was performed), indicating that the quasi-equilibrium
condition is satisfied and the thermal contact resistance is negligible under these operating
conditions (in the 100s of MHz range). TiO2 assisted transient Raman measurements were
performed at the time intervals shown in Figure 5.6 (a). The thermoreflectance relation given in
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F IGURE 5.5. The effect of nanoparticle deposition on the transient dynamics of the
single finger GaN-on-Si device, which is identical to the device on which T-HQTI
was performed, to verify that the thermal time constant of the "clean" device is
unaffected by TiO2 nanoparticle deposition. The device used for T-HQTI measurements is identical to and on the same wafer with the "clean" and TiO2 deposited
devices.

Chapter 3.3 (Equation 3.31) is used to extract the thermoreflectance coefficient, C th =4.25×10−2
±2.97×10−3 o C−1 . The thermoreflectance coefficient is typically in the 10−2 -10−5 o C−1 range,
depending on the material, illumination wavelength, optical set-up and surface roughness [177].
In the literature, the thermoreflectance coefficient of gold is reported to be in the 10−3 [178, 179]10−4 [177, 180, 181] o C−1 range for 530 nm excitation. Our one order of magnitude higher
thermoreflectance estimation could be due to the highly rough metal surface, which is optically
visible, and the optical set-up. This estimation also highlights the need for in situ calibration for
each particular test structure for thermoreflectance based thermal imaging. Figure 5.7 shows the
temperature estimated by the T-HQTI and TTR measurements at same location on the source
connected field plate metal, at the point indicated in Figure 5.4(c). Maximum channel temperature
is overlaid for comparison. The reasonable agreement between T-HQTI and TTR measurements
suggests that 500 nm thick QR coating layer has negligible effect on the heat transport under the
considered time scales. Therefore, at the 100s of MHz regimes considered in this work, T-HQTI
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F IGURE 5.6. TTR calibration with TiO2 assisted nanoparticle measurements performed
at the same location on the source connected field plate metal of the DUT. (a) Time
windows of the pulse train where TiO2 assisted transient Raman measurements
are performed, shown by green laser pulse blocks. (b) C th calibration. ∆T is with
respect to T re f which is the TiO2 temperature at ∆t=190±10 µs. ©2020 IEEE.

F IGURE 5.7. Comparison of TTR and T-HQTI measurements on the source connected
field plate metal of the GaN HEMT device. TTR and T-HQI measurements were
performed at the identical operating conditions. ∆T corresponds to temperature
rise with respect to the OFF state. Maximum channel temperature transient was
overlaid for comparison with the field plate transient.©2020 IEEE.
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measurements can be considered as “effective surface” temperature and can be input as such for
the thermal/electro-thermal simulations. However, thermal contact resistance between the device
surface and the coating layer can affect the time for the nanoparticles reach the equilibrium
with the device top surface for shorter time scales, as demonstrated in Ref. [30] by depositing
diamond particles of ∼ a µm size on a single finger GaN HEMT and measuring the transient
temperature using time-resolved Raman thermography, with the aid of thermal simulations. A
thermal contact resistance of ∼10−6 m2 K/W was found to exist between the surface of the device
and the diamond nanoparticles, leading to several µs of delay in the thermal response time
between the device surface and the nanoparticle, as revealed with the aid of thermal simulations
[30]. The nanoparticles were found to be in thermal equilibrium with the device surface after 10µs
[30]. Similar time scales can be imposed as a limit on our system, as well, in terms of the validity
of the "effective surface temperature approximation" approach. In that instance, temperature
measurements can be complimented with thermal modelling to extract the thermal resistance
between the coating layer and the surface of the DUT. Figure 5.7 also shows that the thermal
time constant of the channel is higher than that of the field plate metal, which is expected as the
temperature drops at the metal contacts when the heat diffuses from the channel.
The ultimate time resolution achievable with the T-HQTI measurements is limited by the radiative life-time (relaxation time) of the QRs, which is strongly dependent on the morphology and
synthesis conditions [137]. Synthesis conditions have a direct impact on the material quality and
the defects in the material create trapping sites, reducing the relaxation times. We demonstrated
here 20 µs time resolution due to the limitations of the rise time of the pulse generator used for
the LED pulsing in our test set-up. However, time resolution of this technique can be extended
down to 10 ns for the QRs considered here [151] with small modifications in the test set-up, such
as using a higher power LED or a CCD with a higher quantum efficiency. It is, in fact, possible to
decrease the time resolution below the radiative recombination limit of the QRs, depending on
the application, using time-gated scientific cameras, which are currently commercially available
down to the frame rates on the order of 109 fps [182], corresponding to ps gating, rather than CW
operation. However, considering the operation range of the GaN based power devices, such time
resolutions would be beyond what is required, i.e. overengineering for this application.
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5.3

Conclusion

We demonstrated a wide field, time resolved device thermography technique for the surface
temperature mapping of a pulsed operated device at the MHz range with sub-micron spatial
resolution, which requires only one-off equipment dependent calibration. The transient HQTI
(T-HQTI) measurements were verified by TTR technique. It was discussed that at the 100s of
µs-length-pulsing regime, quasi thermal equilibrium between the QRs and the surface of the

DUT can be reached, allowing the approximation of QR temperature ≈ surface temperature of
the DUT. However, as the time scales decreases by an order of magnitude, down to the 10s of
µs, then the thermal contact resistance between the temperature sensors and the DUT might

break this approximation, as estimated on similar test systems [30]. It was also highlighted that
the intrinsic time resolution of the technique is only limited by the radiative life time of the QRs
with the current configuration and can be improved even further by using high speed time gated
scientific cameras. The main advantages are that the technique being generic and can be easily
applied for different devices, requiring only one-off calibration and having the potential of GHz
range time resolution surface temperature imaging.
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aN based HEMTs are viable candidates not only for RF but also for high power
applications due to high breakdown voltage of GaN which is up to 3 MV/cm [183].
Thermal considerations for an improved performance for RF applications have been

addressed for GaN based devices extensively during the last several decades [20]. At the device
level, the focus has been on the minimization of the thermal boundary resistance (TBR e f f )
between the GaN buffer and the substrate of the choice (Si, SiC) [117, 184–186], which originates
from interfacial resistance of the strain relief layer (or nucleation layer for SiC substrates) grown
in between these layers, which has inherently low thermal conductivity due to its polycrystalline
nature [117]. An alternative approach for an improved thermal performance is the integration of
a high thermal conductivity substrate, namely diamond, which is also an active area of research
[16]. TBR e f f between the material interfaces was also speculated to be a possible thermal
bottleneck for GaN based power devices [187]. However, the thermal management strategies
adopted for RF devices might not be the optimum solution for power devices, which have different
device geometry and layout. A recent study by Power [20] focused on alternative electro-thermal
modeling of GaN based high power Schottky barrier diodes under DC operation to identify
possible thermal reliability issues, namely non-uniform heating due to current crowding and the
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impact of the device epilayer on the lifetime estimations. As a part a joint project with Infineon
Technologies, in this chapter, we aim to identify the possible thermal bottlenecks at the device
level for a GaN based multi-finger power HEMT under DC operation, using on-wafer samples.
The findings are expected to be useful to determine the optimum strategy for performance
improvement with the current GaN technology for customer market applications where the low
cost solutions are of concern.

6.1

Multi-Finger Power Device Details

Multi-finger power devices have an interdigitated layout as shown in Figure 6.1(a), where the
fingers are connected in parallel with a common source, drain and gate contact pad to achieve
a compact layout and withstand high powers. Such a compact layout is the standard practice
in power device design where the current requirements exceed 1 A [183]. This compact design
where multiple fingers embedded in a single device, rather than connecting multiple transistors
in parallel, saves material and therefore the cost decreases. The channel widths of power devices,
being the largest dimension of the device, are on the order of several hundreds of micrometers or
even a mm to decrease the power density. The gate contact pad is smaller compared to drain and
source pads as it carries only small leakage currents (typically 1 mA/mm [119]). Figure 6.1(b)
shows an image of a normally-off 70 mΩ power GaN HEMT, which can withstand up to 600 V
[187]. The power HEMTs tested in this work have a similar layout shown in Figure 6.1 (a)-(b),
consisting of 100 gate fingers. The design includes source and drain connected field plates. The
device is on the same wafer with the structure tested in Chapter 4-5. Therefore, the epitaxy is
the same as shown and described in Chapter 4.3. The source-gate and gate-drain distances of the
tested 1.2 mm wide multi-finger device are 1.8 µm and 12 µm, respectively. The total channel
width is 14.6 µm.

6.2

Wafer level thermal characterisation

IR thermography was used first in order to screen devices for anomalous temperature distributions and to validate the accuracy of the heating profile assumption in the simulations. IR
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a

Drin

b

F IGURE 6.1. Multi-finger design of the power device: (a) The top view schematic of an
interdigitated design of a multi-finger power device design. Adopted from [20] (b)
Photograph of a normally-off 600 V GaN device with 4.4x2.3 mm2 . Image taken
from [187]. © 2015 IEEE.

thermography has two disadvantages as discussed in Section 3.2: (1) Spatial resolution is limited
(≈ 6µm in this case). (2) Spurious temperatures may be measured in transparent semiconductors
(Silicon is transparent at the measured IR wavelengths). For IR thermography measurements,
the device, which includes 100 gate fingers, was operated at a power dissipation of Pdiss =19.6 W,
corresponding to a power density of ≈ 0.16 W/mm. The chuck temperature was set to 70 o C to
elevate the device IR emission above the ambient IR radiation in order to improve the accuracy,
by increasing IR emission following Planck’s law of radiation, as discussed in Chapter 3.2. One
quarter of the device was screened to gain insight into the temperature profile. A thermal only
finite element model (FEM), calibrated with standard Raman thermography measurements, was
simulated to compare temperature profile of the channel with those of IR measurements. One
quarter of the device was modeled due to symmetric boundary conditions, decreasing the computational time for such large device simulations. The material property estimations explained
in Chapter 4 were used for this model. The model was simplified by neglecting thin AlGaN (80
nm) and passivation layers (800 nm) as well as metal contacts as these layers (< 1 µm) had been
shown to have a negligible effect on the heat transfer in the previous works, especially for large
area devices [20, 27]. Thermal-only models require the assumption of the heating profile unlike
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coupled electro-thermal models which can quantify the distribution of the heating profile by
solving drift-diffusion equations to obtain current density and electric potential distributions
within the device. The previous work implementing such coupled models for field plated devices
shows that the heating profile can be modeled as a surface heater distributed between the
gate edge and the drain contact [18]. We used this estimation as a starting assumption for the
thermal-only model. Figure 6.2 shows the heating profile input representing the Joule heating in
the channel, placed between the 12 µm gap between the gate foot and the drain contacts for the
first five adjacent fingers, while the rest of them was represented as a block heater to decrease
the computational time.
Although IR thermal maps are not expected to give accurate temperatures, they are useful to
estimate the heating profile qualitatively and check the accuracy of the heater assumption. As
IR thermography is a wide-field technique, it is particularly useful for screening of such large
area devices. Figure 6.3 (a-c) illustrates a comparison between the IR measured and simulated
temperature distributions across the DUT. The simulation qualitatively matches the measured
temperature distribution, although there is an offset as shown in the line profile in Figure 6.3(b)

a

b

Si
1000 mm

F IGURE 6.2. Finite element model heat input: (a) Simplified thermal model and heat
input representing the Joule heating due to the sheet charge density between
AlGaN/GaN layers. (b) Zoomed view of the heat input deposited between the gate
foot and the drain contacts due to dominant Joule heating there at the given
operation conditions.
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F IGURE 6.3. Thermal model and the verification of the heating profile assumption by IR
thermography: (a) IR thermal image of the ≈ 4x1.2 mm2 power device at V ds =4 V,
textitIds =5 A, V gs =1.8 A, T back plate =70 o C. A quarter of the geometry was imaged.
The equivalent thermal simulation results based on the assumed heating profile is
shown in (b). One quarter of the device was simulated due to symmetric boundary
conditions in order to reduce the computational effort. (b) Line profiles of the IR
measurements and the thermal model in (a), showing the the temperature profile
(of the channel) from the edge of the device to the centre.
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which can be accounted for by a change in the wafer-chuck thermal contact resistance and the
underestimation of temperature due to transparent substrate as discussed previously. For a more
quantitative investigation, subsequent Raman thermography measurements were performed
at power dissipations of Pdiss ≈ 10, 15, 20 and 25 W and chuck temperature of 25 o C. In this
case the wafer temperature was measured ≈300 µm away from the active region, where only
wafer-to-chuck contact resistance would affect the temperature rise, and used to calibrate the
thermal model wafer-chuck conductance, which was estimated as 3500 W/m2 K. Figure 6.4(a)
shows that the simulated temperature distribution reasonably matches the measured Raman
thermography distribution, verifying the model calibration. Based on the thermal model, ∆T
between the GaN and Si is <1 o C owing to the low local channel heat flux, as shown in Figure
6.4(b). This is because the device area is large, despite the relatively high power dissipation
in this measurement; for measurement purposes the GaN and Si temperature can be treated
as equal during steady state heating. It is also apparent in Figure 6.4(a) that the temperature
non-uniformity across the channel becomes significant as power dissipation increases, which
should be taken into consideration during the design stage as large temperature gradients across
the channel might be a reliability issue, for example due to non-uniform thermal expansion of
the device. This could even induce cracking if the temperature gradients are too large such that
tensile and compressive stresses do not balance each other and the net stress exceeds the critical
stress of the channel material. This non-uniform temperature distribution is also the reason of
non-uniform current distribution in the channel due to the temperature dependence of carrier
mobility.
Figure 6.4(b) shows the simulated depth temperature profile from the channel to the substrate.
We observe that for steady state heating, the relative thermal resistance of the GaN and strain
relief layer are negligible with respect to the substrate and chuck thermal resistance. This means
that TBR e f f between the channel and the substrate is not critical for large-area power devices,
unlike suggested by [187]. This is because although the total power dissipation is high, it is
distributed over a large area. The simulations shown in Figure 6.4(b) indicates that it is the
substrate resistance that is critical as the power density increases, reaching up to ≈50 o C for a
power density of 0.33 W/mm, corresponding to Pdiss =40 W for the 100-finger-device measured
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F IGURE 6.4. (a) Simulated and measured temperature distributions of the channel
at various power densities. The figure shows half of the channel, from the centre
channel to edge channel as shown in the inset. Back plate temperature is set to
25 o C. (b) Simulated depth temperature profiles through the GaN/SRL layers and Si
substrate, based on more accurate Raman thermography measurements. The back
side of the chuck is fixed at 25 o C and the wafer-to-chuck thermal contact resistance
is 3500 W/m2 K, illustrating that largest ∆T component is at the wafer-to-chuck
interface.
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in this work. We also investigated how the substrate resistance varies with different device
dimensions by simulating different sized devices at the same experimental conditions with that of
Raman thermography measurements, for a power density of 0.33 W/mm. Figure 6.5(a) supports
our conclusion that substrate thermal resistance becomes more significant as the device area
increases, showing that it can triple when the number of fingers increases from 25 to 100. This
highlights that the thermal strategy adopted could change when combining small devices in
parallel or using a single power device. For the former one, substrate resistance might not be
as critical as for the latter one. However, TBR e f f due to the interface between the channel and
substrate would be still negligible.
The above-mentioned findings indicate that strategies such as substrate thinning (reducing
the heat path length through the silicon) can be a beneficial and low cost strategy for large
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F IGURE 6.5. The effect of device geometry on the temperature rise: (a) The effect of
device size on the substrate resistance. Back plate temperature is set to 25 o C,
a power density of 0.33 W/mK was considered. The estimated thermal contact
resistance of 3500 W/m2 K was considered between the wafer and the substrate. (b)
The effect of substrate thickness on the junction temperature, T j , when the back of
the substrate is subjected to a cold reservoir (no contact resistance) at 25 o C, for a
power density of 0.33 W/mK, for 100-finger-device.
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area GaN power devices. We quantified how much thinning the substrate can affect the junction
(peak) temperature by simulating the same 100-finger-on-wafer device by subjecting the back
of the substrate to a cold reservoir at 25 o C (no thermal resistance between the heat sink and
the substrate). Figure 6.5(b) shows that it is possible to decrease the junction temperature x3,
by thinning the 700 µm-substrate to 100 µm, if the substrate is close to an ideal (no contact
resistance) heat sink. These findings also indicates that the wafer-to-chuck thermal resistance
(or packaging) is likely to be the main factor determining the thermal resistance of large area
devices, considering that wafer-to-chuck thermal resistance could increase the peak temperature
by ≈100%, as shown in Figure 6.5(a)-(b) for a 100-finger device.

6.3

Conclusion

As a result of the combined experimental and thermal modeling approach, thermal bottlenecks of
a multi-finger lateral GaN power device at the device level were identified as the substrate. SRL
contribution was found to be negligible for such large area devices due to lower power densities
despite higher absolute power dissipations compared to their RF counterparts, where the channel
lengths are on the order of several µm and the widths are on the order of 100s of µm. We also
identified that increased power densities might lead to non-uniform channel temperatures across
the device, which could be a potential reliability issue and need to be considered during the design
stage and can be circumvented by designing the devices with varying gate pitches to engineer
the heat transfer path between the adjacent device fingers. These findings highlight that the
optimum thermal management strategy would be thinning the substrate at the device level.
However, it is critical that the ultimate decision be made by considering both electro-thermal
performance, taking the breakdown strength of the thinner substrate into account. We also
pointed out that SRL contribution to the thermal resistance is negligible even when number of
device fingers decreases to its one fourth; however, the contribution of substrate to the thermal
resistance decreases in that case. Therefore, the thermal strategy adopted at the device level
might differ when a multiple power devices are used in parallel rather than a single larger one.
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ide band gap devices, in particular GaN HEMTs, have already started replacing
the mature Si transistors; although with a small market share of 10% as of now.
However, they have not reached their full potential yet and require optimisation

of the design and technology integration to increase their reliability. It is clear that addressing
these challenges require a holistic approach, which assesses the device design, fabrication and
reliability from both electrical and thermal viewpoint. This thesis focused only on the thermal
aspects, which seems to be usually tempting to be overlooked by the device designers yet very
crucial for the long-term reliability.
As the reliable assessment of the thermal performance of the device, which is directly linked
to its lifetime, requires an accurate and practical thermal metrology, which seems to be lacking
in the industry at the moment, we focused on the development of the new wide field, submicron resolution, surface sensitive thermography technique with a one-off calibration. We
combined highly efficient quantum rod emitters as the surface temperature sensors and a
hyperspectral camera equipment as the detector. We showed the feasibility of this technique,
hyperspectral quantum rod thermal imaging (HQTI), in Chapter 4 successfully on a GaN HEMT.
The temperature precision of the current set-up is ≈4 o C. We demonstrated ≈700-800 nm lateral
optical resolution; the depth resolution is determined by the thickness of the quantum rod coating.
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The results showed a very close agreement with the well-established nanoparticle assisted Raman
thermography. A calibrated thermal model also supported the accuracy of our approach. We
highlighted the importance of an accurate thermography tool by benchmarking it against the
standard IR thermography: IR thermography was found to underestimate the device temperature
by ≈60% compared to HQTI measurements, due to lateral and depth averaging. We demonstrated
that the quantum rod coating layer affects neither DC characteristics of the device nor its thermal
performance due to the existence of the passivation layer and the small thickness of the the
coating layer which is on the order of <≈500 nm. Currently, the quantum rods are susceptible
to photoblinking at high temperatures due to increasing non-radiative recombination rates. We
quantified that the signal to noise ratio decreases by a factor of 10 due to this reversible change in
the emission intensity at a typical operating temperature of GaN HEMTs, i.e. ≈ 155 o C, compared
to its room temperature value. This might increase the acquisition time of the measurement at
even higher temperatures if the signal to noise ratio is not enough to recover the temperature
map. We also noted that external electric field can cause a shift in the peak emission wavelength
of the quantum nanopartıcles sensors due to Quantum Confined Stark Effect; yet, this effect was
found to be non-measurable for the ensemble of the quantum nanorods distributed in random
orientations, both in the literature [166] and in this work. It was highlighted that the reason
of this observation was attributed to the reverse orientations of the nanorods (with respect to
the direction of the external electric field) within the ensemble such that the Stark shifts in
the opposite directions due to the reverse orientation cancel each other, and does not exhibit a
measurable effect on the peak emission wavelength. However, Stark effect contributions might
need to be considered for the ensemble of quantum dots for which the Stark effect would be
red-shifted, independent of the orientation of the nanoparticles, or for single isolated nanoparticle
measurements (either rods or dots). In that case, this effect can be circumvented if the reference
condition is set to pinched-OFF state, rather than the OFF state, if the surface electric field is
high; as the surface electric field would be similar to the ON state when the device is at the
pinched-OFF state (at the same drain-source voltage with that of ON state), considering that
the electric field due to gate voltage is negligible. HQTI technique is advantageous compared to
standard thermography techniques as it requires only one-off, equipment dependent calibration.
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Although we demonstrated the technique on a GaN HEMT, it is easily applicable to other wide
band gap or ultra wide band gap materials. When applied to materials, the band gap of which is
smaller than the energy of the excitation light, optical absorption by the sample needs to be given
special care as the photoluminescence signal from the sample might interfere with the quantum
rod emission. By the introduction of this technique, it is possible to measure temperature of
various surfaces such as metals, semiconductors or insulators with a single technique, at the
sub-micron resolution and with high accuracy.
As a logical next step, the steady state HQTI technique was extended for time resolved
measurements (T-HQTI) by implementing boxcar averaging approach. We demonstrated 20 µs
time resolution due to the limitations of our hardware. The results were verified with a combined
implementation of nanoparticle assisted transient Raman thermography and TTR. The ultimate
time resolution achievable with the T-HQTI measurements is limited by the radiative life-time
(relaxation time) of the QRs and can be extended down to 10 ns for the QRs considered here
with small modifications in the test set-up, such as using a higher power LED or a CCD with a
higher quantum efficiency. It is also possible to decrease the time resolution below the radiative
recombination limit of the QRs, depending on the application, using time-gated scientific cameras
with ps frame rates. This development can be a valuable substitute of the current transient
thermography techniques. For example, compared to the transient Raman thermography (depending on the material under test) acquisition times are several orders of magnitude shorter
with T-HQTI and no scanning is required due to the high signal-to-noise ratio of quantum rod
emission. More importantly, compared to TTR which is a faster technique, the interpretation of
the data is more straight forward, as the nanoparticles themselves are free from temperature
gradient effects, which actually can decrease accuracy of standard TTR measurements due to
the different refractive index between TTR calibration and TTR measurements during device
operation. It also circumvents interference related inaccuracy of TTR measurements. However,
the thermal contact resistance between the surface of the device and the coating layer needs
to be minimized to fully exploit the benefits of this technique. In this work, we showed that in
the >100 MHz operating regime, the thermal contact resistance does not have an impact on the
temperature measurements. However, for shorter time scales, even in the 10 MHz range, it is
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important to consider the effects of the thermal contact resistance between the sensors and the
DUT, for a reliable interpretation of temperature measurements.

We note that although we considered only device applications in this work, it is possible to
apply this technique on different mediums such as biomedical applications where the sub-micron
resolution temperature measurements in a living body could be of interest. In that case, the
bio-compatible nanoparticles, such as carbon dots, can be injected into the body and by using a
simple hyperspectral camera and a low power density light source, temperature can be monitored.

In Chapter 6, we looked at the thermal bottlenecks for large area multi-finger power devices
to identify the best possible strategy for thermal management. We have found out that strain
relief layer does not contribute to the thermal resistance of power devices because of the large
area being heated, which results in low power densities on the order of ≈ 0.1 W/mm s even if the
peak temperature exceeds 100 o C. This is different from the widely studied RF devices where the
same peak temperature is reached as a result of higher power densities on the order of 10s of
W/mm. In RF devices, the heat diffuses towards the substrate (out-of-plane); whereas, it diffuses
laterally (in-plane) in power devices. Therefore, SRL contribution to the thermal resistance is
negligible in power devices whereas it is widely known that SRL is a thermal bottleneck for RF
devices due to high power densities. We also identified that at high power densities, non-uniform
temperature distribution across the channel can be a reliability concern. The thermal bottleneck
of large area power devices was found to be the substrate, at the device level. We showed that the
contribution of the substrate to the thermal resistance increases when the device increases (by
adding more fingers); however, the SRL contribution still remains insignificant. We suggested
that thinning the substrate can be a cost effective solution to reduce the device temperature. This
suggestion was backed up by simulations, which show that thinning a 700 µm Si wafer to 100
µm, can decrease the peak temperature to its one third. However, an efficient substrate cooling is

critical to achieve this performance improvement, meaning that the heat path from the substrate
to the cooler should be as less resistive as possible.
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7.1

Future Work

From the technique point of view, future work for Chapter 4 can focus on pushing the optical
resolution limits to nm range in order to fully exploit small size of single quantum rods, or
alternatively quantum dots. This limit can be pushed by applying already established super
resolution (SR) imaging techniques, which enable beating the diffraction limited optical resolution.
From the hardware point of view, super resolution can be achieved, for example, by near field
imaging [188, 189]. However, near field optical microscopy requires a very small optical aperture,
the dimensions of which are much smaller than the excitation wavelength, for example on the
order of 10s of nm [189]. Fabrication of such a small aperture would be a costly endeavour.
Alternatively, the optical diffraction limits can be bet by low-cost software solutions which can
provide super resolution images [190–193]. The idea behind the computational SR imaging is the
recovery of the original image with a resolution higher than the diffraction limit from a series of
low resolution (LR) images, which are the convoluted response of the point spread function (PSF)
of the imaging system and the actual scene (with an additional system noise). This problem can
be formulated as a linear inverse problem, i.e. SR image= PSF ·LR image+ noise. The challenge
of solving this equation lies in the fact that PSF is usually a singular matrix, which is not directly
invertible. Therefore, achieving a unique and stable solution is challenging and requires the
regularisation of this formulation, which can be performed by either deterministic or statistical
approach based on the prior knowledge of the system under study. This area of research dates
back to late 1980s and many algorithms have been proposed for the SR image reconstruction,
one of the latest applications on biological imaging using quantum dots can be found in Ref.
[193], where x7 resolution improvement has been demonstrated and supported by AFM images.
It would be an interesting next step to extend computational SR imaging for thermography
applications, and in particular for HQTI. This would be a very useful tool for the next generation
electronic devices, considering the fact that the channel dimensions are being pushed down to
100s of nanometers. This would also require a more uniform distribution of the isolated quantum
rods. Achieving such a uniform distribution was experienced to be challenging in this work;
however, the author thinks that it is not impossible. For example, inkjet printing, which is widely
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used for the fabrication of organic LEDs, can be given a try for the QR deposition. It would be
also useful to test whether/how much RF characteristics are affected by the QR deposition to
identify the limits of the technique.
The future work for Chapter 5 can focus on pushing the time resolution limits with this
technique. This approach can also be used for thermal property estimation; especially thermal
diffusivity of materials if the time resolution limits is improved by implementing above-mentioned
ideas.
Future work for Chapter 6 can focus on identifying the most cost effective packaging
solutions for power devices. This would require as less interface as possible within the package
material. The thermal bottlenecks for the pulsed operation should also be assessed for the full
picture, both at the package and the device level.
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A.1

Error Analysis

This section of the appendix describes the error analysis for the Hyperspectral Quantum Thermal
Imagining (HQTI) system developed in Chapter 4, which was published as a Supplementary
Material in our recent work, Ref. [124] 1 .
The uncertainty includes both the systematic errors and the random errors. We analysed these two contributions separately. Figure 4.23(b) in Chapter 4 shows that there is no
temperature offset at zero power dissipation, i.e. ∆T=0 as expected. This is an indication of the
negligible systematic errors compared to the random errors.
In order to estimate the accuracy of the mean temperature calculation and our image
processing approach, a Kernel distribution (non-parametric distribution) shown in Figure 4.17
in Chapter 4 was fitted to the histogram using MATLAB Distribution Fitting application and a
mean temperature of ∼20 o C with a standard deviation (σ) of 8 o C was obtained (using the mean
values of the calibration function), as explained in Chapter 4. Central limit theorem says that
the distribution function of the “sample” mean is a normal distribution with a standard deviation
1 Reproduced in part with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2, 1, 93–102, Oner, B. et al., Submicrometer

Resolution Hyperspectral Quantum Rod Thermal Imaging of Microelectronic Devices, Copyright (2020), American
Chemical Society.
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p
of σ/ n , where σ is the standard deviation of the “population” mean and n is the sample size

[194]. The sample size is equal to 7 for the data presented in this work. Therefore, the standard
p
error of the “sample” mean is equal to σ/ n . If the information of the whole population is known,
then the statistical uncertainty is σ. As this analysis (the analysis shown in Figure 4.17) was
performed for a sufficiently large number of pixels, i.e. for full image size which consists of
520x696 pixels, with a non-Gaussian distribution (Kernel fitted), we consider the estimated mean
as the “population” mean here, rather than the “sample” mean, i.e., the population representing
all the pixels of the image where the image processing performed. Therefore, we reported the
standard deviation rather than the standard error of the mean for this analysis. The resulting
estimation of 20 o C with an 8 o C standard deviation covers the set temperature of 25 o C. Ideally,
the offset in the room temperature can be corrected to circumvent systematic errors; however, we
do not need to because the standard deviation of 8 o C already covers the room temperature. This
analysis also indicates that systematic errors are negligible in the system developed.
Errors in the calibration function coefficients due to the fitting were also assessed as
another source of uncertainty, other than random statistical errors. Its effect on the temperature
measurements were estimated for a representative example: the deviation of the mean temperature estimations were calculated at each pixel by applying the upper and lower limits of the
calibration function, which results in a variation of ±7 o C for a sample size of n=3 measurements
for the device and operating conditions presented in Figure 4.22- 4.23(b) (for an absolute device
surface temperature of ∼90 o C). This value is within the precision of the measurement for n=3
sample (∼7 o C) and indicates that the error contribution from calibration function fitting is small.
This also led to the conclusion that the systematic errors are small in the developed system
at these measurement conditions compared to the random errors. Therefore, we only report
statistical random errors in this work ,i.e. this is what the error bars in Figure 4.23 and Figure
5.7 represent, which also correspond to the precision of the measurement.
p
Increasing the number of successive measurements (n) increases the precision by 1/ n

because the precision of temperature estimation at a particular pixel is defined as the standard
deviation of the population mean temperature at that pixel, divided by the square root of the
p
number of measurements, i.e.σ/ n which corresponds to the standard deviation of the “sample”
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mean from the “population” mean. The temperature estimations reported in this work represent
this sample mean over n=7 successive measurements and the error associated with this indicates
the deviation of the sample mean from the population mean.

A.2

Supporting Data

A.2.1

Thermal Image and Noise for a Single Acquisition

Figure A.1(a)-(b) shows the HQTI maps obtained from a single acquisition. It can be seen that the
number of data in the thermal map shown in Figure A.1(b) is lower than that of (a), which implies
that the noise in the image for Figure A.1(b) was higher initially than that of (a) and was reduced
by eliminating the noisy pixels during data processing. The apparent noise in both images also
highlights the necessity of averaging for a "cleaner" image, as done in Figure 4.18(b)-(d) and
Figure 4.23(a). Figure A.1 also gives insights into the source of noise in the thermal maps, in

F IGURE A.1. HQTI noise for a single image acquisition, before averaging, for the
data presented in Figure 4.18(d) (which represents the mean of n=7 successive
measurements). The back plate temperature is 25 o C; the device is biased at Vds =10
V, Ids =83.2 mA, Pdiss =4.165 W/mm: (a) Thermal map for a single acquisition, at
n=1. (b) Thermal map for a single acquisition, at n=7. (c) Temperature line profiles
for (a) and (b) along the dashed line. The line profile represents the temperature
values at a single pixel across the device channel, indicating the noise in the images
in the absence of averaging.
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terms of whether it is a fixed pattern noise or random noise. The line profile in Figure A.1(c)
, although noisy due to the lack of averaging, shows that the noise is of a fixed pattern at the
fine edges of the source and drain connected field plates as well as at the edges between the
semiconductor and the metal (See the optical image of the DUT in Figure 4.18(a) for the details of
the field plate metal features). Temperature sharply drops at these regions, rather than decaying
smoothly. This sharp drop in the temperature measurements at the edges is partly attributed to
the edge effects, which is observed because the distance between the two materials at the edges is
smaller than the diffraction limit and the signal is coupled there. Similar observations were also
made in the literature for other thermal imaging techniques, such as thermoreflectance [195].
Besides, slight drifts of the sample during the tests might also exacerbate the noise at the edges.
Even though we have not observed a drift in the images within a pixel size, which corresponds
to 180 nm in our system, as mentioned in Chapter 4, the drifts at the sub-pixel levels might
contribute to the noise at the edges. For these reasons, the temperature measurements at the
edges should be assessed with caution.
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